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Abstract

Investigation ofPlasma Implantation and Gate Oxide Charging during
Plasma Processing

by

Barry Paul Linder

Doctor of Philosophy in Electrical Engineering and Computer Sciences

University ofCalifornia at Berkeley

Professor Nathan W. Cheung, Chair

Plasma Immersion Ion Implantation (PHI) is an alternative to conventional

implantation for high dose and low cost applications. Full commercialization of PIII

requires process models for understanding the effects of the implant parameters on the

final implant profile.

All plasma processes, including PIII, can cause plasma induced gate oxide charg

ing damage. A model is developed that predicts charging damage for all plasma pro

cesses, including PIII.

The basic coupled plasma model for PIII contains three separate modules, the

plasma, the wafer structure, and the substrate bias. The plasma module consists of a set of

physically derived equations from a Quasi-Static Child Law analysis for the sheath expan

sion and plasma currents. The wafer structure module accounts for the type ofdevices and

the presence of thin gate oxides on the wafer at the time of the plasma process. The sub

strate bias drives the implant, and hence, the effects of its characteristics on the plasma

process is studied. The coupled PIII model contains no fitting parameters, and only

requires a Langmuir Probe measurement to determine the ion density, plasma potential,

plasma floating potential, and electron temperature.

Implant energy profiles are generated with the coupled PIII plasma model. A

pulsed PIII implant is not mono-energetic, but rather contains a significant energy spread.



Ions from the matrix sheath fundamentally limit the energy integrity of an implant. The

contribution of the rise time of the implantation pulse to the energy spread is minimized

by reducing the rise time as close to zero as possible. On the other hand, the fall time of

the pulse simply need be less than the sheath collapse time.

The basic Pill plasma model has been extended to take into account dielectric sub

strates, multiple plasma ion species, and ion sheath collisions. With Pill into dielectric

substrates (as in silicon-on-insulator or thin film transistor processing) substrate charging

and substrate coupling corrupt the implant profile. The extended model allows optimiza

tion of the pulse width, pulse frequency, bias voltage, and plasma ion density to control

substrate charging while maintaining an acceptable dose rate. The single species model

may be adopted for multiple ion species plasmas by utilizing an effective mass and an

effective Bohm velocity. Most practical Pill processes operate in a slightly collisional

regime, with more than 10% of the ions undergoing a collision before implantation. A

Monte Carlo analysis of collisions enables generation of implant energy profiles under

these conditions.

As gate oxides scale from 5 nm to 3 nm and below, the issue of plasma induced

charging damage has come to the forefront. The issue of gate oxide scaling and charging

damage has been resolved through the development of a Universal Charging Damage

Model. A load line analysis ofthe plasma impedance and gate conduction establishes the

stress condition during the plasma process, and an oxide reliability model correlates the

stress condition with oxide damage.

Assuming identical plasma conditions during processing, there are three stressing

regimes observed with oxide scaling. Thicker oxides undergo constant voltage stressing,

while thinner oxides undergo constant current stressing. Ultra-thin oxides, thinner than

about 3 nm, also undergo constant current stressing, but the electrons tunnel by direct tun

neling rather than Fowler Nordheim tunneling. The oxide damage due to plasma process-



ing peaks in the constant current regime, for an oxide thickness around 5nm. The exact

thickness depends on the processing conditionsand antenna ratio.

Combining both the Coupled Plasma Model and the Universal Charging Damage

Model allows the prediction of charging damage for Fill. Simulations predict that the

amount of damage depends on the frequency of pulsing. Device circuit structures £ind

parameters, such as wells, channel doping, circuit antennas, and dielectric substrates affect

PHI charging damage. Oxides in N-wells charge more negatively, and oxides in P-wells

charge more positively, while a depletion region underneath the oxide protects the oxide.

Large area antennas create single pulse charging damage by amplifying the effective

charge deposition density. Simulations show that devices on dielectric or SGI substrates

are generally immune to gate oxide charging damage during PHI.

The addition of the dielectric, multiple species, and collision modules to the

plasma, wafer structure, and bias models forms a fairly comprehensive one dimensional

PHI dose and implant simulator. The Universal Charging Damage load line analysis

forms the framework for analyzing plasma induced charging damage for all plasma pro

cesses.

FrJf)fessor Nathan W. Cheung

Chair, Dissertation Committee
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1 Introduction

1.1 Introduction

Plasma processing is an integral IC fabrication technology enabling sub-micron

scaling. Plasma processes are generally dry, single wafer, and cluster tool compatible.

Ion milling. Reactive Ion Etching (RIE), Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition

(PECVD), and sputtering plasma processes are mainstays of integrated circuit fabrication.

A new plasma based process. Plasma Immersion Ion Implantation (PHI), is emerging as

an economical alternative to conventional implantation for high dose applications. A full

imderstanding of the trade-offs between the implant parameters is needed before the com

mercialization of the process.

All plasma processes, including PIII, are susceptible to plasma induced gate oxide

charging damage. Therefore, a generalized damage model is developed to understand

and predict charging damage for all plasma processes, including PIII.

1.2 Plasma Immersion Ion Implantation

Ion Implantation is one of the crucial steps in a semiconductor process flow. In

current CMOS technology, there are numerous fabrication implantation steps. Namely,

well formation, channel stop, threshold adjust, punchthrough protection, dual poly

implant, and source/drain implant. Thin film transistor technology contains additional

implantations such as hydrogenation and poly-Si grain size control. Conventional beam-

line implantation excels at dose control and uniformity, but is limited in implant current

especially at low implant energies. The shift to larger wafer sizes for IC fabrication and



theproduction of large arrays of thinfilm transistors for flat panel displays exacerbates the

dose rate requirement. For instance, a 10^^/cm^ doping ofa 500 mm x 500 mm substrate

with a 10 mA conventional implanter requires over 6 minutes per substrate, yielding a

woefully lowthroughput. PHI is a promising alternative for highdose, highthroughput

doping, requiring less than 10 seconds for the same implant.

PHI is a novel implantation technique in which the substrate is immersed in a

plasma containing the implant ion species (Figure 1-1). Applying a high voltage negative

bias to the substrate accelerates and implants the plasma ions. If wafer charging is a con

cern, the bias can be pulsed. The pulse off time following each implant pulse allows the

plasma electrons to neutralize the deposited positive charge.
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Figure 1-1 Plasma Immersion Ion Implantation Concept

Diagram ofPlasma Immersion Ion Implantation. A plasma source generates a plasma
containing the ion implant species, which flows from the source into the main chamber
enveloping the entire wafer. The substrate bias extracts, accelerates, and implants the
ion species.
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Pill's main advantage is the high attainabledose rate. Since the plasma surrounds

the entire wafer, the whole wafer is implanted simultaneously, yielding an implantation

time independent of wafer size, i.e. the implant time for a 300 mm (12'inch) diameter

wafer is the same as a 200 mm (8 inch) wafer. This contrasts sharply with conventional

implantation where the implant timescales withwafer area(Figure 1-2). For comparison,

typical PHI dose rates can exceed 1mA/cm^ over the entire wafer, while a state ofthe art

highbeamimplanter current achieves 100 mA. Witha 300mmsubstrate, the currentden

sity isonly 0.14 mA per cm^ [1-1,1-2]. To the first order, PHI would be faster for wafers

larger than 4.5 inches, if wafer handlingtime is negligible.
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Figure 1-2 Implant Time Comparison

Since PHI implants the entire wafer simultaneously, the implant time remains constant
regardless of the wafer size. In contrast, the conventional beamline implantation time
scales with the square of the wafer radius. The difference between the two becomes
significant at larger wafer sizes.



Due tobeam optics, conventional implanter currents deteriorate sharply at implant

energies below 10 keV. The ions are usually extracted at tens ofkilovolts and then decel

erated to therequired implant energy [1-3]. Besides introducing implant energy spread [1-

4], the decelerationreduces beam currents significantly. This limitationhas led semicon

ductor manufacturers to search foralternatives for lowenergy implantation.

Beside dose rate, PHI has other advantages. Since the entire wafer is implanted

simultaneously, a PHImachine does not require beam scanning mechanisms. As shown in

Figure 1-1,the machine contains no mass separation unit or a longacceleration tube, sim

plifying the machine design and maintenance. The machine is flexible, fully scalable, and

cluster tool compatible. Because the PHI machine is not specific to just implantation, it

couldalso be used as an etch or a lowtemperature CVD tool. In principle, processes that

include a pre or post implantation etchor deposition are all possible in one machine with

out breaking vacuum.

Theapplications currently under development are shallow junctionformation [1-5

- 1-7], SIMOX fabrication [1-8 - 1-20], SOIwafer fabrication by the Ion Cut process [1-

18, 1-19], trench doping [1-21, 1-22], hydrogenation of TFT's [1-23], palladium doping

for copper plating [1-24,1-25], andmetallurgical hardening by nitrogen implants [1-26 -

1-28].

A number of issues need to be investigated before full Till implementation.

Some of the main concerns are the relationship between substrate bias voltage, implant

energy and dose rate, the extent of the implant energy spread and implant profile, and the

mechanisms of gate oxide charging. Optimization of the plasma with respect to the ion

density, electron temperature, floating potential, plasma potential, and the substrate bias

variables ofpulse width and pulse frequency will be required.



To accomplish these goals, a PHI model has been developed that solves physical

equations to predict the implant current and voltage. The model predicts the ion implant

energy spread for varying implant and substrate conditions, and estimates theoretical lim

its for the energy spread with PHI. Coupling the PIII model with a thin oxide tunneling

current model, allows calculation of plasma charging damage. Finally, the simulation

then helps optimize the implant conditions for minimal oxide damage.

Chapter 2 describes the Berkeley PIII tool, Chapter 3 details the PIII Coupled

Plasma Model, Chapter 4 investigates the soiuces ofPIII implant energy spread. Chapters

5, 6, and 7 adapt the coupled plasma model for dielectric substrates, multiple plasma ion

species, and ion sheath collisions, while Chapter 11 examines charging damage during

PIII.

1.3 Plasma Induced Gate Oxide Charging Damage

An undesirable by-product of all plasma processes, including PIII, is gate oxide

plasma charging damage. Concern over plasma induced charging damage has mounted in

the IC fabrication industry as designers continue scaling gate oxides towards 3 nm and

below. Since thinner oxides breakdown at lower voltages, it has been generally assumed

that thinner oxides will be more susceptible to charging damage. On the other hand, elec

trical stress data suggests that thinner oxides may be more robust [1-29]. It is, thus,

important to fully understand plasma charging damage in contemporary high plasma den

sity tools, especially for the PIII process, and to predict the future role ofplasma charging

damage.

1.4 Origin of Plasma Damage

Plasma damage, in its most general definition, is any inadvertent degradation of

the MOS system from plasma processing. The three main damage mechanisms are elec

trical stressing of the oxide during plasma processing, radiation damage from high energy



photons emitted by the plasma, and damage to the gate dielectric from physical bombard

ment of the oxide by the plasma ions. With typical plasma processing conditions, the

dominant damage mechanism for CMOS processing is electrical stressing.

During the plasma process, both ions and electrons bombard the surface of the

wafer (Figure 1-3). If for whatever reason, the ion and electron currents do not balance,

charge will buildup on the surface of the wafer. The interconnects conduct this charge

from the wafer surface down to the transistor gate, electrically stressing the gate oxide.

With a large enough electrical field, significant tunneling currents flow. These currents

may break bonds in the gate dielectric, degrading the bulk and interface properties of the

oxide.

Plasma T^, Vp, Vj)

© |e I© I© I© I© I© |e I© I©

Gate oxide

Vbias) ^

Figure 1-3 Origin of Plasma Induced Charging Damage

During plasma processing, ions and electrons bombard the wafer surface (1). Often,
the fluxes are not completely balanced, and a net charge builds-up on the surface. The
surface conductor transfers the charge from the surface to the poly layer (2). If the
electric field generated by this conducted charge is great enough, tunneling currents
flow through the gate oxide (3), resulting in electrical stress, which is called plasma
induced charging damage.



The key element initiating electrical plasma damage is the imbalance between the

ion and electron fluxes. Traditionally, plasma non-uniformities across the wafer gener

ated the flux imbalance [1-30]. More recently, electron shading has been implicated as a

cause of damage in sub-micron geometries [1-31]. Figure 1-5 depicts plasma damage

from spatial plasma non-uniformities. At equilibrium, a uniform plasma will charge the

substrate to the plasma floating potential. A non-uniform plasma contains a space-varying

floating potential; a conducting substrate, however, must have a single substrate potential.

The equilibrium substrate voltage will be a spatial average of the plasma floating poten

tial. Locally, the plasma floating potential is not equal to the substrate potential. Currents

may flow from the high plasma potential region in the plasma, through a gate oxide, into

the substrate, and finally back to the plasma. In the case ofa plasma source with a higher

ion density in the center of the reactor, current flows from the center to the edge of the

wafer, damaging the gate dielectrics.

Electron shading is the second dominant electrical stressing mechanism. Figure 1-

4 depicts a high aspect ratio metal etch process. With a substrate bias, the ions bombard

the wafer nearly anistropically, creating the desired sharp sidewalls. The electron are not

significantly accelerated by the substrate bias, and therefore impinge upon the wafer with

nearly thermal energies. Negative charge builds up on the photoresist, repelling electrons

from the surface. Overall, the isotropic natureof the electrons and the negativecharge on

the photoresist, significantly reduces the electron current density at the bottom of the

trench. This charges the metal line and the MOS gate positively. A large enough electric

field allows significant tunneling current which stress the gate oxide. The return path to

the plasma is through any open area on the wafer.

Historically, plasma non-uniformities were the dominant damage mechanism.

Plasma uniformities have improvedgreatly over the past decade, minimizing this damage

mechanism. On the otherhand, sub-micron scalingrequires high aspect ratios magnifying

the role ofelectron shading.
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Figure 1-5 Charging Damage from Spatial Plasma Non-uniformities

Plasma non-uniformities create varying ion and electron currents across the wafer.
With a higher plasma potential in the center of the wafer, current flows from the center
of the plasma, through the wafer, and back to the plasma near the edges of the wafer.



1.5 Effect of Plasma Charging Damage

The plasma damage mechanism studied in this work is the electrical stressing of

the gate oxideduringplasmaprocessing. The effectsof electrical plasmadamageare sim

ilar to those of bench electrical stressing tests. Damage manifests itself in three main

ways: catastrophic oxidedamage, reduced oxidelifetime, and transistorperformance deg

radation.

In extreme cases, plasma damage breaks down the oxide, creating a short circuit.

In general, however, the damage manifests itselfin a moresubtlemanner, suchas reliabil

ity and performance degradation of the oxide. Oxide damage is a cumulative process.

Therefore, even though the oxide may appear intact after the plasma process, the plasma

stressing does subtractfromthe total useful lifetime ofthe oxide, possibly leadingto early

and unexpected operational failures.

The plasma damage also degrades the transistor performance. A stressed oxide

contains a higher density ofbulk and interfacetraps. These increase the depletion capaci

tance of the MOS system, trap charge, and reduce the inversion charge mobility. The

altered capacitance and trapped charge shift the transistor threshold voltage. The

increased depletion capacitance increases the sub-threshold slope. The interface traps

reduce the inversion mobility and transistor transconductance. All these products of

plasma damage combine to reduce transistor performance. Overall, plasma damage

degrades the performance while increasing the variance of the transistor parameters, ulti

mately leading to yield loss.

1.6 CMOS Scaling and Plasma Damage

The expected scaling ofCMOS into the nanometer regime will affect the extent of

plasma damage. The two processing trends that will have an affect plasma damage are the

evolution ofplasma processing tools, and the thinning of the gate oxide.
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Figure 1-6 Comparison between Capacitive and Inductive Plasmas

Over the past decade plasma sources have evolved from capacitive coupling to
inductive coupling. Besidesproviding independent control of wafer and plasmasource
biases, inductively coupled plasmas create higher ion densities, allowing for better
linewidth and throughput. These higher ion densities, however, may increase plasma
damage on the wafer.

Over the past decade the plasma processing tools have evolved from low density

capacitively coupled systems to high density inductively coupled tools (Figure 1-6).

Capacitively coupled plasmas utilize a single RF bias that doubles as the plasma genera

tion source and the wafer bias. Inductively coupled plasmas have separate RF sources for

plasma generation and for wafer bias. This allows independent control of plasma density

and ion impingement energy. This permits the newer tools to increase the ion densities

from below 10^®cm"^ to 10^ ^cm"^ and above. The independent voltage control and higher

ion densities allow for better linewidth control and throughput. The higher ion densities

and the corresponding lower electron temperature from advanced ion sources alter the

plasma impedance affecting the level ofplasma charging damage.

The second major processing trend that influences plasma damage is the scaling of

the gate oxide thickness. Figure 1-7 shows the SIA roadmap for oxide thickness into the

next century. Gate oxide thicknesses have been scaled extremely aggressively over the
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Gate oxides are being scaled very aggressively, with the 1998 SIA roadmap 2 nm
thinner than previous predictions. Gate dielectric scaling will most definitely affect
plasma charging damage [1-32].

past 5 years, with the original roadmap being pushed forward by more than 2 nm in the

current roadmap. The latest papers report Si02 gate dielectrics as thin as 1 nm [1-33].

Intuitively, thinner oxides should be more susceptible to plasma damage, because of their

lower breakdown voltage. But, the plasma is not a perfect voltage source, and this compli

cates the situation. Plasma damage as a function of gate oxide thickness is not a mono-

tonic relationship, but is affected by the complex interaction of the plasma and the gate

dielectric.

1.7 Universal Charging Damage Model

To date, there is no standardized model for predicting gate oxide charging damage.

To this end, this work formulates a universal plasma charging damage model applicable to

a wide range of plasma processes. The model developed predicts plasma charging dam-
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age as a function of gate oxide thickness, plasma density, plasma electron temperature,

and device antenna ratio. Chapter 8 develops a charging damage model derived from a

loadline analysis of the plasma and gate oxide impedances and discusses the ramifications

of the model's predictions. Chapter 9 examines the various methods for detecting charg

ing damage. Chapter 10 presents experimental verification ofthe model's predictions as a

function of gate oxide thickness, plasma charge density, and device antenna ratio. In

Chapter 11, the model has been combined with the PHI process model to predict and min

imize plasma charging damage in the emerging process.
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2 Plasma Immersion Ion

Implantation Setup and
System

2.1 Berkeley PHI Reactor

A schematic of the PHI Berkeley reactor is shown in Figure 2.1. The overall

machine length is 128 cm, with a width of 50 cm. Permanent magnets line the outside of

the main chamber forming a magnetic bucket that confines the plasma, thus, reducing wall

losses and improving plasma uniformity. A standard dual system of a mechanical pump

and turbo pump with automatic crossover attains a base pressure near 1 microtorr. The

Leybold turbo has a pumping speed of 1500 liters/second. A 1500 watt ASTEX 2.45 GHz

microwave source supplies the power for ECR plasma generation. The microwaves are

guided from the source to a 3-stub tuner, are coupled into the machine through a quartz

window. Two electro-magnets in a mirror configuration surround the source chamber,

generating the required magnetic field of 875 Gauss for electron cyclotron resonance

(ECR) at 2.45 GHz. The main wafer holder handles up to 12 inch diameter wafers, and

slides from anywhere between 20 cm and 45 cm away jfrom the source chamber. A second

6" wafer holder adds de-ionized water cooling. The back door provides access for loading

and unloading the wafers. Mass flow controllers regulate gas flow from 0-100 seem in

0.1 seem increments. This flow range allows pressures from below 50 ptorr to above 2

mtorr, with arbitrary gas mixtures. For higher pressure applications, a bypass leak valve

control pressures up to 10 mtorr. Theoretically, any gas can be used as an implant source.
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Figure 2-1 Schematic of Berkeley PHI machine

The Berkeley Pill reactor uses ECR remote plasma generation in the source chamber.
The plasma diffuses from the source to the main chamber and immerses the wafer. The
wafer assembly slides fore-and-aft, controlling uniformity and ion density. Permanent
magnets confine the plasma improving uniformity.



but currently BF3, He, Ne, SF5, N2, H2, SiF4, CF4, O2, H2O, and Ar are available on the

system

2.2 Diagnostic Tools

A variety of diagnostic tools were used in the study of the PHI system and process.

The more important ones are discussed below.

2.2.1 Pressure Measurement

Three different tools monitor chamber pressure. A baratron measures pressures

accurately from 0.1 to 50 mtorr, while an ion gauge measures from 0.1 to 1000 microtorr.

BF3 pressure measurementwith the baratron proves inconsistent, necessitating the use of

the thermocouple gauge reading of the turbopump back pressure. Figure 2-2 shows ther

mocouple calibration curves for Ar and BF3. Argon was calibrated against the baratron,

while BF3 was calibrated with an ion gauge.

2.2.2 Mass Spectrometry

A mass spectrometer maps the mass and energy of the ions. The mass spectrome

ter's main function is to compare relative ion density ratios in multiple ion plasmas. For

example, Figure 2-3 shows the percentage ofH^, H2^, and H3'*" ina Hydrogen plasma asa

function of pressure with the current in the ECR magnetic coils set at 220 Amps. This

type of phase space aids in obtaining plasmas with one dominant species. H3"'" is maxi

mized at higher pressures, while H2''' dominates at lower pressures.

2.2.3 Langmuir Probe

Langmuir probe measurements determine the electron temperature (Tg), ion den

sity (w/), electron density («g), plasma floating potential (1^), and the plasma potential

of the plasma. Figure 2-4 illustrates the Langmuir probe system. The probe tip is a very

thin (~.07 mm in diameter) titanium or platinum wire. Sweeping the bias of the probe

inside the plasma obtains a Langmuir Plasma I-V curve (Figure 2-5). The data are
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Figure 2-2 Thermocouple Pressure Calibration Curve

The thermocouple readingfrom the back of the turbopump correlates to the chamber
pressure, and is calibrated for Argon and BF3. Thegoodfit validates interpolation.

acquired and analyzed in real time with the softwarepackage,Labview. Because there are

no RP sources in the PHI system, RPfilters anddouble probe techniques are unnecessary.

Thetheoryfor extracting the plasmaparameters fromthe Langmuir probetrace is found in

[2-1].

The following assumptions simplify the analysis: the sheath width is much larger

than the probe diameter; the mean free path is much greater than the sheath width (colli-

sionless sheath), and the electron energy follows a single temperature Maxwellian distri

bution.

The flow chart shown in Figure 2-6 illustratesthe process of extracting the plasma

parameters from the Langmuir trace. First, Vf is the zero current point in the Langmuir
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Figure 2-3 Mass Spectrometry of Hydrogen as a Function of Pressure

As pressure is increased, H2''" percentage decreases, while H3"'" increases. Mass
spectrometry helps identify optimal plasma conditions for PIII.

trace. The plasma potential is the positive voltage knee point in Langmuir trace. The

exact inflection point is determined by either the maximum of the 1st derivative, or the

zero crossing of the 2nd derivative. The 1st derivative method is preferred because it is

less susceptible to noise. To obtain a noiseless 1st derivative, the Langmuir trace is fitted

with a high order polynomial. Fits on the order of 10 perform acceptably. The current at

Vp is the electron saturation current (Jesat^^ which is utilized for determining the electron

density.

With l^and Vp known, and assuming single temperature Maxwellain electrons, Tg

isdeterminable. With probe biases approximately between P^and P^, the electron current

is exponentially dependent on probe voltage. Assuming the electron current is much
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Figure 2-4 Langmuir Probe System

The Langmuir Probe contains a thin (0.07 mm in diameter) cylindricai wire probe.
The probe box sweeps the probe bias, measuring the current. The computer, through a
DAQ board, acquires the data, while the software package, Labview, analyzes the data
in real time.

greater than the ion current, exponentially fitting the probe trace yields Tg. To ensure

^electron should Only include voltages a couple of volts greater than Vj-.

For cylindrical probes,

"i =
(2-q-a-d)^

m

where a, d, m, are the probe radius, the probe length, and electron mass, respectively. The

dIfdVterm should only be taken with K< to ensure negligible electron current.
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I-V from a Langmuir Probe with a tip length of 1cm and a probe diameter of 0.07 mm
in a 1 mtorr, 900 W Argon plasma. At negative voltages, the probe is biased in ion
saturation, while with significantly positive voltages, the probe is biased in electron
saturation. The x-axis crossing of the curve is Vf, and the knee in the positive current
portion ofthe curve is Vp.

With multiple ion plasmas, it is necessary to calculate the electron density rather

than the ion density. Moreover, for single componentplasmas in which is equal to rig,

the extracted value for ng is often more accurate than that of«/ [2-2]. Electron density for

cylindrical probes is:

I • 4
esat

=

^ (2 ' n ' q ' a - d' v )

8(9 • TJ
= nm

(2-2)

(2-3)

where Vg are the electron saturation current, and the electron velocity, respectively.

For this work all ion density measurementsare actually obtained from the electron part of

the trace. Even so, the values ofthe ion density should be interpreted as approximate den

sity measurements.
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From a Langmuir Probe trace all plasma parameters, Vj, Vp, and Tg, may be
extracted.
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The most suspect assumption in this analysis is that the electrons are a single tem

perature Maxwellian. With many processes, the electrons follow a two temperature, or

other non-Maxwellian distributions [2-2]. In these situations it is useful to calculate an

electron energy distribution function (EEDF) from the second derivative of the probe

trace. Integrating the EEDF also yields the electron density. This method is more accu

rate, but requires significantly more computation [2-3].

2.2.4 Fluoroptic® Probe Temperature Measurements
The substrate temperature during implantation is an important parameter of the

PHI process. Excessive temperatures may result in significant diffusion of the implant

species, such as hydrogen. For applications which require the formation of an amorphous

layer, such as shallow junctions that amorphize the surface to prevent channeling [2-4],

the substrate temperature must be kept below the silicon solid phase epitaxy temperature

of 450 ®C. Other applications, such as silicon on insulator formation (SPIMOX) [2-5]

require a temperature around 600 °C for optimal buried oxide formation.

Conventional temperature measurements with a thermocouple prove difficult in

PIII, since the implant bias is applied directly to the wafer. The electrical noise from the

wafer bias swamps the thermocouple signal, yielding inaccurate results. Pyrometers are

inconvenient, and require extensive calibration for temperatures below ~700 ®C.

An alternative is the Fluoroptic® probe temperature measurementsystem provided

by Luxtron Corporation. This electrically isolated, in-situ measurement system is illus

trated in Figure 2-7. Fluorescent phosphor on the tip of the optical fiber acts as the tem

perature sensitive element. A xenon flashlamp excites the manganese-activated

magnesium fluorogermanate phosphor. After the flash, the phosphor fluoresces at -670

nm, with a decay time well correlated with temperature. The decay time at the measure

ment limits are approximately 5 ms at -200 °C, and 0.5 ms at 450 °C. A look-up table cor

relates the measured decay time with the phosphor temperature. The Fluoroptic®
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The Fluoroptic probe temperature technique provides in-situ, non-electrical real time
wafer temperature measurements. A xenon lamp illuminates the phosphor in contact
with the wafer, and a detector calculates the fluorescent decay time of the phosphor. A
look-up table correlates decay time with temperature.

technique exhibits high accuracy and repeatability. Un-calibrated probes are accurate

within ±2 °C, with calibrated probes improving this to ±0.1 °C. With 20 sample averag

ing, repeatability is ±0.1 °C, with increased averaging reducing this value. Employing the

maximum sample rate of 10 flashes/second, successive measurements are 2 seconds apart.

The Fluoroptic® technique relies on the phosphor being in intimate contact with

the wafer. In a vacuum system this contact requirement becomes more stringent. The pri

mary measurement method achieves contact by pressing an optical fibre tipped with phos

phor against the backside of the wafer (through a hole in the wafer holder). The phosphor

is mounted on a transparent elastomer, allowing the tip to be pressed firmly without dam

age to the fiber. The maximum operating temperature for the elastomer is 250 °C. Higher

temperature measurements require an alternative non-contact method. In this remote tech

nique, phosphor is painted directly on to the back of the wafer. A bare fiber optic probe

placed within 0.25 inches fi-om thephosphor illuminates the phosphor andcollects the flu-



orescence. This technique enables temperature measurement up to 450 °C. The main

drawbacks of the remote phosphor technique is the difficult and expensive phosphor

application process, and low signal amplitude. For these reasons remote phosphor is

employed only if temperatures exceed 250 °C.

2.3 Wafer Bias

In PHI the wafer itself is biased to the implant voltage. The wafer bias creates a

high voltage plasma sheath that acceleratesand implants the plasma ions. The three typi

cal bias modes are DC, pulsed, and RF. DC bias achieves the highest dose rate, but may

only be used with conducting substrates. The main applications of DC bias are nitridation

ofmetals, and SOI wafer formation. Pulsed or RF biases are preferred for insulating sub

strates, such that implant charge must is periodically neutralized. RF bias requires tre

mendous amount of power to drive the displacement currents, and therefore mainly

applies to lower voltage implants. One exampleofan RF bias application is shallowjunc

tion formation, which requires low implant voltages [2-6]. Pulsed bias is chosen for all

applications in which DC and RF are not feasible. Pulsed bias achieves implant voltages

up to and exceeding 100keV. In addition, pulsed bias is the most flexible with indepen

dent control over pulse frequency and duty ratio. With the Berkeley PHI reactor, pulsed

and DC biases are the preferred modes ofoperation.

2.3.1 DC Bias

DC bias PHI is significantly simpler and achieves higher voltages for a lower cost

thanpulsed PHI. The Berkeley PHI system contains a 100 kV, 1 Amp DCpower supply.

Non-contact DC currentmeasurements are achieved by measuring the DC magnetic field

produced by the current in the high voltage line. With ECR plasma generation in the mir

ror magnetic field configuration, the secondary electrons from the implantation are

focused by the source magnets onto the quartz microwave feed through window. Exces

sive heating and melting of the quartz by the secondary electrons may be suppressed by
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either reducing the implant current or altering the magnets from the mirror configuration.

Placing a partially drilled out shutter (quartz or aluminum) in between the source and main

chambers attenuates the implant current. Optimizing the location, number, and size of the

shutter holes, reduces the current without affecting the plasma uniformity significantly.

An alternative approach is to alter the magnets from mirror to the cusp configuration or to

use only one of the two coils. This significantly reduces the plasma density, and prevents

electron focusing, but at the cost of more difficult plasma generation. We have found that

for implant voltages less than 20 kV, the shutter alone reduces the secondary electrons suf

ficiently. For 20 kV to 40 kV applications, the magnets must be changed to cusp mode.

Implants greater than 40 kV require both single coil configuration and shutter.

2.3.2 Pulsed Bias

Pulsed PHI eliminates the charge buildup that is observed during DC implants into

insulating substrates. Pulsed bias also provides the flexibility of independent pulse volt

age, pulse frequency, and duty factor. Either pulsed or RF biases are necessary for most

semiconductor applications that contain charge sensitive gate oxides. Pulsed and RF

biases do not completely eliminate charging. Chapter 11 examines in detail gate oxide

charging during pulsed Pill.

Figure 2-8 depicts the Pill pulsing system. A 6 kV, 100 mA power supply and a

pulse generator connect to the 25 kHz, 6 kV modulator. The signal travels across a trans

mission line containing various matching elements, terminating at the wafer holder. A

1000:1 high voltage probe connected to the wafer holder monitors the implant voltage,

while a Rogowski loop around the signal line measures the AC current. Various circuits

shunt the transmission line to ground for matching and protection purposes. A reverse-

biased diode circuit prevents the line from going positive, while capacitor/resistor circuits

control the signal bounce. The modulator performs best with a 50Q terminating imped

ance. Since the impedance of the system depends on the plasma impedance, the matching
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Figure 2-8 Pulsing Network

The PHI pulsing network including the matching network and fault protection circuits.
The switches route the signal through the 6.6:1 transformer. The fault protection
circuitry prevents positive voltages on the line or voltages more negative than the HV
Power Supply. The variable resistor controls the fall time of the pulse, with lower
resistances shortening the fall time.
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network can not be optimized for all conditions. Typically, for the matching network

shown, the fall time (defined as the time until the bias voltage decays to 500 V) is

-16.2 ps. Whenthe modulator shuts off, it turns into an open, not a short to ground, forc

ing the capacitors to discharge through the 10 kQ resistor (3 x 3.6 kQ) or the plasma.

Adding a shunt resistor decreases the discharge time significantly. Table 2-1 and Figure

2-9 showthat the shunt resistor effectively reduces the fall time from over 10 ps to below

1 ps.

Although the fall times are reduced, the shunt resistor draws extra current that

becomes restrictive at high pulsing frequencies.

j. ^pulse -
sh

where Rgh, and^ are the extra current drawn by the shunt resistor, the shunt resis

tance, the pulse width, and the pulsing frequency. Equation (2-4) assumes the current dur

ingthe fall time may beneglected. In light of the 100 mA limit of thepower supply, a 270

Q resistor wastes 50% of the total current capacity of thepower supply for a 6 kV implant

at a duty factor of just 2.25% or 2.25 kHz with Ips pulses. Therefore, a short fall time

must be balanced with maximum pulse frequency. A 50O shunt resistor obtains the short

est fall time, but consumes excessive amounts of power. The 270Q resistor, without

either matching network, performs next best but suffers from signal bounce. The best

compromise is using the 270 Q resistor, with both matching networks, achieving a fall

time less than Ips.
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Table 2-1 Shunt Resistor Effect on Pulse Fall Times

Shunt

Resistor

(Ohms)
Match 1 Match 2

Fall Time

(lis)

none yes yes 16.22

50 yes yes 0.12

270 yes yes 0.88

270 no no 0.36

0

-1 -

i -2
(U

•+->

>

-3 -

-4 -

-5
0

270 Q

No Shunt Resistor

270 Q w/o matching network

J I I L
10 15

Time (p-s)
20

Figure 2-9 Effect of Shunt Resistor on Fall Time

Without an added shunt resistor, thepulses suffer from excessive fall time. Adding a
270 U shunt resistor reduces the fall time to below 1 ps. Removing some of the
matching network, further reduces the fall time,but at the costof signal bounce.
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2.4 Wafer Cooling

For a number of applications it is imperative that the wafer temperature does not

rise significantly during the implant. Gate oxide charging damage is a strong function of

temperature,with damage doublingwith only a 50 °C increase in temperature [2-7]. High

temperatures are also detrimental during hydrogen implantation, since hydrogen diffuses

rapidly at temperature above 300 ®C.

The original PHI wafer holder moimted the substrate with clamping and did not

have water cooling capabilities. Clamping provides good electrical contact, but does not

provide substantial thermal contact in a vacuum. Figure 2-10 shows the temperature of

the wafer with clamping for a variety of implant voltages. A small hole in the wafer

holder allowed access to the back ofthe wafer for substrate temperature monitoring. With

simple exposure to an Argon plasma (900 W), the temperature of the wafer rises to ~175

°C, while for 6 kV, 5 kHz implant, the temperature rises above the measurement limit of

250 ®C within 50 seconds. Energy conservation explains these high temperature. Figure

2-11 displays the amount ofenergy radiated by a 4" wafer. The emissivity constant for the

aluminum wafer holder is assumed to be 0.15. The emissivity of the silicion wafer

changes with the carrier density, which itselfdepends on the temperature. Silicon emissiv

ity is less than 0.2 for temperatures less than 400 °C, and equal to 0.72 for temperatures

above 700 °C. Since the wafer is thermally floating, radiation is the dominant energy loss

mechanism. But radiation power is not significant until the wafer temperature exceeds

400 °C.

With a simple plasma exposure, the plasma deposits ~2 W ofpower onto a 4" sub

strate (900 W, 1 mtorr. Argon plasma), translating into a temperature slightly below 200

°C. A 6 kV, 5 khz pulsing deposits ~55 W, producing a temperature in excess of 450 °C.

In addition to allowing the wafer to reach unacceptable temperatures above 250 ®C, simple

clamping results in run to run temperature variations. There is always some random ther

mal contact between the wafer and the holder which provides a path for heat loss. Typi-
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Figure 2-10 Wafer Temperature during Implantation

The wafer temperature with simple clamping. There is very little thermal contact with
simple clamping, allowing high wafer temperatures. The implant voltages range from
0 volts (exposure only) to 6 kv, with pulsing frequencies of 1 kHz, and 5 kHz, and a Ips
pulse width.

600 Black body
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800

Figure 2-11 Radiation Losses as a Function of Temperature

Radiation emission for a silicon 4" wafer, a 4" black body, and a wafer bonded to an
aluminum wafer holder combined. Radiation does not emit significant power until the
temperature exceeds 400 ®C.
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cally this is small, but varies with the clamping pressure. For the 6 kV, 1kHz case, strong

clamping pressure reduced the temperature rise to 100 ®C after 900 s, but the temperature

was still rising. Simple clamping is thus inadequate for implants that require temperature

control.
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Figure 2-12 Temperature Rise with Silver Paste

With silverpaste holding the wafer to the waferholder, the rate of temperature rise is
reduced significantly.

2.4.1 Clamping Alternatives

The basic problem is to identify a wafer holding method that provides good ther

mal and electrical contact. There are three basic alternatives to simple clamping that pro

vide good thermal contact. The most complicated is helium backside cooling. With this

technique, the holder only contacts the wafer edges, while Helium gas passes along the

backside of wafer. This is the most effective technique, but usually requires an electro-
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Figure 2-13 De-ionized Water Chiller System

De-ionized chilled water travels through Teflon tubing and stainless steel bellows to
the wafer holder. The stainless steel backing of the holder contains the circular pattern
water circulator, while the Aluminum front minimizes contamination. The high voltage
and water lines are isolated from the grounded chamber by Pyrex and Acrylic
feedthroughs. The bellows allowflexibility for loading/unloading the waferholder.

Static chuck, and is best suited for use with a load-lock. A second alternative is to place a

compressible membrane between the wafer and the holder. Clamping presses the wafer

against the membrane and the wafer holder. This membrane provides good thermal con

tact between the wafer and the holder. However, this technique requires a custom made

membrane dependent on the exact clamping pressures. The disadvantage for these tech

niques is that both backside cooling and thermal membrane are unacceptable for implant

ing odd size silicon pieces. An alternative is to use a metal bond to physically attach the

wafer to the holder. The metal bond material must not outgas in the plasma and must eas

ily dissolve in a solvent after processing. Silver paste meets these needs. Silver paste

mounting requires more steps than simple clamping, and this takes up to 2 hours per sam-
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pie. First, the paste is spread on the backside of the wafer and the wafer holder. The wafer

is pressed and twisted against the holder, ensuring good contact. The silver paste solvent

is dried with a 150 °C anneal. Before loading the wafer into the chamber the holder must

be cooled back to room temperature. An acetone ultrasonic bath dissolves the silver paste

effectively after implantation. Figure 2-12 depicts the temperature rise with silver paste,

comparing that to simulation predictions. The model assumes that radiation is the only

loss mechanism, and the wafer and holder and in perfect thermal contact. Appendix C.l

lists the simulation source code in Matlab format. Silver paste doesn't eliminate heating

but simply slows the temperature rise. Instead of the power being absorbed by only the

wafer, it is now absorbed by the wafer and wafer holder. The thermal mass of the wafer/

wafer holder system is nearly 30 times greater than the wafer only. This reduces the rate

of temperature increase, but not the final equilibrium temperature. The rate of radiation

loss does not increase much with silver paste, since the surface area of the holder is only

approximately 50% greater than the wafer area. The emissivity of aluminum (0.06 - 0.2)

is also much less than silicon (0.1 - 0.7). This analysis is supported by the simulation

matching the measured temperature rise as shown in Figure 2-12. Since the wafer heats to

over 200 ®C, good thermal contact alone is not enough to solve the temperature issue, but

requires active wafer holder cooling.

Water cooling a PHI wafer holder requires special care, since the wafer holder is at

high voltage (up to 100 kV for the Berkeley system). Figure 2-13 illustrates the Berkeley

Pill water cooling setup. The cooling system must not provide an electrical path between

the wafer holder and the water chiller. This requires de-ionized water and non-conducting

tubing outside the chamber. To ensure electrical isolation up to 100 kV, the chiller de-ion-

izes the water to above 10 MW/cm, and teflon tubing is used. To minimize outgassing,

only stainless steel tubing is used inside the chamber with a VCR fitting between the

teflon and the stainless steel tubing. The stainless tubing connects to the back of the wafer

holder with VCO fittings. Water circulates within the wafer holder in a spiral pattern. The
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DI chiller controls the water temperature from 0-60 °C, with less than 0.1 °C variance.

The chiller provides flows greater than 3 gallons per minute at 50 psi, providing up to

1.7 kW of cooling capacity. Because of the high capacity of the chiller, typical implants

of a couple hundred watts or less can be executed without significantly increasing the

wafer temperature above the water coolant temperature. Fluoroptic® probe measurements

detect no increase in the back-side substrate temperature for all performed implant condi

tions with wafer holder water cooling.
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PIII Coupled Plasma Model

3.1 Introduction

A PIII model which describes the implant current-applied voltage relationship can

further the understanding and applications of PIII processing. This model must address

the relationship between applied bias, plasma generation, and implant dose. In addition

the model can predict gateoxidecharging damage, and the energyprofileofPIII implants.

Finally, the model must be concise enough to aid process engineers in optimizing PIII

implants. The Coupled PIIIModel {CPM) developed in this chapter addresses all of these

issues. This CPM is modular in nature, with the core modules accounting for 1st order

effects. Modules accounting for 2nd order effects such as multiple ion species and colli

sions in the sheath are developed in later chapters.

Figure 3-1 illustrates the core modules of the CPM. To properly model PIII, the

plasma, the IC structures, and the substrate bias must all be taken into account (Figure 3-

1). The plasmamodel determines the plasmaion currentand electron currentto the wafer

surface, and the ion impingingenergies. The IC structuremodels calculateall the voltages

and currents in the wafer device structures, especially the gate oxide voltage and tunneling

currents. Finally the substrate bias model drives the implant. Solving all three models

simultaneously, and allowing them to interact, forms a complete picture of the PIII sys

tem.
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Figure 3-1 The PIII Model

The three sections of the PIII model: plasma model, IC structure model, and the
substrate bias. A Langmuir probe trace provides all the parameters for the plasma
model. The PIII model isinherently modular, and can accommodate more complicated
structures simply.



3.2 Plasma Mode!

The plasma model calculates the time dependent plasma currents consisting of

four main elements.

^total ~ ^se ^disp

where Itotal^ 4» ^disp^ the total plasma current, the plasma ion current, the

secondary electron current, the plasma electron current, and the plasma displacement cur

rent, respectively.

The ion current calculations are based on a Quasi-Static Child law sheath. Chester

[3-2] first determined the flux of ions from a moving sheath region, while Scheur et al. [3-

3] and Lieberman and Stewart [3-4, 3-5] extended the model to PHI. Several simplifying

assumptions make the calculations tractable. Since the sheath widths are typically less

than the ion mean free path, a collisionless sheath is assumed. With a nominal implant

pressure of 1 mtorr, the low energy ion mean free path for Argon is 3 cm, while the mean

free path increases to 14 cm with 10 keV ions [3-8]. With an ion density of10^® cm"^, the

maximum sheath width for a 10 kV, Ips pulse is 2.4 cm. Therefore, typically the sheath

width is less than the mean free path.

The ion transit time across the sheath (~100 ns) is much less thein the nominal

pulse width (l|is). This allowsthe accelerating field to be assumed firozen during ion tran

sit. Combining, the two previous assumptions, we can assume that the ions bombard the

surface with the instantaneous bias potential. Since the Quasi-Static Child Law sheath

forms in tens ofnanoseconds, it is assumed to exist instantaneously and for all time.

By applying these assumptions, the governing equations for the plasma ion current

can be derived [3-4] and are summarized here. Since, the plasma ion current density {J^

satisfies the Child Law for all time.
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_ 4„

S'

where q, V^, A/, s are the electronic charge, applied voltage, ion mass, and sheath width

respectively. The flux crossing the sheath boundary also defines the ion current.

= (^-2'

where is the ion density, and is the distributed sheath velocity for ECR plasmas, is

related to the Bohm velocity as

''s = = 4-M

where, A" is a machine dependent parameter. For the Berkeley PHI tool K equals 1.1.

Combining Equation (3-2) and Equation (3-3) results in a differential equation for

the sheath width.

3/2

(3-5)
(ds \ 4

Solving Equation (3-5) for the sheath width, and substituting this result into Equation (3-

2) determines the plasma ion currents.

Implanting ions with high voltage ejects secondary electrons. The large sheath

potential accelerates these electrons away from the wafer surface, amplifying the total

positive wafer current,

= 7,.(1+Y(F,.)) (3-6)

where is the total positive current density, and is the secondary electron yield as a

function of ion implant energy. The secondary electron yield for Aluminum has been

determined [3-9] as
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y^kjv. (3-7)

where A: is an empirical fit parameter. For Al, k » 0.0696. Secondary electron yields for

other substrate materials is given in [3-10]. For Al, secondary electron current exceeds

the ion current for voltagesgreater than 200 V. For a 10keV ion, y is nearly 7. Therefore,

secondary electrons dominate positive charge deposition, and must be included when cal

culating gate oxide charging.

To simplify the plasma electron current modeling, the electrons are assumed to fol

low a single temperature Boltzmann relationship. With Boltzmann electrons, the plasma

electron flux to a surface can be expressed as

1
•^e = (3-8)

where Vg, Vp, and are the electron velocity, the plasma potential, and the surface poten

tial, respectively. If the wafer surface voltage is more positive than the plasma potential.

Equation (3-8) is no longer valid, and Jg is capped at . One situation where this

can occur is during dielectric implantation just after the fall time of the bias pulse (see

Section 5.3.2).

Lastly, both the displacement currents due to the changing sheath potential and the

changing sheath capacitance are calculated.

m (3-9)

where displacement current density, sheath capacitance, and

sheath voltage, respectively. Displacement currents exist during the large applied bias

voltage swings during the rise and fall times of the pulse. Displacement currents are usu

ally negligible, but may become important for fast pulsing firequencies and RF wafer

biases. Equations (3-3) - (3-9) form the fundamental equations for the PHI Plasma Model.
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To solve the above equations requires several plasma parameters: iondensity («/),

electron temperature (T^), plasma potential {V^ and floating potential {Vj). All of these

values can be extracted from a single Langmuir probe measurement. Previous experi

ments demonstrate that this plasma model accurately determines the plasma currents [3-1,

3-6].

3.2.1 Wafer Structure Models

Modeling gate oxide charging is achieved by solving the plasma equations and the

mathematical descriptions of the device structures simultaneously [3-1, 3-6, 3-7]. Most

structure models are built from simple components of resistors, capacitors, inductors,

diodes, and transistors. The thin gate oxide model consists of a capacitor in parallel with

the models for Fowler-Nordheim and Direct tunneling current (Figure 3-2), which are

known to be the main cause of charging damage for thin gate oxides [3-11]. A buried

oxide layer or dielectric substrate is modeled as a capacitor in series with the substrate

bias. The well model consists of a diode in parallel with a capacitor. This capacitor

includes both junction and transit time capacitances.

3.2.2 Substrate Bias

The substrate bias is included by specifying voltage or current sources. Non-ideal

source effects can be included by adding in transmission lines, internal source resistors,

and transformers. All the simulations in this work utilize an ideal voltage source.

3.3 Coupled and De-Coupled Models

Combining all three modules - the plasma model, the wafer structures model, and

the substrate bias - and solving them simultaneously yields a fully coupled plasma damage

model. Under the fiill implementation, all the elements of the model interact and are

solved simultaneously (Figure 3-3). In the CPM, the only interaction between the wafer

structures and substrate bias with the plasma is through the surface voltage of the wafer.
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Figure 3-2 Gate Oxide Model

The gate oxide model includes a capacitor in parallel with both the Direct tunneling
and Fowler-Nordheim tunneling models. If < 3.2V, direct tunneling applies, if
Vgjc > 3.2V Fowler Nordheim tunneling dominates. Kj and K2are constants.
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Figure 3-3 Fully Coupled Fill Model
The Fully Coupled Pill Model solves the sheath, plasma currents, surface currents,

and surface voltages simultaneously. This is imperative with high impedance (Z)
substrates.

The plasma currents, except for 4, are fairly insensitive to small variations in the surface

voltage. Therefore, if is nearly equal to then the model may be split into two parts,

the sheath transient analysis (STA) andthedevice transient analysis (DTA) (Figure 3-4).

TheSTA calculates 4, 5,and with equal to V^, ignoring the effect of

the wafer structures. Then, the DTA solves for 4 and the voltages and currents in the

device structures by allowing to vary from This approach is valid as along as in

the DTA does not vary much from (less than tens of volts). If varies significantly

from Vg, than the fully coupled model must be solved. For example, this later situation

applies when the substrate contains thick dielectrics, typically greater then 5 pm, which

occur with buried oxide layers or dielectric substrates.

Withthe de-coupled model, the plasma currents, exceptfor4, are independent of

the wafer structures, allowing for the creation of a library of solutions for different plasma
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Figure 3-4 De-Coupled Modular PHI Model

In the de-coupled approach, the sheath thickness and the plasma currents, except Jg,
are solved independently of the wafer structures, increasing computational speed by an
order of magnitude. The de-coupled method applies when the surface voltage is nearly
equal to the applied bias, implying a conducting substrate. The presence ofa capacitive
substrate precludes the use of the de-coupled model. The sheath and plasma currents
solutions are stored in a library, and thus avoiding computing them more than once.
Then, for each different wafer structure set-up, the library is accessed for the plasma
currents.



conditions and substrate biases. Then, for each wafer structure setup, the library is

accessed for the plasma currents. The storage of plasma solutions and the de-coupling of

the differential equations, allows for up to a magnitude increase in computational speed,

while maintaining accuracy. Appendix B elaborates on this concept with an example.

3.3.1 SPICE and MATLAB Implementations

Solving all the modules simultaneously requires a numerical differential equation

solver. We have chosen two different programs for implementing the PHI plasma model,

the circuit simulator SPICE and the general purpose matrix solver Matlab. The best per

forming programdepends on the exact set of simulation conditions.

SPICE has clear advantages for calculating plasma-device interactions. Besides

being a full circuit simulator witha well known interface, SPICE contains built-in circuit

models for the device structures and substrate-structure models. Because of this, it is triv

ial to extend the model and include additional devices. On the other hand, the implemen

tation of the differential equation in SPICE is cumbersome, and sometimes experiences

convergencedifficulties in the fully coupledmode with dielectric substrates.

On the other hand, Matlab contains an extensive library of simple to use differ

ential equation solvers. If one method does not converge, it is trivial to switchto another

differential equationsolvingmethod. MATLAB, however, does not includeelectrical mod

els. They must be programmed in, which becomes laborious for complicated circuits.

Matlab's advantage is with the de-coupled mode, where its extensive collection of file

storage functions makes the constructionof the plasma solution library seamless.

In view of the above mentioned facts, SPICE solves the coupled model best, and

allows easy introduction of complicated wafer surface structures and non-ideal sources,

while MATLAB excels with the de-coupled model, and the construction of plasma solu

tion libraries.
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3.4 Conclusions

The complete PIII model consists of the plasma, wafer structures, and substrate

bias modules. The plasma model is constructed with only physical equations, with no fit

ting parameters. A single Langmuir probe measurement supplies all the necessary physi

cal parameters. The plasma model computes the ion current, plasma electron current,

secondary electron current, and displacement currents. For typical implant energies, sec

ondary electron ejection dominates the positive charge deposition and gate oxide charg

ing. A fully coupled model, where all currents and voltages are solved simultaneously, is

necessary with high impedance substrates, while a de-coupled approach suffices for con

ducting substrates. The SPICE platform excels at solving the fully coupled model and at

incorporating complicated surface structures, while the Matlab platform performs best

in the de-coupled mode. In all, the CPM fully characterizes PIII implants, predicting

implant energies, dose, surface currents, and gate oxide charging.
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4 PIII Implant Energy
Distribution

4.1 Introduction

Simulation of the implantation process to predict the implant depth and profile is

necessary for users of implantation systems. With PIII, the unavoidable energy spread of

the implantedions complicates profile simulation. In contrast, conventional implantation

has a minuscule energy spread. There are four main sources of energy spread in a PIII

implant: the pulsing of the wafer bias, ion collisions in the sheath, multiple implant spe

cies, and voltage buildup on a dielectric substrate surface. This chapter describes the

sources of energy spread, identifies which sources dominate under different conditions,

and outlines some methods for estimating the implant energy distribution.

4.2 Pulsing Effect on Energy Spread

Pulsing the wafer bias always introduces a spread in the implant energy distribu

tion. The main culprits are the finite rise time,matrixsheath implantation, finite fall time,

and the expansionand contraction of the ion sheath. Depending on the implantconditions

any one ofthe four sources may dominate the energy spread.

The typical pulse is shown in Figure 4-1. Rise times are generally fast, less than

50 ns for many pulsers. The rise time is defined as the time for the applied voltage to rise

from -50 V to within 50 V of the full pulse voltage. The fall time is usually considerably

larger, andmayrange from lessthana microsecond to tensof microseconds, depending on
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Figure 4-1 Definitions of Pulse Parameters

A typical voltage pulse depicting therisetime (/;.), theon time andthe fall time
({/)• TTie maximum voltage is deHned as Vp^i^g. For most pulsing systems the rise time
is much shorter than the fall time.

the pulsing network. For this work, fail time isdefined as the time for the applied voltage

todrop from the full pulse voltage to -50 V. The on-time for typical implants ranges from

a microsecond to tens ofmicroseconds. All the simulations in this chapter use anArgon

plasma.

4.3 Matrix Sheath Implantation

When a pulse is coupled to the plasma, a sheath, named the matrix sheath, devel

ops on the time scale of the reciprocal of the electron plasma frequency (usually greater

than 1 GHz). Integrating Poisson's equation twice, assuming uniform space charge over

the region, yields the matrix sheath width

'̂ ^O^pulse
m qn.

(4-1)

where is the matrix sheath thickness, which can be determined for a known and

None of the ions uncovered bythematrix sheath implant with thefull energy (defmed
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as the implant energy of ions with a DC applied substrate bias of in steady state).

They implant with the energy determined by the voltage distribution of the matrix sheath.

This is calculated by substituting x for Sf^j, where x is the distance from the substrate, and

V(x) for in Equation (4-1). For example, an ion that happens to be halfway between
q- V I

the edge of the matrix sheath and the substrate, will implant with —, rather than an

energy ofqVpul^.

During the pulse, the sheath expands from the initial matrix width to the steady

state full Child law value (Equation (3-2), Figure 4-2). During this stage, the ion current

consists of two components, those ions that diffuse across the sheath boundary and those

ions that are uncovered by the expanding sheath. In contrast to the matrix sheath ions, all

of these ions implant with the full pulse voltage, since they traverse the entire sheath

(assuming the transit time is short compared to the sheath expansion rate).

To calculate the percentage of ions that implant with less than the peak energy

from the matrix sheath effect, the amount of ions in the matrix sheath is compared to the

ions uncovered by the expanding sheath and the ions that diffuse across the sheath bound

ary:

„ _ "matrix
low Yi , • +n ^ +

matrix expand diff

"matrix = "i'"m

"expand = "i' ^<0

"diff = "r "6 •^ <^^5)

Pmax^'^-Plow (4-6)

where nf„atrix> ^expand* ^(0» ^max percentage of ions that implant

with less than the peak energy due to the matrix effect, the ions that are uncovered by the

sheath matrix, the ions that are imcovered by the expanding sheath, the sheath width as a
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Figure 4-2 Stages of PIII: Matrix, Expanding, and Child Law Sheaths
Before the bias pulse, a small wall sheath exists. After the rise time, a matrix sheath

forms nearly instantaneously, enveloping enough ions to support the pulse voltage. At
this point the ion density is assumedto be constanteverywhere. All the ions uncovered
by the matrix sheath, implant with less energy less than Vpuise- Di^ring the on time, the
sheath expands, uncovering more ions. Because these ions traverse the entire sheath
(assuminga small transit time),they implantwith the full bias voltage The ion
density in the sheath transforms from fte constant density of the matrix sheath to the

relationship of the steady-state Child Sheath. If the pulse is heldon longenough,
the sheath expands out to the full Child Law Sheath thickness.



function of time, the ions that diffuse across the sheath boundary, and the fraction of ions

that implant with the full pulse energy, respectively.

To calculate «g^^^„^from Equation (4-4) requires s{t). Lieberman [4-1] calculated

the expansion rate for the sheath during PIII

Uut ^s„.\ s=^ +arctanh m m

T" (4-7)

where s^, is the full Child law sheath thickness. Equation (4-7) tracks the sheath expansion

from matrix sheath formation out to the full Child law sheath. The rise time is assumed

instantaneous, since the typical rise time is less than 50 ns, much less than normal pulse

widths. A finite rise time would simply delay the sheath expansion slightly, but the effect

is small.

At the end of the pulse on-time, the ions that are still in the sheath will not implant

with the peak energy, since the bias voltage will drop before they implant. These ions

should besubtracted from rigj^p^nd- Assuming a Quasi-Static Child Law sheath, the number

of ions in the sheath at the end of the pulse on time is:

^max
f 4^0 pulse ( X V2/3 4^0 pulse

^ n o dx-z^ (4-8)smax ^ ^ 9 q (s 7 3 q

where n^max ^max ions in the sheath at the end ofthe on time and the maximum

sheath thickness, respectively. Except for short pulse width biases with large peak volt

ages, the sheath width reaches its maximum value at the onset of the fall time. For the

examples considered in this work, the actual value of is computed, but is often nearly

identical to the sheath width at the commencement of the fall time.

Figure 4-3 plots Pff,ax^ as a function of implant voltage and time for an ion density

of 10^®cm"^. As increases, ng^p^nd and increase, while nf^^trix remains constant.
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Figure 4-3 Low Energy Implantation from Matrix Sheath
The y-axis is which is the fraction of ions that implant with an energy

corresponding to the full applied bias, Vp^ise. A matrix sheath forms nearly
instantaneously after the application of a voltage pulse. All the ions in the matrix
sheath implant with lessthanthe peakenergy Longer pulse widths dilute the
matrix contribution to the implant dose, increasing \-Piow Higher implant voltages
form thicker matrix sheaths, increasing the low energy implant component. The ion
density for this calculation is lO'̂ cm'̂ .

Therefore, as thepulse widths lengthen, increases. Asthe implant voltage increases,

^matrix increaseswhile constant, resulting in a lower

Figure 4-4 shows how changes with iondensity, n^atrix is proportional to
1 io(«/)" , but ridiff is proportional to nf, so as the ion density increases, decreases

(Equation (4-2)). The effect is more apparent with longer pulse widths, since also

scales with time, while is independent of time.

Reduced implant energies from the matrix sheath are significant for short pulses

and lower ion densities. Implantswith longer pulse widths or higher ion densities dimin

ishthe matrix sheath contribution to the implant dose, andhence to the energy spread of a
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Figure 4-4 Energy Spread as a Function of Plasma Ion density

Increasing the ion density significantly reduces the low energy implantation from the
matrix sheath. The graph is for a Ips /1 kV ideal pulse. The tend is similar for longer
pulse widths.

PHI implant. Overall, the matrix sheath fundamentally limits the implant energy unifor

mity during a Fill implant pulse.

4.4 Fall time implantation

The second source of low energy ions, are those that implant during the fall time.

Obviously, any ions that implant while the bias voltage is less than the peak voltage will

implant with less than Since fall times can be comparable or longer than the on

time, its contribution to low energy implantation can be significant. The charge implanted

during the fall time equals the number of ions that diffuse across the sheath boundary, plus

the number of ions in the sheath at the onset ofthe fall time The theoretical max

imum sheath collapse rate is determined by the ion diffusion velocity (the Bohm velocity),

yielding a minimum collapse time of [4-2, 4-3]. If the sheath collapses at its maxi
ms

mum rate, no ions will cross the sheath boundary, and the only ions implanted during the

fall time will be those already in the sheath. Therefore, to minimize implantation during

the fall time, fy-must be less than . Shorter fall times have no effect on the dose or the
J Ud
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energy distribution. (An infrequent exception occurs if the voltage pulse falls slowly to

begin with and then decreases quickly near the end of the fall time. This is an imcommon

situation, since most fall times follow anexponential relationship common to RC delays.)

Figure 4-5 graphs for a variety of implant times and voltages. For a 10 kV, 1 ps

implant, the fall time simply needs to be less than 6.5 ps to minimize the fall time effect

on energy spread.

For infinite pulse widths the maximum allowable fall time is simply , since

the sheath stops expanding at the full steady-state Child law thickness. Increasing the

plasma ion density results in thinner sheaths, reducing the maximum fall time signifi

cantly. Therefore, higher ion densities require shorter fall times.
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Figure 4-5 Sheath Collapse Time for Different Pulses
The minimum sheath collapse time for different pulse widths and pulse voltages. A

fall time less thanthe minimum allowable fall timeminimizes the implant flux during
the fall. Any further reduction in the fall time has no effect. The n: for this calculation
is 10'®cm"^.
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The energy distribution of the ions implanted during the fall time can be estimated

by separating the fall times into three different time scales. If the fall time is fast, e.g.

tf« , the implant energies for the fall time ions may be assumed to follow the

Quasi-Static Child Law Relationship, i.e.,

X ^4/3
(4-9)

max'
=-<—)

_2

^ 977—;2lr-J
where V(x) is the implant energy for the ions the ions at point x at the beginning of the fall

time. The second regime occurs with long fall times where tj-y> . In this situation,

the ions in the sheath at the onset of the fall time simply implant with nearly the peak

energy while all the ions that diffuse across the sheath boundary during the fall

time implant with the instantaneous bias voltage (which is necessarily less than the full

voltage). The third time scale lies between the first two time periods. For this range of

fall time, an analytical relationship may be solved for simple cases [4-8], but is not tracta

ble for more complex fall times. The energy distribution may be simulated, though, by

simply keeping track of the ions as they traverse the sheath and the sheath edge in the

spirit ofParticle in Cell (PIC) simulations. This may be simplified by noting when

an ion enters the sheath, and assuming the ion implants with the instantaneous

It is significantly simpler to estimate the sum total ofthe ions that implant with less

than the peak energy, rather than calculate the exact implant energy distribution for this

intermediate fall time scale. The ions that implant during the fall time are
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and

'' s ^
max

tf>
% J (4-11)

0 otherwise

"/ = "fdiff^ "smax <4-12)

where 'S'max:» ^f> cross the sheath boundary during the fall time,

the maximum sheath thickness, the total number of ions implanted during the fall time,

and the fall time, respectively. Figure 4-6 shows the percentage of ions implanting with

the full peak voltage for the entire pulse cycle for a 3 ps pulse on-time. This calculation

includes the matrix sheath implantation described in the previous section. For a 1 kV

pulse with a 3 ps on time, the maximum allowable fall time, as determined by Figure 4-5,

is approximately 3 ps. Therefore all fall times lessthanthishave identical Pmax'̂ ^

cated by a single curve in Figure 4-6. With a 4 ps fall time, implant voltages less than 3

kV are above their maximum allowable fall time, and therefore their increase dra

matically. With 10 ps fall time, all voltages below 12 kV are above their maximum fall

time.

Figure 4-6 demonstrates how critical it is for fall time to be shorter than that deter

minedby Figure 4-5. Longer fall timescorruptthe implant energysignificantly, with the

fall time component dominating the total energy spread. For example, with 1kV implant,

increasing the fall time from 3 ps to 6 ps reduces P^ax froni over 70% to nearly 40%, a

significant increase in the energy spread.

As enumerated above, PHI pulsed implants have a significant low energy contri

bution, reaching 80% or higher for long fall times. One possible solution is to increase the
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Figure 4-6 Low Energy Implantation for Entire Pulse Cycle

Percentage of full energy ions for a complete pulse cycle for a 3ps pulse
width, as a function of the fall time. All the tjs below 3|is yield the same 1 -
since the minimum sheath collapse time is greater than 3ps (Figure 4-5). Long fall
times quickly degrade the mono-energetic quality of the implant. The ion density is

ion density, which minimizes the matrix sheath contribution to energy spread. For exam

ple, an ion density of 10^^cm"^ instead of lO^^cm"^ reduces by an impressive 20%.

One caveat is that with higher ion densities, the fall time required to minimize the fall time

low energy contribution is reduced. This arises, since higher ion densities yield thinner

SfftcDcS, which in turn lead to faster sheath collapse times. As stated before, the fall time

ought to be faster than the sheath collapse time. Optimizing the implant with respect to

ion density, requires knowledge of the shortest achievable fall time and the maximum
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allowable charge per pulse (as determined by gate oxide charging and cooling capacity

considerations, see Chapter 5).

4.5 Implant Energy Distribution

The previous sections discussed the origins of low energy components in PIII

implants, and calculated the total percentage of the implant with energies less than the full

peak energy ofthe applied bias. It is also useful to predict the actual implant energy distri

bution, and subsequently the implant profile. The main caveat with distribution estima

tion, is that the errors in the assumptions are generally magnified, resulting in mostly

qualitative distributions.

There are three dominant methods for estimating the implant energy distribution.

First, and probably most accurate, is the method using Particle in Cell or similar type sim

ulators. They solve Poisson's equation and track each ion as it traverses the sheath. These

simulators make few assumptions, and therefore the results are fairly accurate. However,

they suffer form long execute times, and generally provide little insight into the physical

mechanisms of energy spread or the scaling of the low energy components with different

plasma and implant conditions.

The second method of energy distribution estimation is to simply assume that the

ion transit time across the sheath is zero. With this assumption, the implant energy is equal

to the ion charge times the instantaneous applied voltage. This method provides fast dis

tribution predictions, but suffers from an underestimation of the low energy component.

For fast rise times, the actual ion transit time is longer than the rise time (Figure 4-7).

This contradiction to the assumption results in an underestimation of the low energy com

ponent. A similar problem occurs with fast fall times. At the onset of the fall time, the

sheath is quite wide, and the ion transit time can approach or exceed 500 ns. Because this

method assumes a zero ion transit time, it does not account for the ions in the sheath at the

end of the hold time. Therefore, this method will significantly imderestimate the low
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Figure 4-7 Ion Transit time for Matrix Sheath

The ion transit time for a 5 kV pulse with an ion density of 10^^/cm^. Note that the
majority of the ions have a transit time above 100 ns. This contradicts the assumption
of a zero transit time. The calculation assumes a frozen electric field during ion transit.

energy component for fall times on the order of the ion transit times. This technique will

accurately model distributions for slow rising and slow falling voltage pulses, but this con

trasts with the goal of sharp pulses.

A third method for energy distribution prediction relies on analytical equations.

The obvious advantage is the physical insight afforded by analytical equations, and the

simple extraction of scaling. Stewart et. al. [4-8] have attempted an analytical solution to

the problem of distribution prediction. In this paper, they do assume that the ion transit

time is zero, which makes the approach inaccurate for fast rise and fall times, conunon in

current pulsing systems. By applying some of the concepts of the previous sections, a

more accurate energy distribution prediction for realistic implantations with fast rise and

fall times is possible. The distribution consists of 3 parts: the ions uncovered by the

matrix sheath, the ions that diffuse across the sheath boundary and imcovered by the

expanding Quasi-Static Child Law sheath, and the ions in the sheath at the commencement
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of the fall time. The ions in the second part all implant with the maximum possible

energy, with the low energy part of the implant consisting of the first and third contribu

tions.

4.5.1 Matrix Sheath Contribution

The voltage profile in the matrix sheath is:

qn.x^
V(X) = -j— (4-13)

where V{x) is the voltage at a distance x away from the wall edge. This applies for all rise

times, but it ignores ions that cross the sheath boundary during slower rise times. For

practical rise times, these ions may be ignored. For example, with a 5 kV pulse, 100 ns

rise time, and 10^®/cm^ ion density, the number ofions crossing the sheath during the rise

time (3xlO^/cm^) is less than 10% ofthe ions that are implanted from the matrix calcula

tion using Equation (4-12) (7.4x10^/cm^). If the rise times become excessive, then the

ions that cross the sheath should be taken into accoimt. This may be done by assuming the

transit time is near zero (which is a good assumption for long rise times) [4-8].

4.5.2 Fail Time Contribution

The second contribution to the low energy distribution are those ions that implant

during the fall time. No ions cross the sheath boundary ifthe fall time is short. Only those

ions in the sheath at the start of the fall time will implant. Previous energy distribution

predictions ignored the effect of the ions in the sheath at the onset of the fall time. This

significantly undercounted the low energy component of the implant for fast fall times.

For fast fall times, we can assume a zero-field while these "fall time ions" implant. In

other words, once the fall time begins, the ions cease acceleration, and move towards the

wafer due to inertia ofmotion.
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For a quasi-static Child Law sheath, the transit time, assuming a frozen electric

freld is:

M

pulse

where is the transit time across the quasi-static Child-Law Sheath. This equation under

estimates the actual transit time, since it assumes a frozen electric field. With the zero

field assumption, the ion transit time is:

'c2 =^
2V(x)

max

\ ^max J
(4-17)

where v is the ion velocity, V(x) is the voltage in the sheath at position x in the sheath at

the onset of the fall time, and tc2 is the ion transit time assuminga zero fall time. As long

as tc2 is less than the fall time,the contribution of the "fall time ions" to the implantenergy

distribution can be calculated using Equation (4-9) and Equation (4-10).

4.5.3 New Implant Energy Distribution Calculation

Using the analysis in the previous two sub-sections, the implant energy distribu

tion shown in Figure 4-8 is calculated for a 3 ps hold time, 5 kV implant pulse, with a 100

ns rise time and 1 ps fall time. The y-axis shows the distribution fimction split into 100

eV energy bins. Note that the fall time is faster than the ion sheath collapse time. The

dashed line is the distribution prediction using the zero transit time assumption. The solid

line is the prediction using the new method, which explicitly accounts for the matrix

implantation. The zero transit time method predicts that 80% of the ions implant with the

peak energy (f^„/je), while the new model estimates only 70%, a 10% difference If the
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Figure 4-8 Estimated Implant Energy Distribution.

Estimated implant energy distributions for a Sps, 5 kV pulse, with a 100 ns rise time
and a Ips fall time. The y-axis is the probability distribution,binned into lOOV energy
intervals. The solid line is the energy distribution accounting for the matrix
implantation and the fall time implantation. The shaded line assumes a zero ion transit
time with a 100 ns rise time. The zero-transit time predicts that 80% of the ions
implant with the full energy, a full 10% higher than the other method. Reducing the
rise time to 50 ns increases the overestimation to 15%. The zero transit time method

severely underestimates the low energy component below 1 kV, which mostly results
from the matrbc implantation.

rise time is reduced to 50 ns, the difference between the two calculations increases to 15%.

By examining the distribution, it is clear that the zero-transit time method misses many of

the extreme low energy ions, which is a direct result of the zero-transit time assumption.
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From these results, it is apparent that the zero-transit time method is only for pulse biases

with long rise times.

Overall, for fast rise times (our pulser rise time is about 50 ns), it is imperative to

consider the matrix contribution to the low energy implant. For a 50 ns rise time, neglect

ing the matrix contribution causes an overestimation of the high energy component of the

implant by 10%. For fast fall times, it is important to consider the ions that are in the

sheath at the onset ofthe fast fall time. Neglecting to do so will result in an overestimation

of the high energy implant component by around 5%. (Note the percentages are a function

of the implant time, and could change considerably for much longer or shorter pulse

widths). This new analytical model is still less accurate than the full PIC simulators, espe

cially since it still assumes a frozen electric field during sheath expansion. A non-frozen

electric field would result in ions implanting at energies near the peak, but not at the peak,

with the energy reduction directly dependent on the sheath expansion rate.

4.6 Conclusions

The poly-energetic nature of the PHI implant requires special attention. Implanta

tion of ions due to the formation of the matrix sheath, and implantation of ions in the

sheath at the onset of the fall time are intrinsic sources of energy spread, and must be con

sidered. Extended rise or fall times create additional energy spread. A near zero rise time

and a fall time below a critical value (a function of the maximum sheath thickness), elimi

nate these sources of energy spread.

Accounting for all the sources of energy spread and understanding the limitations

and the scaling trends with the implant variables, allows the identification of an implant

condition that yields an acceptable amount energy spread.
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5 PHI with Dielectric

Substrates

5.1 Introduction

One of the most promising applications for PHI is the processing of thin film tran

sistors (TFT) on glass or plastic substrates. The large substrates associated with TFT's

(for fiat panel display applications) experience extremely low throughput with the cur

rently available conventional implant systems. Since Pill's dose rate is independent of

wafer area, PHI has a tremendous advantage in TFT processing.

When implanting into dielectric substrates the issue of substrate charging must be

understood and controlled. The study of the effects of substrate charging, and the optimi

zation of the PIII process for dielectric substrates is the topic of this chapter.

5.2 Substrate Charging

Substrate charging occurs in PIII with all dielectric substrates. The substrates may

either be glass or plastic substrates for TFT's or in silicon-on-insulator wafers. For TFT

processing there a number of different implantation steps, such as source/drain, poly gate,

hydrogenation, and poly grain size control. All of the implants require high doses with

implant energies ranging from 20-100 keV. Before the commercialization of PIII for

these technologies, it is imperative to imderstand how substrate charging affects the

energy profile ofthese implants and the implant dose rate.
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With pulsed PIII, the substrate charges by two distinct mechanisms. First, a por

tion of the applied bias (V^) couples to the substrate instead of the plasma, reducing the

effective peak implant voltage. Then, during the implant, positive charge deposition

increases the voltage drop across the substrate at the cost of the sheath voltage. For exam

ple, a typical 10 keV implant deposits ~3xl0"^ coulombs/cm^. The charge generates a 4

kV drop across a 0.5 mm glass substrate, reducing the implant voltage by the same

amount.

5.3 Sheath Voltage During Implantation

Using the PIII model for dielectric substrates(Figure 5-1), the three stages of PIII,

the rise, hold, and fall time, are re-evaluated in terms of energy profile and dose rate.

Before pulsing but after plasma exposure, the surface charges to the plasma floating

potential. The sheath width, a function of ion density and electrontemperature, is small,

usually than 1 mm for typical processing conditions

5.3.1 Rise Time

During the rise time, voltage builds-up across the substrate by two mechanisms.

The applied voltage pulse capacitively couples to the sheath and to the insulating sub

strate. The substrate voltage subtracts from the sheath voltage, reducing the coupling effi

ciency to the plasma. The second mechanism is charge deposition. Initially, the sheath

expands rapidly producing a large plasma ioncurrent. The ionsimplanting during the rise

time implant withlessthanthe full pulse potential. The implanting ions alsoeject second

ary electrons, amplifying the positive charge deposition. For high implant voltages, the

secondary electrons dominate the surface charge deposition with a yield (y) of 1-20 [5-1].

Previous work [5-2] has ignored the secondary electrons, vastly underestimating the sur

face charge. The surfacecharging drops a fraction of the appliedvoltageacross the sub

strate, with a corresponding reduction in the sheath voltage.
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Conducting vs. Insulating Substrate

3C PLASMA
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Silicon
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Simulation Model
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^plasma
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Figure 5-1 PHI Model for Dielectric Substrates

The simulation model for dielectric substrates. During implantation, the applied bias
is capacitively coupled across the substrate and plasma, and therefore the capacitance
of the plasma is explicitly shown. and Cpi^snui the capacitances of the
substrate, gate oxide, and plasma, respectively, while and are the voltage
drops across the gate oxide, the substrate, and the surface voltage, respectively. In this
simulation, the dielectric substrates are assumed have zero leakage current.
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For the thin substrates of interest (0.5 - 2 mm), the reduction in sheath voltage is

mostly due to charge deposition rather than capacitive coupling losses. For the 0.5 mm

substrate case considered in Figure 5-2, the maximum sheath voltage is 15 kV. This trans-
V

lates to a coupling efficiency (t) = -rr^) of 75%, only 8% of the total 25% reduction is
pulse

attributable to capacitive coupling losses. Here, is the maximum sheath voltage,

while is the maximum applied bias voltage.

CD
cb
-c

^ 8

Conducting

20 kV Pulse

0.1 |is rise/fall time
n/= 3.76x10''°/cm3

Glass Thickness

0.5 mm

1.0 mm
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Figure 5-2 Sheath Evolution with Glass Substrates

^sheath during implantation with varying substrate thicknesses for a 20 kV, Ips pulse.
During the rise time, the voltage pulse capacitively couples to the plasma and glass
substrate. Implanted ions and ejected secondary electrons deposit positive charge on
the wafer surface, degrading the sheath potential. For thick substrates or long pulse
widths, the build-up of positive charge strongly attenuates the sheath voltage.



5.3.2 Hold and Fall Time

During thehold time, the sheath expands more slowly, decreasing Jf. Charge dep

osition continues, further degrading the sheath voltage and, consequently, the implant

energy. The surface charge accumulation becomes so severe that the sheath voltage can

be extinguished, defined as a sheath voltage of only 10% of the Vq, after only a coupleof

microseconds.

In the simulation, the falling edge of the pulse capacitively couples to the sheath,

actually causing the sheath potential to become negative, an extremely non-equilibrium

situation. To resolve this, the simulator limits the electron current to the electron satura

tion value (Equation (3-8)). This large quickly neutralizes the surface charge. The ini

tial equilibrium restores after the sheath fully collapses, which takes many microseconds

for kilovolt pulses (Figure 4-5).

5.3.3 Dielectric Thickness

As shown in Figure 5-2, the sheath voltage evolution varies with the glass thick

ness. Thicker substrates worsen the capacitively coupling of to the sheath and acceler

ate the sheath voltage degradation from charge accumulation. Combined, both of these

effects reduce r[ and increase the voltage spread, 6 (defined as the peak implant energy -

implant energy at end of

5.4 Implant Energy Distribution

One of the interesting characteristics of pulsed bias PHI is the poly-energetic

implant energy. Even with a conducting substrate there is a significant spread in the

energy distribution of the implanted ions (Chapter 4). The large surface voltage buildup

with a insulating substrate further disperses the energy distribution. Figure 5-3 depicts the

implant energy distributions for each of the three stages of PHI. To reduce simulation

noise, the implant dose is integrated over 400 V intervals, called bins.
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During the rise time, the implant energy begins at 0 volts and ramps up to the max

imum implant energy. After the initial current spike,Jj decreases, causing a slightly nega

tive slope in Dose/Bin for the rise time. During the hold time, charge deposition reduces

the implant energy. Because slows (Figure 5-3), the Dose/Bin increases with

time (decreasing energy). During the fall time, is small, yielding a comparatively small

dose for the falling edge of the pulse, as shown in Figure 5-3. In this example, the fall

time does not contribute much to implant, since the fall time in the simulation is much less

than the critical fall time from Figure 4-5.

The energy spread is a sensitive function of the capacitance of the substrate. Dou

bling the substrate thickness nearly doubles the energy spread during the hold time. The

value for 8 is directly dependent on the total deposited positive charge. Therefore,

5 oc Dose/Pulse • (1 + y( F)) (5-1)

where y(V) is the secondary electron yield as a function of ion impinging energy.

5.4.1 Applied Voltage Effect

Optimizing the implant voltage and achieving an acceptable level of energy

spread requires a fiill understanding ofthe scaling of8 and ti, with Dose/Pulse. Maximiz

ing Dose/Pulse maximizes throughput, but at the cost of energy spread (Equation (5-1)).

The Dose/Pulse for PHI is approximately:

Dose/Pulses qn^u^t^ + qn^s^^^ (5-2)

where and P^lse width and maximum sheath width, respectively. The first

term represents the ions that crossthe sheathboundary, whilethe secondterm corresponds

to the uncovering of ions from the expanding sheath. The second term dominates for most

implant conditions of interest with dielectric substrates.

Assuminga steady state ChildLaw current relationship, (Equation (3-

4)). Therefore, the Dose/Pulse fromEquation (5-2) increases sub-linearly with V^. Fig-
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Figure 5-3 The Three Stages of PIII

(a) The time evolution of the applied voltage, plasma ion current and sheath voltage
for a 0.5 mm glass substrate and a 20 kV, 1ps pulse, (b) The ion energy distribution for
the same pulse, separated into the (1) rise time, (2) hold time, and (3) fall time.
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Figure 5-4 Effect of Implant Voltage on Dose/Pulse for Dielectric Substrates
Scaling of Dose/Pulse for a Ijis pulse with an ion density of 3.76xl0^®cm"^. As

expected, the Dose/Pulse increases sub-linearly with implant bias, and even less than
the predicted scaling.
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Figure 5-5 Scaling ofImplant EnergySpreadwith BiasVoltage
The actual scaling of the implant energy spread from simulations is found to be
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ure 5-4 compares simulationwith the predictedscaling. The Dose/Pulse indeed increases

sub-linearly with appliedbias; even less than the simple model. This is attributable

to the sheath expansion rate not being proportional to the final Child Law sheath width.

To determine the scaling of6 with applied voltage, the scaling of oc and

the scaling of secondary electron yield with voltage (y oc must be combined in

Equation (5-1). This results in 6being proportional to V '̂̂ . The actual scaling isslightly

less than (Figure 5-5). Since the implantvoltage is not constant but degrades during

the pulse, the secondary electron yield scales slower than assumed above. This reduces

the increase of 6 with V^. Overall, increasing boosts the Dose/Pulse while widening

the voltage spread.

5.4.2 Ion Density Effect

The plasma ion density is another controllable parameter. Similar to altering

changing also affects the Dose/Pulse and 6. Increasing rij raises the Dose/Pulse and

decreases the processing time. But the higher dose, in turn, widens the energy spread.

Equation (5-2) suggests that the dose rises linearly with but the full plasma model

shows a sub-linear dependence on nj (Figure 5-6). Sf„ax decreasing with higher w/, (the

steady-state Child Law sheath scales as 5,^,^ oc accounts for most ofthis difference.

In addition, the larger reduces during the implant, retarding the sheath expan

sion. Along these same lines, the increased current and the thinner sheath combine to

reduce the coupling efficiency (Figure 5-7), lower the mean implant energy, and widen 6.

5.4.3 Pulsing Frequency and Pulse Width

The pulsing frequency (fp) and pulse width (/^) are two easily controllable vari

ables in PHI. Both of these need to be optimized for maximum throughput and minimum

substrate charging. The time-averaged ion impinging rate is independent of the wafer bias

and is equal to:
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Figure 5-6 Scaling of Dose/Pulse with Ion Density
Dose Per Pulse scales sub-linearly with ion density. This arises from secondary

effects, such as reduced bias coupling to theplasma, and increased charge build-up in
the substrate. Simulation is for a 20 kV, Ips pulse.

Maximum Dose Rate = q- (5-3)

With DCimplantation, all of the impinging ions implant with the full energy, yielding the

theoretical maximum throughput. With pulsed operation, the impinging rate is the same

as DC operation, but a significant portion of the ions hit the wafer when the biaspulse is

off, and therefore bombard the waferwith a minimal energy (~20 eV).

Whenthe bias is pulsedon, the sheath expands, increasing the dose rate abovethis

time-averaged value. When the pulse is turnedoff, the sheathcollapses, and the dose rate

temporarily goes below the time averaged value. The time averaged current, though, is

always the same value, q-n '̂Ui. To maximize throughput, one wants as much of the
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Ion density (lO^^cm'̂ )

Figure 5-7 Scaling of Coupling Efficiency with Ion Density

The combination of thinner sheaths and increased charge deposition during the rise
time leads to a dramatic reduction in coupling efficiency with higher plasma ion
densities. The simulation is for a 20 kV, Ips pulse with 0.1ps rise times, and a 0.5 mm
glass substrate.

impinging ion flux to implant with higher energies, rather than hitting the surface at low

voltages during the off time.

To maximize throughput, is limited by the self-extinguishing time. If the pulse

is on too long, the charge deposited by the plasma ions and ejected secondary electrons

will completely counterbalance reducing the sheath voltage close to zero. Any time

that the pulse is held on after self-extinguishment is wasted, since the ion impinging

energy is so low. For the implant conditions of interest, this occurs in the O.Sps to lOps

range, dependent on the ion density, substrate capacitance, and bias voltage.

The coimterpart to is the pulsing frequency. The period between pulses

should be longer than the surface charge neutralization time. Therefore, the limitation for

the off time is that it be longer than sheath collapse time, . This ranges from

less than Ips to more than 50ps for the ion implant conditions of interest (Figure 4-5)
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For example, with a 20 kV pulse, 0.5 mm thick glass substrate, and an wy of

3.76xl0^®cm'̂ , the pulse extinguishes itself after 6.12 ps. The sheath fully collapses

3.15 ps after fall timecommences. With a 2 ps fall time and a 1,15 ps off-time, the pulse

frequency will be 109 kHz. This gives a 100% efficiency (defined as

PulsedImplant Dose Rate ^ Tr*i. • ^ i tt / •
DC Implant Dose Rate maximum pulse frequency is 25 kHz (as is the case with

our pulser), the off time would be 31.88 ps, yielding an implant efficiency of 23%. By

optimizing and fp, it is possible to have an implantation current close to theoretical

maximum DC rate dictated by Equation (5-3). If energy spread is more important param

eter than implant efficiency, the pulse should be less than the extinguishing time.

5.5 Conclusions

Implanting into dielectric substrates introduces two new issues: bias coupling to

the substrate and charge build-up. The coupling losses reduce the maximum implant

energy, while charge build-up, a sum of the secondary electrons and the implanted ions,

diminish the implant energy during the on-time. Optimizing the pulsewidthandpulse fre

quencyallows the dose rate to remainhigh while controlling substratecharging.
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Multiple Species PHI Model

6.1 Introduction

Models of PHI that accurately predict the implant dose and energy profile are

needed for commercial use. Most of the previous work on PHI models concentrated on

the implantation of single ion species plasmas, such as Argon. Most plasmas for implan

tation applications, however, contain a multiple ion species. Each ion species has its own

mass, implant depth, and secondary electron yield, complicating the model. For proper

dose, profile, and gate oxide charging prediction it is imperative to know the ratio of the

implanted ions.

Chapter 3 derived the single species PHI model. The single species model may be

extended with the derivation ofan effective mass and effective Bohm velocity for the mul

tiple positive ion species plasma. The model considers only positive ion species, ignoring

negative ion species which won't implant under negative applied biases.

6.2 Multiple Species Pm Model

The crux of the multiple species model is the calculation of an effective mass and

effective Bohm velocity for the plasma (Figure 6-1). The single species model calculates

the sheath thickness and ion current as a function of time with these two effective quanti

ties. The multiple species module solves for the individual ion currents and the secondary

electron current.
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Measure ion density («,) for
all ion species

Calculate effective mass {M^
and effective Bohm velocity

Single Species Model

Time Dependent

Sheath thickness (5)
Total ion current {J^

Multiple Species Model

Ion Current for each ion species
Secondary electron current

Figure 6-1 Flow Chart for PHI Multiple Ion Species Modeling
Calculating an effective mass and effective Bohm velocity for a multiple ionspecies

plasma,the singlespeciesmodelmay be utilized. The singlespeciesmodel calculates
the sheath thickness and total ion current as a function of time, while the multiple
speciesmodel, separates the ion current into its individual ion components.
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This approach assumes that only one plasma front exists. This is valid during the

rise and hold time for pulsed PIII, and for DC PHI. The single plasma front assumption

breaks down during sheath collapse, or if the sheath does not fully collapse in between

each pulse. Therefore, the model is not accurate in predicting currents for extremely fast

pulsing PIII or during long fall times. Both of these situations are imdesirable, and there

fore this model applies for most practical PIII implants.

Extending the single species PIII model to accommodate multiple positive ion spe

cies requires re-deriving the ion current equations (equations 3-2 - 3-5) with multiple

masses and multiple Bohm velocities. However, the basic framework of the derivation

remains unchanged [6-4].

For each ion species the bulk plasma ion density is defined as:

n^. = (6-1)

where is the ion density fraction of species k. Energy and flux conservation for the ions

yields

= -q^(,x) (6-2)

qnj^{x)ujjj^{x) = 4 (6-3)

where (|), and x are the voltage in the sheath, and distance from the sheath edge, respec

tively. Solving for nj^{x) in Equation (6-2) and Equation (6-3) yields

(6-4)

Using Equation 6-4, the total ion density njix) is

m

rioipc) = X
k= 1
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where m is the number of positive ion species present in the plasma. Using Equation 6-5

in Poisson's equation results in

(6-6)

k = \

Multiplying Equation (6-6) by d^/dx and integratingfrom 0 to jc, with the boundary condi

tions ofd^/dx = -.E = 0 at the plasma-sheath edge ([) = 0 (x = 0), yields:

2\dx) ^ h Jk^k
k=l

m

(6-7)

Taking the (negative) square root, since d^/dx is negative, and integrating once more,

gives

_ o(2?)-1/4

= 2

>Fo

m

1/2
k

k= 1 ^

\

Employing the singleplasmafrontassumption, and setting (|) = -F^ at x = .y yields

m

S JkMl" =
k = \

(6-8)

(6-9)

Using this equation alone is not sufficient to solve for the sheath thickness as a fimction of

time. The ion current density due to the k^ positive ion can also be described as the flux of

ions crossing the sheath edge

Jk = (6-10)

Inserting Equation (6-10) into Equation (6-9) and rearranging for the sheath thickness

results in
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m m

it=l A:=l

The sheath thickness can be solved, since s is the only unknown in Equation (6-11).

Equation (6-10) and s determine the ion flux of each component and the total ion current.

Comparing Equation (6-11) with the single ion species equations allows an effec

tive mass and aneffective Bohm velocity (m^^) to be extracted.

m

E = "o4^ff
k=\

m

rl/2.
Z Hk = (6-13)

k= 1

Using and solving for Mg^ and Wg^gives

< m

Z •^k
1

^eff-

m

Z •"bk' J^k

(6-14)

Qin et. al have performed a similar derivation [6-6], but did not include the Bohm

velocity in their ion current equation (Equation (6-10)). The ion current during PHI con

sists oftwo parts, ions that are uncovered by the expanding sheath (ngj^pancd^ ^nd ions that

diffuse across the sheath boundary (w^j^). Figure 6-2 compares the contribution of

the total ion currentfor differentimplantation pulsewidths. For pulse times less than 1ps,

«e*pfl«rfdoniinates theion current, and contributes less than 10%. The contribution of

rises for longer with accounting for 50% of the total ion current for lOps
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pulses. From this simulation, it is imperative to include the multiple species model

for pulse widths greater than Ips. En [6-8] experimentally shows that both terms in

Equation (6-10) are necessary for accurate modeling ofPHI. Neglecting the second por

tion ofthecurrent severely underestimates ion current for longer pulse widths, and is com

pletely inaccurate for DC applications. As will be shown in thenext section, inclusion of

both ion current terms significantly affects the estimates of the implant ion ratios.

0

q
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Figure 6-2 Contribution of Ions Diffusingacross the Sheath Boundary
The ratio ofthe contribution ofions diffusing across the sheath (n^^) to the total ion

current For short pulse widths, the ions uncovered by the expanding sheath
dominant the current, while for longer pulses the diffusing ions dominant the current.
For pulses greater than ~lps, the diffusing ions must be included in the model.

6.3 Simulation Results

The computation of the ion current for each species is possible after determining

Mg^and To calculate the implant ratios, the ion densities must first beknown. Next,

the effective mass and effective velocity are computed. Then the differential equationfor

sheath thickness as a function of time is solved. Finally, the individual ion currents are

calculated.
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The model results show that the ion implant ratios are a function of the pulse

length. By analyzing the terms ofthe ion current in equation Equation (6-10), three differ

ent regimes of implantation as a function ofpulse width are identifiable. For short pulses

dsthe expanding sheath term dominates (J^ = ). Therefore, the ion implant ratios will

be equal to the ion density ratios in the plasma bulk. For longer implant times (and DC

implants) the ionsdiffusing across the sheathboundary dominate (jj^ = ) the total ion

current. In this regime the implanted ion ratios are proportional to the product of the ion

density and Bohm velocity. The latter depends on the square root of the ion mass. In

between the two extremes is the mixed regime, where both terms contribute to the ion cur

rent.

Two different types of implants will be analyzed in more detail, the single molec

ular gas source plasma (e.g. BF3), and the carrier gas plasma (e.g. PH3/He).

6.3.1 Single Molecular Gas Source Plasma PIII

BF3 gas is a commonly used for silicon p-type doping. A BF3 plasma contains a

number ofdifferent ofboron containing ion species. For this simulation it is assumed only

two ions exist, B"*" and BF2'̂ . The iondensity ratio for these two ionspecies are setat 10%

and 90%, respectively, with a total ion density of 10^®/cm^. Since each ion has a different

mass, knowing the exact ratios of implanted ions is imperative for calculating the depth

profile of boron in the wafer. A 5 kV pulse is simulated with varying hold times, with a

constant Ips fall time. The implant ratio of —- as a function of pulse width is shown in
BF2

Figure 6-3. The ratio changes from ~10% for short pulse widths to -20% for long pulse

widths. The three regimes are easily identifiable. The short pulse regime, where the

implant ratio is proportional to the ion density ratio, occurs for pulses less than Ips. The

mixed regime is for pulses from Ips to -300 ps, and the long pulse regime, where the

implant ratio is inversely proportional to the square root of the mass, occurs for pulse

widths greater than 300 ps. As Figure 6-3 demonstrates, most practical pulsed PIII
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Pulse width (jis)

Figure 6-3 The Implant Ratio of B"*" to BF2^.
The ion density ratios are 10% and 90%, respectively, with a total ion density of 10^®/

cm^. A5 kV wafer bias is simulated with varying pulse widths. For short pulses, the
implant ratios are proportional to the ion density ratios. For long pulses the implant
ratio is modified by the mass ratio. Therefore, longer pulse widths contain a higher
percentage of the lighter ion, B"*"'

implants operate in the mixed regime, where both ion current terms contribute, reinforcing

the need for including both terms in the model.

6.3.2 Carrier Gas Plasma

A carrier gas is often employed to dilute dangerous gases such as Phosphine. Both

the carrier gas and dopant species ions are implanted. Accurate dose prediction from

wafer current measurements requires full knowledge of the exact amount of carrier gas

ions implanted.

A typical example is n-type doping implantationwith a plasma of PH3 diluted with

helium. For this simulation only two ions are considered, PH3"^ and He"*". The ion density

ratios are setat 90% and 10% respectively, and the total ion density is 10^®/cm^. A 5 kV

pulse is simulated with varying hold times, with a constant Ips fall time. The implant



PHt
ratio of is plotted in Figiare 6-4. The ratio changes from -90% with short pulses to

76% for long pulses. As in the BF3 example, the mixed regime begins at -1 ps, requiring

consideration of both ion current terms expressed in Equation 6-10 for accurate modeling

for practical implant conditions.

+ +

S: tt:

Pulse width (|is)

1000

Figure 6-4 The ImplantRatio of PH3''" to He"*",
The ion density ratios are 90% and 10%, respectively, with a total ion density of 10^®/

cm^. A5 kV wafer bias is simulated with varying pulse widths. For short pulses, the
implant ratios are proportional to the ion density ratios. For long pulses the implant
ratio is affected by the ion mass ratio. Therefore, longer pulse widths contain a higher
percentage of the lighter ion. Helium.

6.4 Conclusions

Almost all plasma sources for PHI contain multiple ion species. Through the use of

an effective mass and an effective Bohm velocity, the single species model has been mod

ified to account for multiple ion species.

The novel component of this model is the inclusion of the Bohm velocity in the ion

current equation. This expands the range of validity of the model from short pulses to infi

nite pulses (DC implantation). A unique result of this model is that the ion implant ratios



are a function of the pulse width. For short pulses, the ratios are equal to the ion density

ratios. Forlonger pulses (and DC implants), the implant ratios are also proportional to the

Bohm velocity of the ions (and hence the inversely square root of the ion mass). There

fore, the implant ratios for the lighter ions are boosted at long pulse widths. For proper

calibration, dosimetry, and depth profile prediction, it is imperative to understand that

changing the pulse width will alter the implant ratios. Inclusion of this multiple species

module into the Coupled PIII model in Chapter 3 allows the accurate modeling of practi

cal multiple species implantations from shortpulse widths to DC implantation.
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7 Collisional PHI

7.1 Introduction

The correlation between applied bias, implant dose rate, and implant energy distri

bution in PHI must be well understood. Chapter 4 formulated a 1st order model for calcu

lating these characteristics of a PHI implant, for a mono-species, collisionless sheath,

conducting substrate implant. Chapter 5 extended the basic model to dielectric substrates,

while Chapter 6 modified the basic model for multiple species. This chapter adds another

module to the PHI model, that is, the effects of ion-neutral collisions in the sheath.

Chester [7-1] first determined the flux of ions from a moving sheath region, while

Scheur et al. [7-2] and Lieberman and Stewart [7-3, 7-4] extended the model to PHI.

These first models all assumed a collisionless sheath. As will be shown in Section 7.3,

most PIII implants occur in a moderately collisional regime, which requires modifications

to the earlier PIII model for accuracy.

Davis [7-5] performed some of the earliest work with collisions, calculating ion

impact energies on the cathode wall of a collisional DC glow discharge. Abril [7-6, 7-7]

extended this work with formulations for the impact energies of fast neutrals. Tokonami

[7-8] and Farouki [7-11] calculated both ion and neutral impinging energies for plasma

etching applications. Qin [7-12] and Wang [7-13] extended the work to PIII, calculating

ion energy distributions, while Vahedi [7-9, 7-10] computed ion impinging energies and

angles for PIII conformal trench doping.
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This chapter further analyzes the issue of ion-neutral collisions in the sheath. First,

the phase-space of PHI implants will be explored. The results indicate that most Fill

implants, even those at "low" pressures, operate in the moderately collisional regime.

This contrasts sharply with previous work which predominantly addressed the fully colli

sional regime with pressures around 50 mtorr and above. Through Monte Carlo simula

tion, three new issues will be addressed: neutral energies for PHI implants, the effect of

collisions on dose rate, and the effect of collisions on measured target current.

7.2 Collision Process

The PHI implantation including collisions consists of five distinct steps. First, the

ion enters the plasma sheath region. Next, the electric field created by the wafer bias

accelerates the ion. The third step is the ion-neutral collision. Two collision processes

dominate in a PHI sheath region, elastic and charge exchange. Elastic collisions generally

only change the direction of the ion trajectory and not the energy. With charge exchange,

the ion's positive charge is transferredto a nearby thermal neutral. This creates a fast neu

tral (the old ion), and a new thermal ion. In the fourth step, the sheath electric field accel

erates the new thermal ion, while the fsist neutral coasts towards the wafer. The fast

neutral may undergo neutral-neutral collisions, which divides the energy between the two

neutrals, creating two fast neutrals of lower energy. At very high pressures, the neutral

may undergo so many collisions that the original ion energy is divided among so many

neutrals, that each individual neutral energy is attenuated back to the thermal energy. In

the final step, the ion and the fast neutral implant into the wafer. Both ions and neutrals

contribute to the implant dose. Both of them also eject secondary electrons, which has

implicationson substrate charging and total implantation current.

Collisions in the sheath alter the PIII implant in three ways. First, the dose now

consists ofboth ions and neutrals, with the total dopant flux increasing. The higher dopant

flux affectsthe implantenergy, withcollisions broadening the implant energy distribution,
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and lowering the mean implant energy. Finally, collisions alter the measured pulser cur

rent.

7.3 Definition Of Moderately CoIIisional Regime

It is generally assumed that ion-neutral collisions in the sheath become significant

when the sheath thickness (5) is equal to or greater than the mean free path (A.J. Disre

garding collisions allows a much simplified and straight-forward solution to the transient

and DC sheath analysis during PIII. However, if s = approximately 63% = 1-e" '̂̂ of

the ions collide before reaching the target. A more conservative definition of when colli

sions should be considered is when 10% of the ions collide before arriving at the target.

This requires a sheath thickness one order a magnitude thinner than the ion mean free

path.

Figure 7-1 compares the sheath width and the ion mean free path. The 10% thresh

old pressure is plotted for argon as a function of ion density and implant voltage. An oper

ating condition above the appropriate curve exhibits collisional characteristics. This

figure considers only charge exchange scattering with cross-sections from [7-6, 7-14].

For example, a 10 kV implant at an ion density of 10^®/cm^ requires a pressure less than

~0.3 mtorr. Increasing the ion density decreases the sheath width, allowing for higher

pressures. Higher implant voltages increase the sheath thickness, requiring lower pres

sures. For example, a 50 kV implant with an ion density of 10^/cm^, requires a pressure

below -60 ptorr. Because of the different cross-sections, the family of minimum colli

sional pressure curves are different for other gases. For comparison, the cross section for

N2"'" charge exchange is 50% larger than argon's (10 keV ions), while thecross-section for

H2''" is 50% less than argon's [7-14, 7-15]. This means that for the same implant voltage

and ion density, N2 must operate at lower pressure, while H2 can operate at higher pres

sures, as compared to argon.
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Implants at UCBerkeley typically operate slightly above the collisional limit, such

as a 5kV argon implant with a 10'®cm'̂ ion density. Published FIJI operating conditions

reported by other research groups similarly operate in theslightly collisional regime [7-16,

7-17]. Therefore, these implants require a collisional analysis for accuratemodels.

7.4 Computational Analysis

There are two general schemes for computing the effect of collisions, analytical

and Monte Carlo methods. Analyticaltechniquesprovide noiseless and fast solutions but

at the cost of necessitating additional simplifying assumptions. For example, charge

exchange is usually the only ion collision process considered. Neutral-neutral collisions

are ignored, and the meanfree pathmustbe independent of energy. Somesimple analyt

ical solutions are:

= Ji (7-1)

C = 1 - e (7-2)

whereJ„ is the neutral flux, Ji is the ion flux and C is the percentageof ions that collide in

the sheath.

Monte Carlo methods allow for fewer assumptions. For this work, charge

exchange is still the only collisional process considered. Elastic scattering is ignored,

since it generally only effects the angle of implantation, not dose, energy, or current [7-

10]. Since the cross-sections of neutral-neutral collisions are usually an order of magni

tude less than the charge exchange cross-section, they are neglected [7-14]. The mean

free paths are calculatedwith cross-sections that dependon the ion energy, computingthe

energy distribution and neutral flux with greater accuracy. This contrasts with analytical

methods which must use a fixed cross-section. Figure 7-2 plots the cross-sectionfor argon

as a function of ion energy, illustrating the large variation in cross-section. For the analy-
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Figure 7-1 Minimum Pressure For Collisional PHI

a) The argon ion mean tree path compared to the sheath thickness as a function of
pressure and ion density, b) Using a) the pressiu'e at which 10% of the ions collide
before implanting into the target is calculated for argon is plotted. Implants with
operating pressures above the curves exhibit collisional characteristics. Lower ion
densities and higher implant voltages increase the sheath thickness, reducing the
minimum pressme at which collisions become significant.
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sis in this chapter, the sheath width is frozen, considering only the steady state. This

enables the analysis of collisions in isolation, without the obfiiscation of rise times, fall

times, and matrix sheath implantation. Combining the output for many different sheath

thicknesses yields results for pulse implantation.
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Figure 7-2 Argon Charge Exchange Cross Section

The cross section for ion-neutral chargeexchange as a function of ion energy [7-14].
Higher ion energies (and velocities) reduce the interaction time between the ion and
neutral, leading to a lower cross-section. Incorporatingcross-sections as a function of
energy is a critical component of the Monte Carlo analysis.

7.5 Simulation Approach

The effects of collisions are included in the PIII model by adding a module to the

basic model of Chapter 3 (Figure 7-3). The only modification to the 1st order model is the

use of a collisional sheath model instead of a collisionless one [7-18]. The modified cur

rent equation is
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i 9VmJ 52[i+(i2jt/125)(5/A,;)]l''2

where is the ion mean free path. The Bohm velocity is also modified by collisions

_ \q-T^ 1+7t •
"6 /J M'2-Xj

where Xqe is the electron Debye length.

Equations 7-3 and 7-4 are valid from the collisionless to the highly collisional

regimes.

The 1st order model calculates the sheath thickness, and ion current as a function

of time. These outputs and the wafer bias are inputs for the Plasma Implantation Monte

Carlo Analysis of Collisions module (PICMIC). The PICMIC module calculates the ion

distribution, the neutral flux and distribution, and the total pulser current.

7.6 Simulation Results

Ion-neutral collisions in the sheath alter many attributes of the PIII implant. Colli

sions broaden the energy distribution of the implant, introducing lower energy ions.

Charge-exchange collisions also produce fast neutrals, which also implant into the wafer.

These neutrals have the energy of the colliding ion. Once created, they coast to the target

without interaction (neutral-neutral collisions are ignored since their cross-sections are

usually a magnitude less than charge exchange cross-sections). The total dose rate is

equal to sum ofthe ion flux and the neutral flux. Therefore, fast neutrals increase the total

dopant flux. Since total flux energy is conserved, the average impinging energy of both

ions and neutrals is

q • yimplant'
Average Implant Energy = (7-5)
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Figure 7-3 Plasma Implantation Monte Carlo Analysis of Collisions

The PICMIC post processor uses the results from the 1st order PHI model and
calculates the ion implant distribution, the neutral implant flux, and distribution and the
total wafer current.

where Vimpiant is the implant voltage. The full cumulative distribution fimctions (CDF) of

the neutrals, ions, and total flux are shown in Figure 7-4 for a 20 kV, 1 mtorr, argon

implant. The ion density is 10^®/cm^. Even at this low pressure, and moderate ion den

sity, 30% of the total impinging flux is neutrals. Only 45% of the total flux implants with

the full 20 keV, while a full 30% implant with less than 10 keV.

The effect of including the energy dependency of the cross-section is apparent in

Figure 7-4. The cross-section decreases significantly at higher energies (Figure 7-2),

causing the ion CDF to tail upwards at high energies. Once an ion accelerates to high

energies, the scattering probability is reduced, giving the ion a higher chance of continu

ing to the target unperturbed. Since most of the colliding ions are at low energies, the

majority of the fast neutrals are also at low energies. For this example, the neutral mean

energy is only 3 keV. Utilizing a fixed cross-section, which is necessary with analytical
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The implant energy cumulative distribution function is graphed for a 1 mtorr, 20 kV
argon implant. The ion density is 10^°cm"^. The total dose consists of 30% neutrals,
and 70% ions. Only 45% ofthe total implant is at the full 20 keV, while 30% implants
with less than 10 keV.

methods, the fast neutral production being biased towards low energies is ignored.

Finally, the large cross-section at low energies increases the total neutral flux consider

ably, which would be overlooked by a constant cross-section (usually assumed to be the

value ofthe'cross-section at about 1 keV).

In addition to broadening the implant energy distribution, and increasing the

dopant flux rate, collisions increase the wafer current. Although neutrals themselves do

not contribute to the current, they do eject secondary electrons. For high energy implants,

the secondary electron yield is proportional to the square root of the impinging energy

(proportional to the particle velocity). The total wafer current is the sum of the ion cur

rent, plus the secondary electrons from ion and neutral impacts. The total current must be
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greater than the ion current alone without collisions. Energy flux conservation, with

charge exchange as the dominant collision interaction, insists that

« + /

= i-q- ^pulse (7-6)
k = I

where «, /, are the number of neutrals, ions, and the particle implant energy, respec

tively. Since secondary electron current is proportional to the square root of the particle

energy, splitting each ion's energy among a larger population of lower energy particles

ejects more secondaries than a smaller population of higher energy.

n + i

E J^k '̂-Jq-^pulse (7-7)
k= 1

Therefore, collisions increase the total target current. Appendix D explains Equation (7-

7) in more detail.

Figure 7-5 plots the Monte Carlo simulation results for the current contributions of

ions, neutrals, and the total target current, for a 3 kV argon implant. The ion density is

10^®/cm^, while the pressure is varied. Appendix section C.2 lists the Matlab source code

for the simulation. Collisions increase with pressure, thus higher pressures will have an

increased target current (Equation (7-7)). At 10 mtorr, collisions have raised the current

by 20% over the collisionless case. For higher implant voltages, the effect is even more

prominent.

7.7 Experimental Results

As discussed in the previous section, collisions broaden the implant energy distri

bution, increase the dopant flux rate, and increase the target current. Of these effects, the

simplest to measure is the increase in target current.
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Figure 7-5 Simulation of Target Current with Collisions
The target current including charge exchange collisions is calculated through Monte

Carlo simulation. Collisions are more prominent at higher pressures. Since collisions
produce fast neutrals, which eject secondary electrons, the total target current is
increased at higher pressures (with constant ion density). The simulation is for an 3 kV
argon implant with an ion density of10'®/cm^.

For this experiment, the gas pressure and target bias control the degree of colli-

sionality. To accurately compare target currents for different pressure plasmas, the base

ion flux should be kept constant for all conditions. The ion flux is equal to the ion density

multiplied by the Bohm velocity. Since the Bohm velocity decreases with higher pres

sures, the ion density must be increased to maintain a constant ion flux. The ion flux is

monitored by measuring the target current at low implant voltages (around 100 V). At

low implant voltages, the sheath thickness is minuscule and collisions eire negligible. The
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input microwave power is adjusted for each pressure to maintain the same ion density and

Bohm velocity product (target current), ensuring equal ion fluxes at all pressures in the

collisionless regime. Higher pressure plasmas also have a lower electron temperature,

which is factored into the simulation. Ensuring equal collisionless ion fluxes at all pres

sures, allows an accurate comparison of target current with higher implant voltages (the

collisional regime).

Figure 7-6 plots the measured and simulated target currents for an argon plasma

with an ion density of 10^®/cm^ for three pressures (1,5, and 10 mtorr) and three voltages

(1 kV, 3 kV, and 6 kV). Raising the target bias increases the number of collisions. This

effect is more significant at higher pressures. At 6 kV, the current for 10 mtorr is -35%

greater than the current for the 1 mtorr case. As shown in Figure 7-6, the simulation

results match the data fairly well.

7.8 Conclusion

Plasma Immersion Ion Implantation is an altemative implantation technique for

high dose, large area, and low energy applications. In contrast to conventional beam line

implantation, PHI implantation occurs at the same pressure as plasma generation (in the

mtorr range). Therefore, ion-neutral collisions during ion acceleration become significant

for a large portion of PHI implants. Even implants at 1 mtorr and below operate in the

slightly collisional regime (greater than 10% of the accelerated ions undergo collisions).

With a Monte Carlo simulation program, the effect of collisions on the implant

energy distribution, dose rate, and target current is computed. Charge-exchange collisions

in the sheath produce fast neutrals. These fast neutrals implant into the target, increasing

the total dose rate of the implant. The increased dose rate comes at the cost of implant

energy, since the total flux energy must be conserved. Therefore the higher dose rate

reduces the average implant energy, broadening the implant energy distribution.

Although the fast neutrals themselves do not contribute to the target current, they eject
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Raising either the pressure or the implant voltage increases the number of ion-neutral
collisions in the sheath. Because of the increased secondary electron current from fast
neutral implantation, collisions lead to higher target currents. This effect is measured
experimentally with an argon plasma. The 10 mtorr line, which is most effected by
collisions, has the largest slope, with a current 35% higher than the 1 mtorr case at 6
kV, thus revealing the collisions in the sheath.

secondary electrons which enhance the measured wafer current. This increase in current

has been experimentally measured as a function ofpressure and implant voltage.

Typical PHI implants operate in the collisional regime. Hence, collision effects

must be included in comprehensive Fill models to estimate the implant energy distribu

tion, dose rate, and target current, more accurately.

The full model developed in the previous chapters accounts for rise and fall times,

matrix sheath implantation, dielectric implantation, and now ion-neutral charge-exchange
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collisions in the sheath. Combining all the modules creates a fairly comprehensive and

accurate one dimensional PHI dose and implant simulator.
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Universal Plasma Charging
Damage Model

8.1 Introduction

Plasma charging damage has emerged as an important reliability concern. One of

the most important issues is the relationship between gate oxide scaling and plasma dam

age, with groups presenting seemingly conflicting results. Many report damage increas

ing with gate dielectric scaling [8-1 - 8-3], while others report the opposite trend [8-4 - 8-

7]. Multiple papers also describe the effect of altering the plasma parameters and wafer

bias on the extent of charging damage [8-8 - 8-10]. To unify the published results, this

chapter develops a generalized universal plasma charging damage (UPCD) model that

predicts plasma charging damage as a function ofthe plasma parameters, gate oxide thick

ness, circuit design, and wafer bias.

8.2 Model Framework

Calculating plasma charging damage requires the determination of the electrical

stress to the oxide. The UPCD achieves this through a loadline analysis comparing the

impedances of the plasma and gate oxide. Figure 8-1 depicts the flow chart outlining the

steps for calculating plasma damage.

It is a three step procedure to calculate the amount of damage. First, the imped

ance of the plasma and gate dielectric as a function of voltage must be determined. The

second step computes the electrical stress created by the plasma process by comparing the
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Figure 8-1 Universal Charging Damage Flowchart

Combining the plasma I-V and the thin oxide tunneling models in a loadline analysis
detennines the DC stress condition during the plasma process. Damage is calculated
by comparing the plasma stress condition to an oxide reliability mobility. The damage
metric is the percent ofthe lifetime of the oxide consumed during the plasma process.
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plasma1-Vcurvewith the thin oxide tunneling current load line. The last step correlates

the plasma stress with oxide damage. This calculation uses the Anode Hole Injection

model as the electrical stress model [8-11]. The metric for comparing different oxides

thicknesses is the percentage of the total charge to breakdown of the oxide {QiJ) con

sumed during the plasma process. The following sections describe in detail each of the

modules in the flow chart (Figure 8-1).

8.2.1 Plasma Impedance

The first step in calculating plasma damage is determining the plasma impedance

as a function ofvoltage. The full Langmuir equation for the plasma current is

^ = hon^ ^electron =
(V-^\

P_ P
T

\ e

(8-1)

where n,-, v^, and Tg, are the ion density, the Bohmvelocity, the electron veloc

ity, the plasma potential, the probe voltage, and the electron temperature, respectively.

Three parameters, and Tg govern the plasma I-V. Machine design, excitation

method, and the process conditions control the value of these parameters. Figure 8-2

shows a typical plasmaI-V. Three regimes are identifiable: electronsaturation, ion satu

ration, and mixed. With a positive bias, the probe collects the entire electron flux, and the

negative current saturates. With a higWy negative bias, theprobe collects the entire posi

tive flux, while repelling all the electrons, saturating the positive current. In between the

two extremes, the probe collects a varying amount of electrons and ions. The theoretical

and experimentalplasma impedances are describedin Chapter2 in more detail.

Thewafer actually interacts witha shifted version of the plasma I-Vcurve (Figure

8-3). The wafer bias,plasma non-uniformities, electron shading, andothereffects regulate

the magmtudeand sign of the shift. The shift from plasma non-uniformities is well known
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The plasma /-K contains three regimes: 1) ion saturation, 2) mixed, and 3) electron
saturation. The floating potential is defined as the zero current voltage, while the
plasma potential is the knee in the curve that separates the electron saturation and
mixed regimes.
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Figure 8-3 Plasma Loadline Shifting
The gate oxide interacts with a shifted version of the plasma Langmuir I-V curve.

Various factors determine the magnitude of the shift, including the plasma non-
uniformities and the waferbias. The open circuit voltage and the shortcircuit current
are key parameters of the shifted I-V.
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^yi ^

^shift = (8-2)

where n^j, and11^2 voltage shift, themaximum iondensity, andtheminimum

ion density, respectively. The shift from electron shading is similar.

rkj\
^shift = (8-3)

where andkg arethe shadowing factors for ions andelectrons [8-11]. Theshifting of the

plasma curve simply modulates the open circuit voltage, or, in other words, the effective

Vp ofthe plasma. For most plasma applications (RIE and PECVD), the plasma curve typ

ically shifts in the positive direction. For other processes, e.g. Plasma Immersion Ion

Implantation (PHI) [8-12, 8-13, 8-14], the plasmacurvemay shift in either the positive or

negative directions. Determining the amount of shift for more general situations requires

computer simulation. Chapter 11 details the simulation that calculates the shift for the PIII

process.

Three parameters ftilly characterize the shape of the shifted I-V. The effective

floating potential specifies the open circuit voltage of the system. The ion density

correlates with the saturationcurrents, while the electron temperature determines the cur

vature of the plasma I-V'm the mixed regime. Tg and W/ both influence the short circuit

current Vqc is the maximum stress voltage during the plasma process, while

is the maximum stress current.

8.2.2 Thin Oxide Tunneling Current

The two relevant conduction mechanisms that govern thin oxide current are

Fowler-Nordheim (F-N) tunneling and direct tunneling (DT) (Figure 8-4). The tunneling

mechanisms are generally mutually exclusive, with only one dominating. Since the oxide

barrier height (O^,) is 3.2 eV for a Poly Si - Si02 system, F-N tunneling dominates for
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Figure 8-4 Tunneling Mechanisms in Thin Oxides

Fowler-Nordheim and Direct tunneling are the two dominant conduction mechanisms
in thin oxides.

oxide voltages greater than 3.2 V. With F-N tunneling, the electrons tunnel through a tri

angular barrier into the conduction band of the gate dielectric. The electron undergoes

scattering as it travels towards the anode with a characteristic interaction length, X [8-19].

Finally, the electron enters the anode as a hot electron. The F-N tunneling current depends

only on the electric field:

hn" X(X Xexp(^^ j (8-4)
OX OX ox

3 2The tunneling distance for the electrons is always , independent of the oxide thickness.
^ox

Significant damaging F-N currents flow with electric fields greater than about 6 MV/cm.

The second relevant tunnelling mechanism, direct tunneling, dominates when the

oxide voltage is less than 3.2 V. In this case, the electrons tunnel through the entire oxide,

entering the anode without scattering in the oxide. The DT currents are dependent on both

the oxide thickness, and the oxide electric field.



(v)— Kx Area X exp

' f f
-24.7 X 1-1-

\ V
O b )

V /t
ox ox

3/2

(8-5)

WithDT tunneling, the energy of the hot electron equals the oxidevoltage. This contrasts

with F-N tunneling, in which the hot electron losses some energy when scattering in the

oxide. SinceEquation (8-5) depends on both t^x and the minimum electric field for

conduction depends on the oxide thickness, and decreases dramatically with oxides thin

ner than 4 nm. Significant DT tunneling currents flow with electric fields even less than 5

MV/cm. Figure 8-5 graphs Equation (8-4) and (8-5) for 2.5 nm to 10 nm oxides. The

dashed lines are extrapolations of the F-N equation into the DT regime. For the same

applied voltage, the DT mechanism yields muchhighercurrents thanpredicted by the F-N

extrapolation. Conversely, for the same current, DT requires a comparatively smaller

voltage (and electric field). The lower required electric field for DT currents affects

plasma damage, as discussed in Section 8.3.

8.2.3 Operating Point

With a known plasma impedance and gate dielectric impedance, a loadline analy

sis may be performed. Combining the shiftedplasma curve withthe oxide load line deter

mines the voltage across the oxide and current (7^) through the oxide during the

plasma process (Figure 8-6).

8.2.4 Oxide Reliability Model

Withthe stressconditions (7^ and F^) established, an oxidereliability model calcu

lates the damage sustained during the plasma process. For this work, the Anode Hole

Injection model correlates the stress condition andthe amount of damage sustained This

l/E model is physically based, and has been extensively tested against electrical stress
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Figure 8-5 Tunneling Current in Thin Oxides

With a poly-silicon gate, Fowler-Nordheim tunneling occurs with oxide voltages
greater than 3.2 V, while direct tunneling dominates with voltages less than 3.2 V. The
F-N extrapolation into the DT regime shows that DT allows much more current than
the F-N mechanism at lower electric fields.
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measurements. The model fits data for oxide thicknesses from 2.5 nm to over 12 nm (Fig

ure 8-7). Figure 8-8 depicts the three, step damage mechanism for this model. First, an

electron tuimels from the cathode to the anode by either F-N or DT tunneling mechanisms.

If the gate voltage is greater than 3.2 V, the electron tunnels into the conduction band of

the oxide. Drifting towards the anode, the electron scatters with a characteristic length, X.

The electron reaches the anode with energy

^gain ^
Or + E X

b ox
^ -1^1- exp-^ ,^ox E ..

\ oxJJ

ox
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Figure 8-6 Loadline Analysis

The stress condition duringplasmaprocessing is the intersection between the plasma
I-V curve and the oxide load line.

Anode Hole Injection Model
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Figure 8-7 Anode Hole Injection Model Fit

The Anode Hole Injection model accurately fits high stress field oxide breakdown
data fi-om 2.5 nm to 10 nm. This figure is from [8-19].
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Figure 8-8 Anode Hole Injection Damage Mechanism
In the Anode Hole Injection model, an electron tunnels from the cathode to the anode.

In theanode, thehotelectron promotes a deep valence electron to theconduction band,
creating a hothole. This hothole injects into theoxide layer, creating damage.

where X= 1.5 nm [8-17]. The second step is the elastic collision of the hot electron with a

deep valance band electron. The collision promotes the valance band electron to the bot

tom of the conduction band, creating a hothole. Experiments determine thehothole pro

duction efficiency, a, to be independent of the hot electron energy and approximately

equal to 0.08 [8-19]. Finally, the hot hole injects into the oxide, tunneling through a bar

rier Op.

g,SiO, -O^-E
gain

= SeV-3.2eV-E
gam

(8-7)

The Anode Hole Injectionmodelpredictsthat breakdown transpires when the hot hole flu-

ence reaches a critical value (Qp), independent of stress voltage and electric field. For a

particular stresscondition, one can definea critical electron fluence (QbJ), and the time to

breakdown which are related to Qp
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(8-9)

where h is Planck's constant, and ntp ^^ is the effective hole mass in the oxide which is

£issumed to be 0.2 [8-18]. Qp decreases with oxides thinner than ~6 nm. Figure 8-9

plots the experimentally determined values of Qp. The reduction of Qp implies that thin-
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Figure 8-9 Hole Injection until Breakdown

For a give oxide thickness, oxide breakdown occurs after a certain hole ftuence, Qp.
The critical hole fluence is constant above 8 nm, but drops quickly for thicknesses less
than 4 nm. This is an experimental fit [8-19].

ner oxides require fewer traps before breakdown. This agrees with recent percolation

models for ultra-thin oxide breakdown [8-15, 8-16]. The reduction in the critical hole flu

ence is overwhelmed by the diminished hot hole tunneling current (since Op is greater),

such that thinner oxides are more robust. Refer to Scheugraf [8-19] for more information

on this model.

In summary, the salient points of the model are:
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1) Acritical hole fluence, Qp, determines breakdown, independent ofstress condi

tion.

2) Qbd and depend on the stress voltage and electric field. Reducing either the

voltage or the field increases the oxide lifetime.

Figure 8-10 plots as a fimction ofgate oxide thickness under constant voltage

and constant current stress. With constant voltage stress, the thinner oxides experience a

higherelectric field, andsubsequently lowerlifetimes. With constant currentstressall the

oxides are stressed at the same electric field (for oxides with F-N tunneling), but the thin

ner oxides are stressed at lower voltages, and therefore have longer lifetimes. The differ

ence between constant current and constant voltage stress is crucial in understanding

plasma damage as a function of gate oxide thickness.

Over the past decade there has been much debate over the best oxide reliability

model for extrapolating low field, 10 year lifetimes (most recently [8-20]). Since plasma

charging stresses oxides athigh fields, greater than 6 MV/cm, all ofthe reliability models

perform well. Therefore, thechoice oftheAnode Hole Injection model does notaffect the

plasma damage simulation results.

8.2.5 Plasma Damage Metric

Combining the operating stress condition and the oxide reliability model deter

minesthe plasmacharging damage. The damage metricfor this work is:

time'
Plasma Damage = — (8-i o)

^bd

which is the total charge conducted through the oxide during the plasma process divided

by the total charge to breakdown. The ratio is also equal to the firaction of the oxide life

time consumed during the plasma process.
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8.3 Simulation Results

The methodology developed above is now applied to compute the damage trends

as a function of gate oxide thickness, plasma ion density, circuit antenna ratio, plasma

electron temperature, and open circuit voltage. For simplicity, an Argon plasma is ana

lyzed.

8.3.1 Load Line Analysis

Figure 8-6 depicts the load line analysis for four oxide thicknesses and an Argon

plasma with an ion density of10^°/cm^, an electron temperature of4eV, and an open cir

cuit voltage of 10 V. The operating points (indicated bycircles) specify thestress voltages

and stress currents. To calculate plasma damage, these stress conditions are input into the

oxide reliability model. The semi-log plot in Figure 8-11 shows the percent of the total

Qljd consumed during the simulated plasma process. When scaling the thickness down

from 15 nm, the damage initially increases, until peaking at ~6 nm. The damage drops

steeply for oxide thinner than6 nm. Oxides thinner than 3 nmsuffer little damage in this

example.

The stress voltages and stress electric fields as a function of gate oxide thickness

explain the damage trends (Figure 8-12). Three stressing regimes are identifiable in Fig

ure 8-12. For thicker oxides, the plasma acts like a constant voltage source. With oxide

scaling, the stress voltage remains constant, but the electric field follows a depen-
Vqx

dence, since = —. For this simulated plasma, all oxides thicker than 10 nm are
ox

stressed by the of 10 volts. With constant voltage stressing, thinner oxides are dam

aged more (Figure 8-10). This is reflected in Figure 8-11 by the increase in damage from

15 to 10 nm.

Further thinning ofthe oxide advances the stress conditions from the constant volt

age regime to the nearly constant current region. Under constant current stressing, the

electric field remains constant, but the voltage drops linearly. From 10 nm down to 3 nm.
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Figure 8-11 Plasma Damage and Gate Oxide Thickness

With gate oxide scaling, plasma damage initially increases, peaking at ~6 nm. The
damage metric is the percent of the total oxide lifetime consumed in the plasma
process.

the electric field rises slightly from 10 to 11 MV/cm, while the voltage drops almost lin

early. The Anode Hole Injection model dictates that either a lower voltage or a lower

electric field diminishes damage. Since the electric field rises slowly, but the voltage

decreases linearly, the damage peaks somewhere in this regime. For the simulated

plasma, the damage peaks at -6 nm.

Finally, the transition to direct tunneling conduction with oxides thinner than 3 nm

(Figure 8-5), reduces both the electric field and voltage, further diminishing the damage.

The direct tunneling transition is seen is Figure 8-11 by the change in slope at ~ 3 nm.

Ultra-thin oxides are more robust for two reasons: lower stress voltages and lower

stress electric fields. It is important to understand that the primary force reducing damage
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The voltage and electric field stress as a fiinction of gate oxide thickness. As the
oxide thins, the electric field increases at first, levels off, and then drops precipitously
in the direct tunneling regime. The voltage, at first, remains constant, then decreases
nearly linearly in the nearly constant current regime, and drops abruptly in the direct
tunneling regime. The reduction ofstress voltage inthe nearly constant current regime
is the force behind the reduction in damage for ultra-thinoxides.

for oxides thinner than 6 nm is the drop in stress voltage from the constant current source

effect, and notdirect tunneling. Direct tunneling simply augments the slope of the dam

age reduction.

8.3.2 Antenna Effect

During IC processing, the plasma usually does not impinge upon the oxide

directly, but rather hitsa surface conductor. This conductor collects charge andfunnels it

down to stress the gate oxide. The conductor acts as an antenna since it collects charge

from a large area, multiplying theeffective impedance of the plasma. Antennas multiply

the effective currentdensity for the gateoxide, magnifying plasmadamage.

Since antennas amplify damage, large antenna test structures are the preferred

method for detecting and studying charging damage. Extremely large antennas (some-

a> V
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times as large a 1 million) are unquestionably sensitive to charging damage, but as will be

discussed below, may lead to erroneous conclusions.

8.3.2.1 Antenna Types

There are two broad categories of antennas, area and edge structures (Figure 8-13).

Gate oxide

Figure 8-13 Edge vs. Area Antennas

The surfaceconductorcollectscharge,fiinneling it towards the gate. The large area of
the surface conductor compared to the gate oxide areaeffectively multiples the plasma
impedance curve. The multiplication factor is either proportional to the exposed edge
area of the surface conductor (a), or with the entire area of the surface conductor,
including the edges (b).

The antenna type depends on whether photoresist covers the antenna during the plasma

process. For example, during the overetch of photoresist ashing, the top of the antenna is

exposed to plasma, allowing the entire antenna to collect charge. In other processes, such

as metal etch, the PR covers the antenna, and only the antenna's edgescollect charge.

Area antennas multiply the plasma impedance by the antennaarea to the gate area

ratio {AR). TheAR is not easily defined for edge antennas, but is necessarily less than the

arearatio. In fact, the effective AR for edge sensitive processes could be an orderof mag

nitude less than the actual AR. The antenna sizes for this work are all area antennas. The



sizes mustbe significantly adjusted for edge dependent processes suchas metal etch. For

example, a lOOOX antenna in a metal etch is approximately equivalent to a lOOX area

antenna (dependenton the area to edge ratio of the antenna).

8.3.2.2 Antenna Effect Simulation

Figure 8-14 reveals two plasma damage trends as a function of^i? for area antenna
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Figure 8-14 Antenna Effect on Plasma Damage

Damage peaks at about 6.0 nm for small antennas. Larger antennas magnify the
damage, while shifting Td,^ to thinner oxides. Each line represents a magnitude
increases in the product ofnj and AR.

Increasing Antenna Size or
Increasing Ion Density

Dmax

AR=l

«;= 10 7cm^

ratios up to 1 million. Larger AR's create more damage. Surprisingly, though, the dam

age curve also shifts T^^ax > oxide thickness which undergoes the most plasma dam

age, towards thinner oxides. For moderate antennas (~1OOX), the damage peaks at ~5 nm,

with a reduction in damage for ultra-thin oxides. The ARdata are re-plotted in Figure 8-15

as a function of antenna ratio. For small antennas, the 6.0 nm oxide suffers the most dam

age. At larger antenna ratios, the thinner oxides sustain more damage. The transition of
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The 3.0 nm oxide is least damaged with antennas below lOOX, and damaged the most
for antennas greater than 10,000X. Extremely large antennas are not good predictors of
damage for realistically sized device layouts.

Tdmax thicker oxides to thinner oxides occurs with ARs between lOOX and 10,000X.

With a 1 million AR, shifts to below 3 nm. Since larger AR's supply more current

(by many orders of magnitude), they push the transition to the constant current regime

towards thinner oxides. This in turn shifts to thinner oxides.

Figure 8-15 also reveals a non-linearity between AR and damage for ultra-thin

oxides. Enlarging the.<4i? from lOX to 10,000X enhances the damage for the 3.0 nm oxide

by 35,000 (35X greater than proportional). For the same AR enlargement, the 6.0 nm

oxide damage scales by only 1400. Conventionally, it has been assumed that damage

increases proportionally with AR. This assumption is reasonable for thicker oxides (6.0

nm), but extremely inaccurate for ultra-thin oxides. This non-linearity precludes the use

of super-large antennas for predicting damage for ultra-thin oxides, since they over-esti

mate damage that might occur in production design layouts by more than an order ofmag

nitude.
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The crossover in around lOOX - lOOOOX also resolves the disparate results

in the literature. As stated above, some report a reduction in damage for ultra-thin oxides,

while others show an increase. The majority of papers utilize large antennas within the

cross-over regime. Since the exact crossover point depends on the particular plasma pro

cess, small process differences will switch from thicker to thinner oxides. Further

more, large AR data are not directly applicable to real IC layouts in which the area

antennas average less than 300 and are seldom above 1000 [8-21].

The crossover and non-linearity effects indicate that utilizing large antennas for

detecting plasma damage must be done with care. One should fully understand that large

AR results are not easily correlated to actual IC layout AR's.

8.4 Plasma Parameter Effects

For the simulated plasma condition above, Tj^max occurs at -6 nm. The actual

value of T^fftax damage peak, though, is a function of the plasma process. It is advanta

geous to understand how the plasma condition affects the peak location. The following

sections analyze the effect of ion density, open circuit voltage, and electron temperature

on the magnitude ofplasma damage and T^max'

8.4.1 Ion Density

Over the past decade there has been a continuous shift toward higher plasma den

sity tools, with ion densities often exceeding 10^ Vcm^. Higher ion densities increase the

electron and ion saturation currents, magnifying the potential for plasma damage. Actu

ally, higher ion densities, keeping all else equal, are analogous to larger AR's. The only

practical difference is the ability ofAR tobescaled byhuge amoimts, upto 10^ ona single

wafer, while the ion density has a practical range closer to three orders ofmagnitude. In a

similar manner to larger AR's, higher ion densities delay the transition from constant volt

age to constant current stress (since the plasma can supply more current), shifting Tj^max fo
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thinneroxides. In Figure 8-14,eachtenfold increase in with all else equal, shifts

by about 0.8 nm. Altering the ion density affects the opencircuitvoltage and the electron

temperature, further modifying the damage magnitude and peak.

8.4.2 Open Circuit Voltage

The open circuit voltage generated by the plasma is the maindriving force behind

charging damage. A variety of factors including non-uniformities and electron shading

(governed by Equations (8-2) and (8-3) ) determine Ideally, if 7^^ equals zero, the

damage will necessarily be zero. Altering closer to zero, achieved by adjusting the

plasma condition, substrate bias, and reactor geometry, will minimize damage. The sign

of the opencircuit voltage also affects the maximum amount of damage. With a negative

the plasma stress during processing will be in the electron saturation regime where

the current levels are up to 100 times greater thanthe ion saturation regime (Figure 8-2).

Lowering does not reduce damage evenly for all oxide thicknesses. Figure 8-

16compares the plasma impedance line for two conditions, eachwith Tg= 2 eV, but with

different of 5 and 10V. Halving significantly lowers the stress voltage and cur

rent for oxides greater than 6 nm. Consequently, the plasma damage drops dramatically

for these oxides. On the other hand, the stress condition does not change greatly for

oxides thinner than ~4 nm. The stress voltage is essentiallyunchanged, while the current

drops by at most a factor of two. These oxides are operating in the nearly constant current

regime, and are not significantly affected by the drop in For the shift in to affect

damage for these ultra-thin oxides, must be reduced further, such that •10—.
w ' oc ox Qfff

This relationship between oxide thickness may also explain the disparate

reports in the literature concerning oxide scaling and plasma damage. Overall, minimiz

ing the open circuit voltage is an effective means of reducing plasma damage, but often

must be reduced close to zero volts to affect ultra-thin oxides.
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Figure 8-16 Effect of Electron Temperature and Open Circuit Voltage
The plasma and Tg directly control the plasma impedance curve. Halving

from 10to 5 V,reduces byless than 10%. While halving Tg, drops l^g bymore than
20%.

8.4.3 Electron Temperature

It is well known thata lower Tg produces less damage. Decreasing Tg abates dam

age in two ways. First, a smaller Tg, all else equal, reduces the ion flux, by lowering the

Bohmvelocity (Equation (3-4)). This is apparent by comparing I^c in Figure 8-16for the

two conditions with = 10V. The halvingof Tg cut by more than 20%.

Second, a drop in V^g often accompanies a reduction in Tg, This is an evident in

Equations (8-2) and (8-3), in which V^g is proportional to Tg. Consequently, a drop of Tg

will proportionally reduce V^g. Moreover, the shadowing factors in Equation (8-3) also

depend on Tg. Minimizing Tg is an effective method for reducing damage, since both I^g

and Vgg are lowered.
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8.4.4 Plasma Parameter Implications

The plasma conditions controls the magnitude andpeakthickness of plasma dam

age. The key to reducing damage is to minimize I^c and Reducing the ion density

and the electron temperature minimize damage by directly affecting 7^^. Lowering

should also proportionally reduce Reducing is only effective in reducing plasma

damage if

8.5 Conclusions

Understanding and preventing plasma damage has been a source of intense

research over the past decade. Gate oxide scaling below 5 nm has initiated debates

between the relationshipbetween oxide thickness and plasma damage. Along these lines,

a procedure is developed to theoretically calculate plasma damage as a function of gate

oxide thickness. A load line analysis between the plasma impedance and gate conduction

establishes the stress condition during the plasma process. An oxide reliability model (for

this work the Anode Hole Injection model) correlates the stress condition with the level of

oxide damage. Oxide reliability models reveal that constant voltage stressing damages

thinner oxides more, while thin oxides fair better under constant current stressing.

With oxide scaling, the plasma stress transforms from constant voltage stressing to

constant current stressing. The simulation identifies the oxide thickness at which the

plasma behaves as a constant current source during processing. The simulation reveals

three distinct scaling regimes: constantvoltage stressing, constant current stressing, and

direct tunneling. Simulations with typical plasma parametersindicate that the transforma

tion to constant current stressing is nearly completeat around 5 nm. Hence, plasma dam

age peaks at this thickness, (Tomax)- Thinner oxides suffer less damage because constant

current stressing decreases the oxide voltage. It should be noted that the main driving

force that reduces damage in ultra-thin oxides is the plasma constant current source effect,

not direct-tunneling, as many have purported.
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^Dmax is a Strong function of antenna ratio. Large ARs shift ^ thinner

oxides. Moreover, the damage for ultra-thin oxides increases super-linearly as a function

of antenna size. For example, scaling the AR by 1,000X with a 3 nm oxide, raises the

damage by 35,000. Both of these effects reveal that large antenna data are difficult to

extrapolate to smaller, and more realistic antenna sizes. Extrapolation may lead to errone

ous conclusions.

The simulations trends suggest ways to prevent or reduce plasma damage. Most

importantly, plasma non-uniformity must kept to a minimum. After that, the key to

reducing damage is to lower the plasma and 4^. Reducing I^c is always effective,

while inust be less than •10^to significantly alter the damage. Thus, the require
ment on Vfjc becomes more stringent with thinner oxides. Decreasing the ion density,

directly lowers I^c proportionally. Minimizing is quite effective, since a smaller

affects both and A combination of lower iondensity andreduced achieves the

best results, especially for ultra-thin oxides.

The simulation reveals two reasons for the disparate results in the literature con

cerning oxide scaling and plasma damage. Many groups report decreasing damage with

thinner oxides, while others report the opposite. First, the use of different ARs shifts

^Dmax' addition, a different will alter the threshold thickness for damage. Plasma

damage is much less significant if •10^. Therefore, groups with different pro
cessing conditions will operate withdifferent damage thresholds and

To summarize, the simulations reveal a peak in damage with oxide scaling that

shifts with theexact processing conditions. Chapter 10presents experimental verification

^Dmax» shifting of with antenna ratio and ion density. Before that, the

next chapter. Chapter 9,discusses the various methods formeasuring charging damage.
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Charging Damage
Measurement Techniques

9.1 Introduction

Anumber ofmethods have been developed to quantify gate oxide plasma charging

damage. The ideal method should be easy to execute, simple to analyze and interpret,

exhibit a monotonic correlation with oxide damage, highly sensitive to damage with a

large dynamic range without saturation, andprovide a fast turnaround.

All of the measurement techniques discussed in this chapter fall into three general

categories: oxide integrity, transistor performance degradation, and non-MOS devices.

Within each of these categories are a number ofmethods which are briefly describe in the

following sections. No one method satisfies all ofthe desirable characteristics, requiring

compromise.

9.2 Oxide Integrity Measurements

Direct measurements of the oxide degradation due to plasma charging damage

provides the best correlation with actual oxide damage. Moreover, they generally only

require MOS capacitors, and not fully processed transistors. There are three sub-catego

ries ofoxide integrity measurements: lifetime, interface traps, and leakage current.

9.2.1 Oxide Lifetime Measurements

The oxide lifetime may be determined by Charge-to-Breakdown (6^^), Time-

Dependent Dielectric Breakdown (TDDB), or Voltage Breakdown {Vbd)- Qbd measures
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cumulative tunneling charge under constant current stress before breakdown. Subtracting

the damaged from the virgin breakdown value yields the plasma stress. TDDB issim

ilar to but utilizes a constant voltage stress. Finally, measurements apply a fast

ramp voltage stress until breakdown.

Breakdown is an intrinsically statistical quantity relying on the random distribu

tion of oxide defects to form a conduction path. Therefore, large statistical variations

plague these methods, and their destructive nature preclude further evaluation of the

oxide.

9.2.2 Oxide Interface Trap Measurements

An alternative to destructive oxide lifetime testing, are non-destructive interface

traps measurements. During oxide stress, interface traps accumulate, altering the capaci

tance of the MOS system. These traps are detectable with C-F or conductance measure

ments. C-V measurements quantify the change in capacitance as a function of voltage,

while the conductance method monitors the frequency response of the oxide. For good

resolution, both methods usually require relatively large MOS devices of at least 50pm x

50pm. The conductance method is generally more accurate, but C-V measurements pro

vide a faster turnaround time. Therefore, this work utilizes C-V measurements. Section

9.7 describes the method in more detail.

9.2.3 Leakage Current Measurements

In addition to creating interface traps, plasma charging damage creates bulk traps.

These bulk traps provide "hopping" sites for electrons from the cathode to the anode. This

increases the low-field leakage currents, called Stress Induced Leakage Current (SILC).

SILC increases with the number of bulk traps, and can analyze oxide integrity in a wide

range ofMOS device areas from less than 5 pm^ togreater than 400 pm^. Besides creat

ing SILC currents, the bulk traps also increase the 1/^gate conduction noise, providing

another parameter to analyze.
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The main drawback with SILC measurements are that the extra leakage currents

are difficult to detect outside the range of 3 nm to 8 nm [9-7]. SILC is below detectable

limits (10'̂ ^ A) in oxides thicker than this. While oxides thinner than 3 nm suffer from

large direct tunneling currents that swamp out the SILC. Even so, SILC is an excellent

characterization method for plasma damage, and is utilized in this work. Section 9.7

describes this technique in more detail.

9.3 Transistor Performance Degradation Measurements

Monitoring the transistor performance degradation is an alternative to measuring

the oxide degradation directly. The bulk and interface traps generated by oxide damage

shift the threshold voltage (V^) of the MOS capacitor/transistor. The shift correlates

withthe plasma damage. The interpretation is sometimes difficult since the shiftdepends

on the charge of the traps created andhence does not always show a monotonic degra

dation withplasma damage [9-1]. Other parameters that show DCperformance degrada

tion with plasma damage are transconductance, inversion carrier mobility, and sub-

threshold slope. Plasmadamage also corrupts the AC transistor performance. Drain cur

rent noise power (1/fnoise), and random telegraph signal(RTS) both reveal plasmadam

age well, and are especially useful for analog CMOS applications [9-2].

Transistor degradation is measurable in transistors of all sizes, a major advantage

over oxide integrity measurements. Moreover, the extraction of the transistor characteris

tics is routine, especially for the IC industry, and is easy to interpret. The downside is that

they require fully processed transistors, and the results are not direct measurements of the

oxide reliability.

9.4 Alternative Non-MOS Measurements

To assess the plasmacharging damage capability of a tool, both oxide integrityand

transistor performance measurements require destructive exposure of fully processed
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wafers. In an effort to reduce cost and decrease turnaround time, several re-usable wafer

techniques withalternative structures havebeen developed.

Most popular, are CHARM-2 wafers, with EEPROM devices [9-3]. The voltage

stress from the plasma programs the EEPROM, storing the damage asa threshold voltage

shift. By adding resistors inparallel to the EEPROM devices, a two dimensional map of

the plasma impedance as a function of voltage may be determined. After each use, the

EEPROMs may be erased, and re-used. This is the fundamental advantage of the

CHARM-2 wafers.^ However, since CHARM-2 is an indirect measurement of plasma

damage, the results may notcorrelate well toproduct MOS devices. Moreover, EEPROM

devices are programmed within milliseconds, and therefore measure short transients

which may not result in damage.

Another emerging technology is Surface Potential Measurement (SPM) or Contact

Potential Measurement (CPM). This method utilizes a silicon wafer with 100 nm thermal

oxide. After processing, the SPM measures the residual charge, producing a voltage map

across the wafer. Although some report good correlation with plasma damage [9-4], oth

ers question the usefulness of the method, showing that even water cleans "create" dam

age with SPM [9-5].

In an attempt to provide in-situ monitoring of charging, cantilever MEMS struc

tures have been devised [9-6]. The cantilever structure deflects towards the wafer as it

charges. A laser measures the deflection angle, which iscorrelated with charging voltage.

Even though the technique is elegant andprovide in-situ charge-up data, the need for cor

relation to actual devices structures precludes anything butacademic exploration.

In summary, non-MOS re-usable devices may have their niche applications, but

are plagued by doubts of their correlationto actual product devices.
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9.5 Gate Oxide Thickness Dependence

Over the lastdecade, gate oxides havescaled from greater than 10nm to 3 nm and

below. Many ofthe traditional methods for detecting plasma damage are no longer effec

tive with oxides thinner than 5 nm. The methods for thicker oxides typically detect the

presence and effects of oxide traps. The defect density at breakdown is a function of

with 3 nm oxides containing 10"^ cm'̂ less traps than 6nm oxides at breakdown [9-7].

Therefore, allmethods that rely ontraps for detecting damage will beless useful for ultra-

thin oxides. Even if there are enough traps to measure, the trapped charges de-trap easily

in ultra-thin oxides. The excessive leakage currents render C-Vmethods inappropriate for

oxides much thinner than 4 nm.

The main method that is suitable for plasma damage measurement in ultra-thin

oxides is SILC, which relies on the excessive gate conduction as the damage monitor.

SILC is challenging to measure in oxides thinner than 3 nm, but with careful technique

detects damage in oxides as thin as 2.2 nm [9-7]. Some groups report that li^gate con

duction noise detects damage and soft breakdown [9-8] in oxides thinner than 2nm [9-9].

9.6 Post-Anneal Reveal Stress

After plasma processing, the damage may be passivated with a hydrogen orform

ing gas anneal. Hydrogen passivation istemporal, and may beliberated with F-N orchan

nel hot earner stress. Approximately 70% of the original traps re-form with nominal

additional stress [9-10]. If the wafers are subjected to any annealing conditions after the

plasma process, they must undergo a post-anneal damage reveal stress before character

ization. For this work, the wafers are never subjected to temperatures above 25 °C after

plasma exposure, and therefore do not require a reveal stress step.
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9.7 C-Vand SILC Measurement Procedures

This work utilizes C-V interface trap extraction for oxides thicker than 5 nm and

SILC measurements for thinner oxides. The following sections detail the measurement

procedures.

9.7.1 MOS Capacitance

The MOS capacitance system model, including the effect of interface traps, is

depicted inFigure 9-1. The small signal capacitance ofthe system isdetermined bywhere

Accum. Inversion Depletion

Figure 9-1 The MOS C-VSystem Model
The total capacitance of a MOS system is composed of four different parallel

contributors. The small signal system capacitance is computed by keeping track of
which barrel the new charge is stored.
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the electric fields lines terminate, or by the location ofthe modulating charge. Generally, the

charge isstored in either the inversion layer, accumulation layer, depletion layer, orin interface

traps. When the gate voltage changes by AF, the system capacitance isdetermined by which bin

the extra charge accumulates. If charge forms ineither the inversion layer orthe accumulation

layer, the system capacitance is equal to in series with the inversion capacitance (Q„v) or

accumulation capacitance respectively. If the charge fills an interface trap, the system

capacitance isequal to Cqx- If the charge isstored inthe depletion region, the capacitance isthe

series combination of the oxide capacitance and the depletion capacitance. The total system

capacitance consists ofthe sum ofthe contribution ofthe four parallel capacitors. For example,

if the additional charge is split between interface traps and the depletion region, the total capac

itance is 0.5C^^ +o.5(^21^f££j .
ox ^depf

9.7.2 Capacitance Measurements

There are two main methods for measuring the capacitance of a MOS system: quasi-

static and high-frequency. The frequency dependence of a MOS system arises from the fre

quency response of inversion charge generation and interface trap filling and emptying. Inver

sion charge requires milliseconds ormore to generate, while depletion charge storage is nearly

instantaneous. Ahigh frequency sweep does not generate inversion layer charge, but only mod

ulates depletion charge. Therefore, at high frequencies the depletion region determines the

capacitance, and not the inversion region. Along the same lines, interface traps have signifrcant

time constants, and do not respond to fast (Mhz) signals. All capacitances contribute to the

quasi-static (low frequency) measurement, while only accumulation and depletion charge

respond to the high frequency measurement.

9.7.2.1 Quasi-static Measurement

The Quasi-static (QS) measurement ramps the gate voltage to determine the C-V of the

teststructure. Neglecting leakage, the current isproportional to thevoltage ramp rate.
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/=C.f
dt (9-1)

where /, Cand dVfdt are the current, capacitance, and ramp rate, respectively. The ramp

rate is kept low ( < 0.1 V/s) assuring system equilibrium. A sample QS measurement is

shown in Figure 9-2.

9.7.2.2 High Frequency Measurement

During a high frequency (HP) measurement, a small amplitude signal ( ~ 0.026 V)

is applied ontopof a DC bias. Since high frequencies prevent the inversion andinterface

trap regions from responding, HP C-Fonly measures the capacitance ofthe depletion and

accumulation region. This usually requires signal rates exceeding 1MHz. Stepping the

voltage, while allowing ample time for carrier equilibrium, produces a full C-F curve. A

sample HP measurement is shown in Figure 9-2.

(X,
o
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O
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U 0

QS Curve

-1 0 1

Bias Voltage (V)

HP Curve

Figure 9-2 Quasi-Static and HighFrequency C-Fcurves for an Undamaged
Sample

Representative QS and HF C-K curves for interface trap extraction. The high
frequency curve remains low atthe positive voltages because the inversion layer charge
can not respond. This is a measurement for a n-MOS structure.
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9.7.3 Interface Trap Extraction

There arefour main methods for extracting the interface trap density (£>/,) from the

C'V measurements. The first two compare either the theoretical QS or HF curve and the

corresponding measured curve. The difference between the capacitances is assumed to be

due to oxide traps. This method assumes apriori knowledge of the depletion capacitance,

which is a function of thedoping density undemeath thegate oxide. Any errors in thepre

supposed doping density will unacceptably propagate through to the extracted interface

trap density. The two othermethods compare only measured curves, and do not makeany

assumptions of the doping density.

9.7.3.1 Quasi-Static and High Frequency Comparison

The mostcommon extraction method compares the measured quasi-static and high

frequency C-V curves, eliminating many of the errors associated with the use of theoreti

cal C-Vcurves. The QSmeasurement allows all of the interface trapsto affectthe capaci

tance, while the HF measurement operates at frequencies abovethe interface trap response

rate. By manipulating the capacitance relations for the two measurements, the interface

trap capacitance as a function ofvoltage is solved:

f_! LV' (9-2)

where ^qs> ^ox' and C^j- are the interface trap capacitance, the quasi-static CV capaci

tance, the oxide capacitance, and high frequency capacitance at a particular gate bias [9-

11]. With the interface capacitance calculated, the interface trap density as a function of

Vg pereVis simply:

CuiVJ
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where A is the capacitor area. Typically Equation 9-3 is integrated over a region in the

bandgap yielding the aerial interface trap density. This requires the transformation of Vg

into Oj, the potential at the oxide-silicon interface. This is accomplished by Berglund's

Method [9-12].

g

%= J 1-
C ^_qs

^oxJ
dV (9-4)

where is the flatband voltage. Finally, the transformed Z)/, is integrated across the

bandgap as shown in Figure 9-3. Extraction error near the band edges dramatically

increases the measured D^. Hence, it iscustomary to confine the integration to the midgap

region. The silicon bandgap is ~1.12 eV, so it is customary to integrate symmetrically

around 0.56 eV, the midgap. The extracted interface trap density necessarily depends on

the range of integration, and therefore all extractions must have the same limits for com

parison's sake.

9.7.3.2 Quasi-Static Only Comparisons

Small stray capacitances severely affect the HF C-V measurement. Choosing a

frequency such that none of the traps respond, but which is low enough so that the stray

capacitances do not dominate, proves difficult. Another method avoids the difficulties of

the HF measurement by comparing before and after stress QS curves. Any generated

interface traps will increase the capacitance at a given for the QS measurement. Inte

grating theC-Fdeviation yields the cumulative change in interface trap density. With this

method, before and after QS curves are transformed fi*om afunction ofVg to afunction of

Oj as in the previous section. Thensolving forD/,

(C o-C ^qs2 ox (C 1 • c ^qsl ox
C -C\ ox qsl) C —Ck ox qslJ

q-A
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Figure9-3 C-V Extractionof Interface Traps
(a) "Damaged" QS and HF curves from the same capacitor, (b) extracted interface

trap density as a function ofthe semiconductor surface potential (Oj). Integrating over
the mid-gap yields interface traps per cm^. Integrating from 0.4 to 0.72 and dividing by
an area factor yields a interface trap density ofI.94«10' 'cm'̂ for this sample.
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where and are the before and after stress QS C-V measurements, respectively.

As in the last section, the total interface trap value is an integration of over the

midgap region.

The only drawback of this technique is the need for before and after stress mea

surements. This contrasts with the QS/HF technique which requires only after stress mea

surements. Because of the increased ease of interface trap extraction, the Quasi-Static

Onlymethod is employed throughout this paper.

9.7.4 Measurement Technique and Errors in InterfaceTrap Extraction

To determine the amount of oxide damage, the capacitance measurements must be

executed with extreme care. Any errors inthe capacitance values tend to be magnified by

the extraction methods. There are two broad categories of errors, those concerned with

the measurement set-up and those physically inherent inthe technique.

9.7.4.1 Measurement Conditions

The Quasi-Static capacitance measurements were made with an HP 41403 pico-

ammeter. The 41403features a constant ramping of theoutput voltage, a requirement for

the Quasi-Static measurement. With a constant voltage ramp rate, thecapacitance is sim

ply the current divided by the ramp rate (Equation (9-1)). The ramp rate is usercontrolla

ble from 0.01 V/sec to 0.1 V/sec. Faster ramp rates average outthe noise, but a slow ramp

rate is necessary to guarantee that the MOS system is in equilibrium, a requirement of the

method. Furthermore, the ramp rate must be slow enough for the ammeter to change

scales neartheonset of inversion, when thecurrent may change by anorderof magnitude.

The ramp rate for the capacitance measurements in this workwas 0.03 V/s, a compromise

which yields low noise and reasonably maintains thermal equilibrium. To further ensure

equilibrium, the MOS capacitor is ramped from inversion to accumulation, eliminating

minority carrier generation from the measurement. Nitrogen gas flowing across the

capacitor reduces moisture, minimizingleakagecurrents. Leakage was monitored before
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each voltage sweep by observing the DC current at a constant applied bias. Ideally the

current should be zero, and for low leakage situations is less than 10 fA. During the

sweep, 250 data points were taken, with intermediate values calculated by simple linear

interpolation. Under proper conditions, the accuracy of Quasi-Static measurements are

near 1%.

Thehigh frequency measurements were made with an HP4192 Impedance Meter.

The main user parameter for HF measurements is the frequency. The frequency must be

high enough so that the inversion layer and the interface traps can not respond to the

small-signal oscillation. For the measurements, the frequency was set at 1 Mhz, which

was a compromise between the inversion layer generation rate, and the limit dictated by

stray capacitances (that dominate above 10 MHz). To properly exploit the internal com

pensation for the coaxial line reflections, the wires must be exactly 1 meter long. Under

proper measurement conditions, typical measurement HF C-V errors are on the order of

1%, or 1 pF, whichever is larger.

9.7.4.2 Extraction Errors

With the accuracy levels of the HF and QS CV measurements, the authenticity of

the interface trap extraction is limited by the intrinsic error in the extraction calculations.

Nicollian and Brews [9-13] discuss these errors in detail, and they will be summarized

here. First, assumption that a 1 MHzHF measurement is a true high frequency measure

ment creates error. Some interface traps will respond at 1 MHz, especially near flatband,

where the trap capture time is the most rapid [9-13]. With a 10^^/cm^ doped substrate,

errors in excess of 10% occur fromapproximately flatband to 0.1 V away from flatband.

Higher doped substrates lead to more error, with a 10^^/cm^ doped substrate inducing

10% errors up to 0.25V from flatband.

With the Quasi-Static measurement, the onset of inversion translates to errors in

the interface trap density. The inversion layer generation (and its associated capacitance)
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will be attributed to interface traps, artificially increasing the interface trap value. For a

lO^^/cm^ doped substrate, an additional value of 10^®cm'̂ /eV will be added 0.8 eV into

the bandgap. Higher substrate dopings decrease the error by delaying the onset of inver

sion. In a 10^^/cm^ doped substrate, a 10^®cm"^/eV error arises 0. 9eV into the bandgap.

Another source of error, round-off error, occurs with the calculation of the recipro

cal of the difference of two nearly equal numbers in Equation (9-2) and Equation (9-5).

When either the quasi-static or high frequency capacitances are close to theoxide capaci

tance, the measurement errors will be magnified considerably. The 10% error level for

10^^/cm^ doped substrates with a 10 nm gate oxide, occur nearer than O.IV away from

flatband. Measurements further from flatband than this are more accurate since the mea

sured capacitance is substantially lower than the oxide capacitance. Thicker oxides and

higher doped substrates worsen this effect, and a 100 nm gate oxide with a 10^^/cm^

doped substrate will have 10% errors until 0.45V away from flatband. Although lower

substrate dopings reduce the round-off error, the large series resistance may introduce

other errors. With the high frequency measurement, an additional series resistance may

translate into a significantly lower capacitance at flatband. This may, however, be com

pensated if the series resistance value is known.

Generally, the interface traps are integrated nearmidgap, and therefore, the errors

should be less than 10%,as long as the integrationlevel does not extend close to flatband

orthe onset ofinversion. This becomes difficult for thick oxides with high substrate dop

ing, which might preclude the useof capacitance techniques for extraction.

Round-off errors also limit the overall sensitivity of the capacitance extraction

technique. With a doping level of10^^/cm^ and a C^p measurement accuracy of 1%, the

minimum extractable interface trap density near midgap is 10^®cm"^/eV. This increases to

3*10^^cm"^/eV with a 10^^/cm^ substrate doping.
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For the interface trap extraction done in this chapter, the minimum sensitivity is

approximately 10^®cm'̂ /eV. Since the integration range is 0.32V, the minimal detectable

density is 3.2*10^/cm^. For higher values of interface traps, the accuracy is expected to be

better than 10%. With before and after stressing quasi-static measurements, the minimum

sensitivity is not as limiting as the accuracy, since the before capacitance usually has trap

densities near(orevenabove) theminimum sensitivity.

9.7.5 Stress Induced Leakage Measurements

Measuring the low-field gate leakage current is the preferred method for damage

detection in oxides thinner than 5nm. SILC ismuch more straight forward than C-Kinter

face extraction, with no data transformations necessary. Comparing SILC data for differ

ent oxides, though, is complicated by the varying intrinsic leakage currents. SILC is a

relatively new measurement, and physical models and data interpretation are still evolv

ing.

9.7.5.1 SILC Mechanism

The most accepted mechanism for SILC is trap assisted tunneling. Figure 9-4

depicts a model for the SILC mechamsm. Neutral bulk traps act as hopping points for the

electron. Since tunneling rates depend on tunneling distance, there isa higher probability

for anelectron to tunnel two short distances than one long distance. The SILC current is

always positively correlated to damage, with the leakage proportional to the trap density

[9-14,9-15]. Figure 9-5 shows the leakage current for a4.5 nm oxide for increasing levels

of oxide stress. Each increase in damage produces larger SILC currents.

9.7.5.2 SILC and Gate Oxide Scaling

The amoimt of detectable SILC is a complicated function of gate oxide thickness.

The total conduction through the oxide is the summation of all the parallel conduction

paths: 1) F-N and D-T tunnelling, 2) Single trap conduction, and 3) Multiple trap conduc-
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Figure 9-4 Stress Induced Leakage Mechanism
Oxide stress creates neutral bulk traps, that act as hopping points for tunneling

electrons. This increases low-field oxide conduction.
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Figure 9-5 Stress Induced Leakage Current Trend
SILC measurements with increasing oxide stress for a4.5 nm oxide ofarea 20x5 pm^.
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tion. The ratio ofthe trap conduction currents to the intrinsic tunneling mechanisms deter

mines the ease ofSILC detection. For the same trap density, thinner oxides have a higher

trap leakage current. SILC isdifficult to detect in oxides thicker than ~8 nm [9-16]. For

ultra-thin oxides less than 3 nm, the trap density necessary for breakdown is drastically

reduced. Without a large trap density, SILC current never becomes detectable. Recent

data show that SILC provides approximately only 1% extra current at breakdown for

oxides thinner than3 nm [9-7]. Therefore, very careful datacollection with minimal noise

and leakage is necessary for SILC measurements with ultra-thin oxides. Overall, SILC is

an ideal measurement for oxides between 3 nm and 7 nm, and has reduced capabilities for

other oxide thicknesses.

9.7.5.3 SILC Sense Voltage

To compare different devices, the SILC I-V measurements must be consolidated

into a single value. Generally, the leakage is compared at a single voltage, Vsense- Kense

should beoptimized, such that SILC current is large compared tothe intrinsic leakage cur

rents, and the current level allows a high level of resolution. There are two methods for

adjusting Vsense different oxide thicknesses. The most popular is constant E-Field scal

ing, adjusting such that is constant for all This, however, results in non-

optimized SILC measurements for thinner oxides. Since thinner oxides have larger intrin

sic leakage currents for the same E^^^, the should belowered. Along these lines, the

second method selects Vsense such that the intrinsic leakage current is the same for all

With this method, the Vsense produces a lower E^^^ inthinner oxides. Since this work com

pares different the second method is preferred.

9.7.5.4 Correlation with Circuit Reliability

For SILC current to be an effective measure of plasma damage, it must correlate

well with circuit reliability. For sub 0.1 pm scaling, oxide performance may either be

leakage limited [9-17] or breakdown limited [9-7]. Fortuitously, SILC measurements
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directly determine oxide yield in the leakage limited regime. Forthe breakdown limited

regime, recent modeling has shown a good correlation between SILC and predicted life

time of the device. Therefore, SILC, in addition to being a sensitive measure of plasma

damage, may be directly correlated to circuit anddevice reliability.

9.7.5.5 Measurement Conditions

TheSILC measurements were made with an HP41406 pico-ammeter, witha min

imum current sensitivity down to 10"^^ A. With nitrogen flowing across the test die, back

ground leakage could be suppressed to the detection limit, with random noise below

2x10"^^. To ensure low-noise, the integration time was set to long. The applied voltage

was stepped in O.I V increments, with a five second delay preceding measurement. This

ensured that displacementcurrents for the pad and oxide were below the 10'̂ ^ A detection

limit. Larger areadevices would require a longer delay time. If the measurements are to

be repeated, the maximum measurement voltage must be kept as low as practical, so as

not to stress the device.

9.8 Conclusion

There are numerous methods for detecting plasma damage. They generally fall

into three main categories: oxide integrity, transistor performance, and non-MOS meth

ods. Oxide integrity measurements directly determine oxide plasma charging damage,

while transistor performance methods are easier to interpret and automate. Non-MOS

methods offer attractive features, such as re-usability, non-full flow devices, or in-situ

monitoring, but may not correlate well with damage to MOS devices. As devices scale

below 5 nm, many of the traditional methods are no longer effective. The most popular

detection methods for ultra-thin oxides are Stress Induced Leakage Current and gate con

ductance Mfnoise. This work uses C-Vinterface extraction for oxides thicker than 5 nm,

and SILC for thinner oxides.
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Experimental
Verification

10.1 Introduction

Chapter 8 introduced the generalized universal charging damage model. A load

line analysis between the plasma impedance and gate conduction determines the stress

condition during plasma processing. The model simulates plasma charging damage as a

function ofgate oxide thickness, antenna ratio, ion density, and electron temperature. The

simulation predicts that damage peaks at a of 5nm, dependent on the processing
condition. Simulation results indicated that the antenna size affects with larger

antennas shifting to thinner oxides. This chapter details experimental verification

of the model's major predictions. More specifically, the presence of apeak in damage
with gate oxide scaling, and the shifting of with antenna ratio.

10.2 Experimental Design

Fully processed wafers were subjected to an Argon plasma exposure in the PIII

machine. See Chapter 2for adescription of the PIII tool. Determining the shifted plasma
impedance is the most difficult module ofthe simulation. To simplify this, the wafer

holder was grounded. Therefore, a simple Langmuir probe measurement provided the

plasma impedance. To change the ion density, the ECR microwave power was altered

from 300 Wto 1500W, while the wafer holder was moved fore and aft in the machine.

The ion density ranged from P-IOW^ to PTO^Wl An argon gas flow rate of 20 seem

set the pressure ofthe chamber at 0.5 mtorr. For these conditions, the open circuit voltage
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ranged from -5.1 to -4.9 volts. Stressing ofthe devices by plasma electrons (Vqc is nega

tive), tripled the effective ion density (since plasma electron saturation currents are greater

than plasma ion saturation currents). The electron temperature ranged from 3.2 eV to 3.4

eV. Increasing the pressure to 2 mtorr decreases to 1.7 eV, but for this experiment the

pressure was held constant.

The oxide thicknesses, measured optically, were 2.3 nm, 2.5 nm, 3.5 nm, 4.5 nm

and 6.4 nm. Four dies of each were placed on the wafer holder simultaneously. The

wafer holder was kept ata constant temperature of25 °C with water cooling. Plasma non-

uniformity was minimal over the small area exposure. To amplify damage, processing

time was lengthenedto a fairly long time of 300 seconds.

Damage was measured by stress induced leakage current in transistors of sizes:

5x1 pm, 20x5 pm, 200x10 pm, and 200x200 pm. The pad area of 40000 pm^ yielded

antenna ratios of2,40 400, and 8000, respectively.

10.3 Stress Induced Leakage Current Measurement

Comparing plasma damage in different oxide thicknesses is inherently difficult.

C-Vinterface trap measurements are not effective for oxides thinnerthan 4.0 nm. SILC,

though, is a viable technique, with a damage metric of

JsLCR = y- (10-1)

where LCR is the leakage current ratio, is the current in the stressed sample, and is

the current in the control sample. SILC's main drawback is the arbitrary choice of the

sense voltage, the single voltage at which the leakage is measured and compared for the

LCR, Measuring LCR at a constant electric field is an option. But, thinner oxides have

higher intrinsic leakage currents for the same electric field. This skews the comparison,

with thinner oxides always having a lower LCR (since their is higher). Another option
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is to measure LCR at a constant intrinsic leakage current. By measuring ICR at the same

Jo for all oxides, the role ofJo is minimized. Minimizing Jo maximizes the measured

LCR. For this work, 7^ was set at lO"^"* A, except for the 2.3 nm and 2.5 nm oxides, which

were measured at a constant 1 (with a above A).

With this constant 7^ technique, comparing different device areas (and hence

AR's) becomes troublesome, since each device v^ll be measured with a different V

The large area control devices will reach lO" '̂̂ Aat alower voltage. Since lowering

increases LCR, smaller antenna devices (larger gate area) may exhibit a larger LCR even if

the damage trend is opposite. Therefore, when comparing damage for identical to^, the

measurement voltage should be kept constant for all devices. For this work, when com

paring damage for different 7^ is set at 10"^^ A, while is constant when compar

ing damage for a single tox with different AR's.

10.4 Damage Results

Figure 10-1 plots LCR for the 9-10^®cm'̂ ion density condition (3-10' ^cm'̂ effec

tive ion density) comparing damage asa fimction of tox- Figure 10-1 highlights the dam

age trends as a function of tox, with each AR measured at it's optimal 7^ of lO"^"* A. As

explained inthe previous section, comparisons ofdamage with AR for a single a tox ^ot

valid in Figure 10-1.

The vertical dashed lines are thepredicted Tj^^ox for each antenna ratio. With an

AR = 2, the experimental peak was 6.4 nm, while the predicted was at5.2 nm. The dispar

ity between the experimental and simulated is not the full 1.2 nm difference. The

experimental Tj^^ox is discrete, and the data only determine a range in which Tj^^^ox iiss.

For the AR = 2, the experimental data can only conclude that the T£,f„ox is greater than 4.5

nm. The exact location is indeterminable.

sense•

sense
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Figure 10-1 Experimentai Verification of Tjy^
Plasma charging damage peaks as gate oxides are scaled thinner. is a function

ofAR,with largery4/?'s shifting the peak to thinner oxides.

As theAR increases to 40 the simulation predicts that shifts to 3.9 nm. The

data reveal a peak at4.5 nm. With aAR of400, the experimental peak is at 3.5 nm, while

the prediction is for 2.9 nm. The 3.5 nmdatapoint exhibited soft breakdown characteris

tics and is therefore placed in the breakdown region. All oxides thatare broken down are

placed at the same y-value. Finally, for AR = 8000, the simulation computes a of

2.7 nm, while the experimental results show breakdown for all the devices below 3.5 nm.

The data show definite peaks indamage with oxide scaling. This peak is notcon

stant, but shifts with AR, as predicted. The simulation and experimental , within

experimental determination, are consistent.

Figure 10-2 plots the damage trends as a function of AR. For this figure, all the

ICR's for the same were measured at the for optimal comparison. for
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Figure 10-2 Experimental Verification of Antenna Effect

For all oxide thicknesses, damage increases with antenna ratio. This data is for an
Argon plasma ofion density of 9xl0'®/cm^, and a Vgc of-5.1 V.
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Figure 10-3 Experimental Verification of Ion Density Effect

For all oxide thicknesses, the general trend isa higher level ofdamage for higher ion
densities. The data shown are for the AR = 400 devices.

(nm) =



each was set at the voltage corresponding to A for the 5x1 pm control

device. As expected, the data reveal a general trend of increasing damage with AR.

Figure 10-3 plots thedamage trends asa function of ion density with the AR = 400

devices. For all conditions, both 7^ and varied by less then 0.2 eV and 0.2 V, respec

tively. All oxide thicknesses show a trend ofincreasing damage with «/. The effect on

damage is expected to bemore pronounced with a larger variation in across the wafer.

10.5 SILC Trends with Gate Oxide Thickness

The data in Figure 10-1 and Figure 10-2 reveal an interesting trend concerning

SILC: the ICR's for the oxides thinner than 3.5 nm are nearly bi-modal in distribution.

The LCR is either close to 1 (e.g. no damage), or the oxides break down. This holds true

for all data collected for the 2.3 and 2.5 nm oxides. For the data corresponding to tfjx = 3.5

nm, someof the collected LCR's are between 5 and 10. This suggests that the maximum

SILC before breakdown is dependent on and that SILC might not be a sensitive pre

dictor of damage in oxides thinner than 3.5 nm. From electrical stress data, the LCR

before breakdown for less than 3 nm is less than 1.01 (e.g. a 1% increase in leakage)

[10-1]. Therefore, extremely accurate measurements are necessary to extend the useful

ness of SILC for detecting intermediate levels ofdamagethinner than 3 nm.

10.6 Conclusions

The major predictions of the universal charging damage model have been experi

mentally verified. Firstly, the peak in damage, with gate oxide scaling has been

verified. Secondly, has been found to be a function of antenna ratio, shifting to

thinner oxides vdth larger antenna ratio. For this work, ranged from 6.4 down to

below 3.5 nm. The data show that extreme stressing environmentswith high ion densities

and large antennas can damage ultra-thin oxides. On the other hand with smaller antennas

and lower stressing conditions, the thinner oxides appear more robust.
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11 PIII Charging Damage

11.1 Introduction

The previous chapters developed and experimentally verified a generalized univer

sal plasma charging damage model. This chapter extends the model for predicting and

minimizing gate oxide charging damage for the Plasma Immersion Ion Implantation pro

cess.

All implantation processes are sensitive to plasma charging damage. Implantation

deposits positive charge on thesurface of thewafer. This charge accumulation may stress

the gate oxides. Withconventional beamline implantation, an electron flood gunshowers

thewafer surface withnegatively charged electrons in an attempt to neutralize thepositive

charge. PIII does not utilize flood guns, but rather relies on bias pulsing for charge neu

tralization.

In the PIII process, high voltage microsecond negative pulses applied to the sub

strate, accelerate and implant the plasma ions. These implanted ions, and the secondary

electrons that they eject, depositpositivechargeon the surfaceof the wafer. An off time

follows each implant pulse, allowing the plasma electrons to neutralize the positive sur

face charge. Minimizing charging damage requires the optimization of the pulse fre

quency (^) and the duty factor (DF).

The key to extending the universal damage model for the PIII process is to calcu

late the open circuit voltage as a function offp and DF. En [11.2] has successfully com

bined the equations governing theplasma andthegate oxide to calculate as a function
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of pulsing condition. This model is modified to include the effects of sub-surface struc

tures. Morespecifically, it is shown thatwells andsubstrate type(n,p, or dielectric) affect

Vfjc gate oxide charging damage.

11.2 Gate Oxide Damage Measurement

Oxide charging damage is assessed byextracting the interface trapdensity from C-

V measurements. The ramp rate for the capacitance measurements in this chapter is

0.03 V/s. Thisis rapid enough to average outnoise while reasonably maintaining thermal

equilibrium. To further ensure equilibrium, the MOS capacitor is ramped from inversion

to accumulation, eliminatingminority carrier generationeffects.

11.3 General PIII Oxide Charging Case

Before discussing the effect of sub-surface structures on gate oxide charging, the

origin and dependencies of oxide charging inPIII needs to beunderstood [11.2].

Fora floating surface, thenetcurrent from theplasma to the wafer must be equal

to zero (Jj = Jg).To satisfythis condition, the surface voltage of the wafer is

f M

where Tg, w, M, and Vp are the electron temperature, the electron mass, the ion mass, and

the plasma potential respectively. Because the gate oxide insulates the surface from the

substrate, the initial equilibrium, before any applied bias, results in the surface voltage

(V^) being equal to the floating potential (py) of the plasma. With a grounded wafer

holder, the voltage across the gate oxide isalso py. Therefore, for simple plasma exposure

V^g equals the plasma l^in the universal charging model.

The pulsed bias during PIII modulates the surface voltage and shifts V^g. During

the negative pulse, the impinging plasma ions and ejected secondary electrons make the
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surface voltage more positive. Moreover, the plasma electrons can not surmount the

sheathpotential » Tg), reducing Jg to zero. During the pulse-offstage, the incom

ing plasma electron current (determined by Equation (3-8)) will tend to return back to

Vf. However, if thepulse frequency is toorapid, theoffpulse plasma electron current will

not have enough time to reduce back to the initial equilibrium before the next pulse

begins. In this high frequency regime, some positive charge accumulates and will be

greater than Py at the start of the second pulse. Additional pulses deposit more positive

charge on the surface, making even more positive, and consequently increasing the

plasma electron current during the pulse off stage (by Equation (3-8)). This process

repeatsuntil an equilibrium is established, with the time-averaged plasmaelectron current

balancing the plasma ion and secondary electron currents

<J,-> + (J^g) + (Jg) = 0 (11-2)

1^qn^u^exp ) = 0 (11-3)

Figure 11-1 depicts thetransition from theinitial equilibrium to thepulsing equilibrium.

11.3.1 Substrate Bias Frequency and Duty Factor Effects

The Vg required to balance the plasma electron current with the plasma ion and

secondary electron currents depends on the pulsing frequency (fp). In the limit of^ -> 0,

or DF 0, thepulsing becomes negligible, and the plasma electrons have plenty of time

between pulses to neutralize the positive charge. For this case theequilibrium and

approach the (usually a negative value). As thepulsing frequency or DF increases, the

time available for Jg to satisfy Equation (11-2) becomes successively smaller. To offset

this reduction in time, Fy and F^g become more positive to draw more electron current

from theplasma. Atsome critical frequency, F^g actually equals zero, theminimum dam-
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Figure 11-1 Transformation to Pulsing Equilibrium for PIII
Before pulsing, the surface voltage (V^) is equal to the floating potential (usually

negative). When thepulse is on,the large potential barrier repels the plasma electrons,
while plasma ions bombard the surface ejecting secondary electrons, making more
positive. During the pulse-off stage, the plasma electrons return to the surface to
neutralize the surface charge. Aftermany pulse cycles, an equilibrium is reached,
which balances the time-averaged plasma electron current with the plasma ion and
secondary electron currents.



age condition. Increasing fp further switches from negative to positive, increasing

damage again. Eventually, as co, or the duty factor 1, the pulsing becomes DC

like, and rises uncontrollably, causing catastrophic oxide failure soon after implantation

begins.

Using the PHI plasma model developed in Chapter 3, the frequency dependence of

the pulsing equilibrium is plotted for the general wafer in Figure 11-2. Minimum

damage results when = 0, which for the simulated Ips, 5 kV ideal pulse, occurs at

150 kHz. This substrate bias effect onoxide charging has been experimentally confirmed

[11.6].

>40 Electron accumulation

yox<o

1|is, 5 kV pulses

fcritical

Ion Accumulation

Vox>0

Pulsing Frequency (Hz)

Figure 11-2 Substrate Pulsing Frequency Effect
Without any substrate bias, {Vg^l equals to the plasma floating potential. As the

frequency increases, the neutralizing time for plasma electrons decreases, requiring
torise inorder to increase the plasma electron current. As the frequency increases, the
Vgc required to balance all the currents changes sign from negative to positive,
increasing rapidly. The frequency which yields a equal to zero is named fcruical-
The simulation parameters are: Ips, 5 kV pulses, 0.1 ps rise and fall times, 10 nm gate
oxide, 3.76»10^o ^^-2 ^rgon ion density, 4 eV electron temperature, and a 13.23 V
plasma potential.



11.3.2 Substrate Effect

Fj equilibrates to approximately the same voltage, irregardless of the substrate

type. If a depletion region exists beneath theoxide, the substrate willdrop a portion of the

This reduces across the oxide, lowering the damage. The maximum steady-state

voltage dropped ina depletion region for aninverted channel (i.e. > V^/iresho/d) is:

=2f (11-4)

where T, and w,- are the thermal equilibrium depletion voltage, the substrate

temperature, channel doping, and the intrinsic carrier level, respectively. Since the deple

tion region is formed underneath the gate oxide, thedoping concentration directly beneath

the oxide inthe channel region determines the depletion width. For a 10^^ cm"^ uniformly

doped channel, VjgpiQ equals -0.82V. Therefore, insteady-state, the depletion region low

ers the gate oxide voltage stress by 0.82V. If the channel is not inverted, V^gpj will be

lower.

Non-steady state situations occur when the voltage on the gate changes more rap

idly than the inversion carriers form or recombine. In this situation, the depletion width

modulates instead of the inversion carrier population. This results in a wider depletion

region than the steady-state, whichdecaysto the steady-state value on the order ofthe car

rier generation/recombination rate,which typically ranges from microseconds to millisec

onds. The larger depletion widths occurring in transient situations provide extra

protection for thegate oxide, with voltage drops in thedepletion region exceeding 1volt.

The substrate effect occurs for positive stressing for P-substrates, and negative

stressing forN-substrates. With plasma exposure, the surface voltage is usually negative.

Therefore N-substrates will contain a depletion region and should show less exposure

damage than P-Substrates. With PHI pulsing, the voltage stress is negative for slowjJ, and
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positive for faster^. Therefore the substrate type that shows less damage will switch with

increasing pulsing frequencies.

Figure 11-3 shows PHI damage for 11 nm gate oxides on both N and P substrates

undervarying pulsingfrequencies. Plasmaexposure time was kept constant at 5 minutes.

In this experiment, the pulsing frequency was never high enough to switch the surface

voltage from negative to positive, and therefore the P-substrates oxides show more dam

age for the entire frequency range. It is predicted that if the pulsing frequency could be

raised further, the N-substrate would eventually exhibit higher damage than the P-sub-

strate.

10° 10"' 1o2 10°

Repetition Rate (Hz)

Figure 11-3 Damage Comparing N-Substrates and P-Substrates
The N-substrate suffers lower damage for negative stress voltages because of the

depletion region in the substrate. P-substrates suffer lower damage for positive
stressing. In this experiment, the relatively low pulsing frequencies resulted in
negative stress forallpulsing conditions, with theN-substrates exhibiting less damage.
Implantation was a constant 5 minutes for all devices.
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11.4 Well Structure Effects

Well structures are essentially p-n diodes, which can either be forward biased or

reverse biased (Figure 11-4). When forward biased, the well drops little voltage and is

like a short. When reverse biased, the well acts like a capacitor, and can support a signifi

cant voltage. The capacitance from the well-bulk junction is determined by the lower

doped region, which is usually the bulk. The voltage across the well-bulk junction modu

late Fj, altering the oxide charging damage. In the simulations two different well struc

tures are compared, P-Well and N-Well. For each case, the substrate doping is

5-lO^W^

11.4.1 N-weU

An N-well beneath the gate oxide effectively adds a diode in series with the gate

oxide (Figure 11-4). Assuming that all the charge leaks out of the well before pulsing

begins, the initial equilibrium is the same as the no well case with = 0, and

= Vs=Vf. During pulsing, the charge in the well does not necessarily have time to leak

out, producing a voltage drop across the well junction. With positive charge deposition

theN-well is reverse biased. From Poisson's equation, with an abrupt, one-sided junction

the voltage dropped by the well is:

where F^g//, and 8^ are the bulk doping concentration, the well voltage, well

stored depletion charge, and silicon permittivity, respectively. As stated previously, the

equilibrium F^ is nearly independent of substrate type. Therefore, in order to achieve the

necessary surface potential rise to the new equilibrium, does not have to increase

much because the well capacitance supports the extra voltage. Moreover, because the

reverse-biased capacitance of the low doped well junction is much less than the oxide
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Figure 11-4 Well Simulation Model

Simulation model for wells. The difference between a P-well and an N-well is the
polarity of the diode. The parallel capacitor includes junction and transit time
capacitances, while generation in the space charge region is included as the leakage
mechanism.
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capacitance, the well supports the majority of the rise in V^. This translates to a small

during pulsing, as compared to the no well case.

11.4.2 P-well

The initial equilibrium is the same the as two previous cases, with = F^j^ = F^ =

Fj-y and = 0. During the pulse, the positive charge deposition forward biases the P-

well, which supports a small forward voltage, and stores a correspondingly small amount

of injected minority carriers (Figure 11 -5). When the pulse is turned off, the electron cur

rent deposits negative charge onthe surface. The electrons neutralize the charge stored in

the well, eventually reverse biasing it. In contrast to the N-Well case, the P-well voltage

subtracts from F^x, rather than adding to it. Therefore, toobtain the required F^ dictated by

the pulsing conditions, F^^ must be more positive to compensate for the negative voltage

stored in the well. Thisresults in a larger AF^^ for the P-well case.

11.4.3 Well Simulation Results

Table 11-1 summarizes thewell effect during the initial equilibrium, pulse on,and

pulse off stages. Simulated transient results for AF^^ for the different well cases are

shown in Figure 11-6. Foreach case F^^ begins at and then adjusts to a new equilib

rium based on^, duty factor, and pulse voltage. The response variable is AF^. Com

pared to the no well case, a P-well results in a larger AF^x> while an N-well results in a

smaller AF^^-

11.4.4 Leakage Current

Figure 11-7 showsthe wellpotential during pulsing. TheN-Well is always reverse

biasedwith an offset from zero. This is the main reason why AF^j^ is so much smallerfor

the N-Well case (Figure 11-6). If this offset charge leaks out over time, the effect of the

N-Well will be diminished. In contrast,since there is no permanentstored charge in the P-

Well (it switches from forward to reverse biased with each half cycle), the P-Well effect
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Figure 11-5 PHI Pulsing with a P-Well
During the pulse on time, the P-Well is forward biased, and conducts the implanted

charge through to the back contact. Then, during the pulse off time, the plasma
electron current reverse-biases the-well, and creates a negative voltage that repels
additional plasma electrons, reducing Jg. The net effect of the well, is to eventually
make the more positive to compensate for the negative well voltage.

Table 11-1 Well Effect for the Three Stages of PHI
Pulse Condition N-Well P-Well

Initial Equilibrium no charge no charge

Pulse On Reverse-biased Forward Biased

Pulse Off Reverse-biased Reverse-biased
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Figure 11-6 Well Effect on

Transientanalysisof duringpulsingwith devices in wells. The P-Wellresults in a
more positive while an N-well results in amore negative Vj equals -6 V.

will not be diminished by leakage as long as the carrier generation rate is less than the

pulsing frequency.

The leakage rate for the reverse biased wells depends on the light intensity during

the plasma processing. Without light, leakage is low; for the wells fabricated the leakage

was less than IpA/cm^ at -5V. With unobstructed illumination, the leakage jumps by

many orders of magnitude, to over ImA/cm^. The leakage rate depends on how much

light reaches the underlying silicon, and would be reduced by absorption orreflection by

surface layers, such as the poly gate, field oxide, metal layers, and inter-level dielectric.

ForPHI processing, charge deposition rates typically range around ImA/cm^. Therefore,

the well effect may be diminished by leakage under high wafer illumination and low

absorption by overlaying layers.
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Figure 11-7 Well Voltage during Processing
The simulated well voltages for a5»10'̂ doped substrate. The N-well has a DC offset

which, overtime, maybereduced by leakage. If thewelllosses itscharge offsetdueto
leakage currents, the effectof the well on gateoxidecharging is reduced. The P-Well
changes from forward to reverse biased with each pulse, andtherefore, leakage is only
important if it is significant withinone pulse.

11.4.5 Well and Substrate Effect

In the previous sections, the well and substrate effects are de-coupled, but to form

an accurate model they must be combined. In an N-well, the channel is doped n-type. If

the stressing voltage is negative, then both the substrate and well effect will affect gate

oxide damage. With the same analysis, the P-well, with p-type channel doping, will have

a depletion region when > 0. Therefore, both the substrate and well effects will occur

during positive stressing, atvery high^'s

11.4.6 Experimental Verification

To verify the well and substrateeffects, two differentwafers, an N-substrate with a

P-well, and a P-substrate with anN-well, with 11 nm gate oxides were implanted at vary-
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ing frequencies. The microwave power for ECR plasma generation was 900W, the pulse

voltage was 2.5 kV, the pulse width Ips, the pulse fall time -35 ps, and the pulsing fre

quencies varied from 100 Hz - 22 kHz. Damage was monitored by comparing interface

trap densities extracted from C-Vmeasurements before and after processing (Figure 11-8).

All four curves follow the same trend, initially showing some increase in damage with

pulsing frequency, imtil at high frequency the damage is reduced. The initial rise in dam

age canbe attributed to the increase inwafer temperature as thepulse frequency increases

[11.8]. This experiment utilized simple sample clamping without silver paste or water

cooling. As predicted by simulation (Figure 11-2), fiirther increases infp create less dam

age. The N-Well, and N-substrate show less damage then the P-regions on the same

wafer. This is due to the depletion region underneath the gate oxide reducing The

pulsing frequency was never fast enough to change and from negative to positive.

Therefore the P's never showed less damage, as was predicted for very high frequencies

(Figure 11-2). Weexpect the substrate andwell effects to be more prominent whencom

bined with antennas.

11.4.7 The Effect of Different Well Structures

The well effects shown in the simulations are highly sensitive to the well capaci

tance. For thewelleffect to be significant « C^x- Various well structures are qual

itatively ranked bythedegree of the simulated well effect (Figure 11-9). The high doping

on both sides of the triple well junction results in the highest capacitance, and the least

amount of well effect.

11.5 Charging Damage and Dielectric Substrates

Using the fully coupled SPICEmodel (Section 3.3), PHI charging damage may be

simulated for dielectric substrates. Thin film transistors and silicon on insulator technolo

gies contain dielectric substrates that modify charging damage during PHI. The model

assumes a fully insulating substrate with negligible leakage currents. As in the well and
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Figure 11-8 Experimental Data Demonstrating the Wei! Effect
Generated interfacetraps for 4 differentstructures: N-Well, P-Substrate, P-Well, and

N-Substrate. All 4 curves follow the same general trend predicted by the model.
Because some voltage drops across the depletion region, the n-doped channel region
devices exhibit lessdamage. Thepulse width for the experiment was Ips.
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Figure 11-9 Well Effect Comparisons
The choice of well structure determines the degree of well effect, with higher

capacitance well structures exhibiting less effecton charging.

substrate simulations, the time-average equilibrium surface potential is determined by the

pulsing conditions. Sub-surface structures simply alter the percentage of that drops

across the gate oxide. With perfectly insulating substrates, a simple capacitor divider

model is appropriate. Since the insulating substrate capacitance will usually be much

smallerthan the gate oxidecapacitance, the majority of the surface potential drops across

the substrate and not the gate oxide. Therefore, gate oxides should show little charging

damage during processing with insulating substrates.
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11.6 Single Pulse AC Damage from Antennas

With actual device layouts, gates are not isolated from one another, but are con

nected together with either metal or poly lines. These conducting paths usually run over

thick dielectric isolating material such as field oxide. The capacitance of the field oxide is

much less than thegate oxide, leading to a varying surface voltages across the wafer with

umform charge deposition. Charge flows from the interconnect to the gate to equalize the

voltages. If the electric field across the gate oxide yield significant tunneling currents,

stress and damage result. This fimneling of charge from a large collecting area (the

antenna) to the gate oxide is called the antenna effect.

11.6.1 Conventional Antenna Effect

For a given charge deposition, the voltage generated across the gate oxide is a

function of the ratio of capacitance of the gate oxide and the field oxide, and the ratio of

the areas of the gate and the interconnect:

where and AR are the oxide voltage, charge deposited per unit area,

the oxide capacitance per unit area, the antenna capacitance perunit area, and the antenna

ratio, respectively. The antenna effect is not the result ofcharge build-up over many pulse

cycles, as is the case in the previous sections, but rather from the charge deposited from

single pulses. Large antennas (greater than 100) generally act as like voltage sources,

since the charge deposited on the antenna exceeds the charge tunneling through the gate

oxide by an order of magnitude. This is shown in Figure 11-10, which shows a simula

tion oftunneling current from an instantaneous 10^^/cm^ deposition across the wafer, with

a gate oxide of 5 nm, field oxide thickness of 200 nm, and an antenna ratio of 100. The

peak electric field is 13.5 MV/cm, which decays to 10.5 MV/cm in lOjus. The lO^^/cm^

charge deposition consists ofmostly secondary electron ejection. The total charge con-
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ducted through the oxide in a single pulse is minuscule. But, considering that a typical

PHI implant contains at least 10^ pulses and potentially more than 10^ pulses, the inte

grated tunneling current over the entire implant is enough to damage theoxide. From sim

ulation, it is determined that the charge per pulse must be less than 10"/cm^ with large

antennas (AR > 100) to avoid gate oxide charging damage. In addition, the maximum

charge per pulse scales with gate oxide thickness, with thinner oxides having a smaller

maximum dose per pulse. The PHI antenna effect has been experimentally confirmed

[11.7].

Since the single pulse antenna effect occurs during individual pulses, the only

ways to eliminate the effect is to limit the amount of charge deposited per pulse, limitthe

antenna size, or provide a leakage path for the antenna through a connection to the sub

strate.

11.6.2 Dielectric Substrate Antenna Effect

The thickburied oxide (BOX) in SGIdevices profoundly affects gate oxide charg

ing and the antenna effect. As before, the capacitance to groimd is lower over the field

regions than the gateoxide regions, generating larger voltages for uniform charge deposi

tion. Charge thenflows from the field regions to thegate regions to equalize thevoltages.

The difference between SGI and bulkdevices is that the gate oxidecapacitance is now in

serieswith the BOX. The buriedlayerwill usuallybe at leasta magnitude thickerthan the

gate oxide, reducing the capacitance by a similar value. Therefore, little charge needs to

flow to build-up enough voltage in the BGX layer to impede further charge conduction.

Therefore, antennas should not increase gate oxide damage significantly, since the BGX

layer supports the extra voltage generated by the antenna, and not the gate oxide. These

predictions have been confirmed experimentally [11.9,11.10].
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Figure 11-10 Simulated Tunneling Current and Gate Voltagewith Antennas
Simulation for an instantaneous chargedeposition of 10across an antennawith

a field oxide thickness of 200 ran and an antenna ratio of 100. The antenna is
connected to a 5 nm gate oxide, (a) showsthe electricfieldacrossthe gate oxide,while
(b) shows the tunneling current through the gate oxide. This tunneling current
integrated overmillions of pulses maycause charging damage.

11.6.3 Well Single Pulse Antenna Effect

In general, the single pulse antenna effect arises from surface voltage variations

from varying capacitances across thewafer. In theprevious sections, the capacitance vari

ations weredue to the different thicknesses of thefield andgate oxide. A spatially varying

Vg results in charge transfer from the low capacitive region (field) to the high capacitive
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Figure 11-11 Well Antenna Effect

Change in during a single 5kV, 2|is pulse for a simple MOS capacitor andthe
NMOS part of an inverter. The well capacitance of the inverter generates an antenna
like effect that enhances the NMOS gate oxide voltage, as compared to the simple
capacitor. Thesimulation conditions area with 100 nmgateoxides.

region (gate oxide) equalizing the voltage. These currents increase the voltage stress for

thegate oxide. The well inthesubstrate also adds a capacitor inseries with the gate oxide,

with an effective capacitance:

^e/f-
1

7^ +7^
^ox ^well

(11-7)

where ^welh Cg^aiQ the gate oxide capacitance, well junction capacitance, and

the effective total capacitance, respectively. The difference in capacitance across the

wafer due to wells is analogous to the spatial capacitance variation due to the field and

gate oxide regions that generates the conventional antenna effect.
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In the case of an N-well CMOS inverter, where two gates are connected together,

charge flows from the PMOS/N-well gate (lower capacitive region) to the NMOS gate

(higher capacitive region), increasing thestress fortheNMOS oxide. In Figure 11-11, the

well antenna effect nearly doubles for the NMOS gate as compared to an equivalent

capacitor, significantly increasing the stressing voltage. Since the increased occurs

over just one pulse, the well antenna effect is significant for generation rates slower than

the pulse, nominally 2ps.

11.7 Conclusion

Gate oxide charging must be controlled during all implantation processes, includ

ing Pill. With plasma exposure, the wafer surface potential and open circuit voltage

equals the plasma floating potential, usually anegative value. If Vj- is large enough, oxide

damage may occur with a simple plasma exposure. During Pill, thevoltage onthesurface

of thewaferadjusts until theplasma electron current during thepulse off timebalances the

plasma ionand secondary electron currents during the pulse on-time. The faster thepuls

ing frequency, the more positive the equilibrium surface potential must be to attract

enough plasma electrons. Since the initial equilibrium voltage is negative (it is VJ), as

becomes more positive it must go through zero at some pulsing frequency. At this fre

quency, damage is minimized. Thisfrequency is usually quitehigh, at above 25 kHz.

It h^ been shown through simulation thatwells and the substrate type have a sig

nificant impact on the overall induced gate oxide stress. A depletion region protects an

n-type doped channel oxidewhen < 0, and a p-type doped channel oxide when ^

0. Compared to a structure without a well, an N-well oxide charges more negatively,

while a P-well oxide charges more positively. The well effect depends on the leakage

rate, but as long as the rate is slower than the pulse width, the wells will have some effect.

The well effect is extremely sensitive to the well junction capacitance, and becomes

smaller as the well capacitance increases. Experiments confirm the charging trend with
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frequency and that n-doped channel devices exhibit less damage than their p-channel

doped counterparts.

Damage may arise during single pulses when the gate oxide is connected to anten

nas. These antennas could be conventional metal or poly antennas, or antennas from well

structures. The only ways to avoid single pulse antenna damage is to limit the amount of

charge deposited per pulse, limit the antenna size, or provide a leakage path for the

antenna through a connection to the substrate

Devices on dielectric or SOI substrates are expected to be immune to gate oxide

charging damage during PHI. The dielectric protects the device by altering the capaci

tance of the system and preventing DC current flow.

Wells and substrate type can have an impact on oxide charging, and must be con

sidered in the formulation of a global charging model. Through simulation and experi

ment gate oxide charging during PHI has been thoroughly investigated, with optimal

pulsing conditions identified.
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12 Conclusion

12.1 Introduction

This work has developed two different models for plasma processing The first

model, the Coupled Plasma Model, predicts the implant energy distribution for the

Plasma Immersion Ion Implantation process. The second model, the Universal Charging

Damage model, predicts gate oxide charging damage during plasma processing. Combin

ing both models predicts and allows minimization ofcharging damage during the PHI pro

cess.

12.2 Coupled Plasma Model

The Coupled Plasma Model (CPM) has a wide array ofplasma processing applica

tions, but in this work is applied to PIII. The basic framework merges three different sub

sections: the plasma model, the wafer structure model, and the substrate bias model. The

plasma model encompasses the plasma ion current density plasma electron current

density (J^), secondary electron current density and displacement current density

The plasma model consists of a set of physically derived differential equations

with no fitting parameters; a Langmuir probe measurement provides all the necessary

variables: plasma potential, plasma floating potential, electron temperature, and ion den

sity. The wafer structure model isa translation ofthe device structures into circuit equiv

alent devices. Finally, the substrate bias is modeled as a voltage or current source with

parallel and series non-ideal elements.
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12.2.1 Fully-Coupled and De-Coupled Models

The model may be solved in a fully-coupled mode, with all three sections solved

simultaneously. Conducting substrates (e.g. a bulk silicon wafer), allow a de-coupled

mode, where the plasma ion currents and plasma sheath thicknesses are solved indepen

dent of the wafer structure model. The de-coupled mode affords a magnitude increase in

computational speed. Two platforms have been used for the simulations, MATLAB and

SPICE. SPICEallows easy incorporation of extra circuit elements, and is effective in the

fully coupled mode. On the other hand, MATLAB contains more flexible differential

equation solvers, and a better storage interface, but lacks the built in circuit models of

SPICE.

12.2.2 Implant Energy Distribution Prediction

A pulsed PHI implant is not mono-energetic, but rather contains a significant

energy spread. The CPM can predict pulsed PHI implant profiles. Implantation of the

matrix sheath ions fundamentally limits the energy integrity of the implant. On top of

that, the rise and fall times further increase the energy spread. Accounting for all the

sources of energy spread, and understanding thelimitations and thescaling trends with the

implant variables (pulse width, pulse frequency, rise time, hold time, plasma ion density,

and implantbias),allows the optimization of the implant.

12.3 Model Extensions

Adding modules to the CPM enables modeling of dielectric substrates, multiple

species, and sheath collisions.

12.3.1 Dielectric Substrates

SOI structures and thin film transistor are fabricated on dielectric substrates.

Implanting into dielectric substrates affects the implant in twoways. First, a portion of the

bias voltage couples directly to the substrate, thus reducing the effective implant voltage.
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Second, charge accumulates on the substrate during the implant, further reducing the

implant voltage while introducing energy spread. The extended CPM allows optimization

of the pulse width, pulse frequency, bias voltage, and plasma ion density to control sub

strate charging with an acceptable dose rate.

12.3.2 Multiple Species

Almost all plasmas sources for PHI contain multiple ion species. The formulation

of an effective mass and an effective Bohm velocity enables the single species model to

handle multiple ion species. This model is valid for short pulses up to infinite pulses (DC

implantation). The model predicts that the ion implant ratios are a function of the pulse

width. For short pulses, the ratios are equal to the ion density ratios. For longer pulses

(and DC implants), the implant ratios are modified by the ion mass. Therefore, the

implant ratios for the lighter ions are boosted at longer pulse widths,

12.3.3 Sheath Collisions

PHI implantation occurs at the same pressure as plasma generation (in the mtorr

range). Typical PHI implants operate in a slightly collisional regime, which affects the

implant energy profile, dose rate, and target current. Even implants at 1 mtorr and below

suffer from ion sheath collisions. The effect of charge-exchange collisions is calculated

with Monte Carlo simulation.

Starting with the basic plasma, wafer structure, and bias models, and adding the

dielectric, multiple species, and collision modules forms a fairly comprehensive one

dimensional PHI dose and implant simulator.

12.4 Universal Charging Damage Model

An undesirable by-product of all plasma processes is gate oxide plasma charging

damage. The scaling ofgate oxides to 3 nm and below has brought plasma charging dam

age to the forefront. A Universal Charging Damage model has been formulated to predict
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plasma damage asa function of the oxide thickness, the antenna ratio, and the plasma con

dition. A load line analysis between the plasma impedance and gate conduction estab

lishes the stress condition during the plasma process, while an oxide reliability model

correlates the stress conditionwith oxide damage.

The simulation reveals three distinct oxide scaling regimes: constant voltage

stressing, constant current stressing, and direct tunneling. Inthe constant current regime,

plasma damage peaks, with thinner oxides suffering less damage. This peak, is

around 5 nm, but depends onthe exact processing conditions. isa steep function of

antenna ratio. Large ARs shift to thinner oxides, making large antenna data difficult

toextrapolate to smaller, and more realistic antenna sizes. Reducing the electron temper

ature, open circuit voltage, and ion density all are effective ways ofdiminishing charging

damage.

The simulation reveals two explanations for the divergent reports in the literature

concerning oxide scaling and plasma damage. Many groups report decreasing damage

with thinner oxides, while others report the opposite. First, theuseof different ARsshifts

'̂ Dmax- addition, different plasma impedances alter the threshold thickness for damage.

Plasma damage is much less significant if >lo— •V . Therefore, groups with differ-
cnt oc

entprocessing conditions will operate with a different damage threshold and

The major predictions of the plasma charging damage model, the damage peak

with oxide scaling, and the shifting ofthe peak have been experimentally confirmed.

12.5 Pin Charging Damage

Combining both the Coupled Plasma Model and the Universal Charging Damage

Model allows thepredication of charging damage in PIII. During PHI, the voltage on the

surface of thewafer adjusts until the plasma electron current during thepulse offtime bal

ances the plasma ion and secondary electron currents during the pulse. If this time-aver-
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aged DC equilibrium voltage is large enough, charging damage may occur. The faster the

pulsing frequency, the more positive the equilibrium surface potential must be to attract

enough plasma electrons. Since the initial equilibrium voltage is usually negative, as the

oxide voltage becomes more positive it must go through zero at some pulsing frequency.

At this frequency, damage is minimized. This frequency is usually quite high, above 25

kHz.

Circuit structures, such as wells, channel doping, circuit antennas, and dielectric

substrates affect PHI charging damage. The surface equilibrates to nearly the same volt

age for all conditions. Depending on the sign of the surface voltage a depletion region

imdemeath the oxide may drop some of the voltage, protecting the oxide. Wells also

affect charging, with oxides in N-wells charging more negatively, while oxides in P-wells

charge more positively. The well effect dependson the well leakagerate, and may be neg

ligible with high leakage.

Large area surface conductors, called antennas, can create AC, single pulse charg

ing damage. The antennas collect and funnel charge down to the oxide amplifying the

effectivechargedeposition density. With largeantennas, enoughchargecan build-up dur

ing a single pulse to create charging damage. This fundamentally limits the total charge

per pulse and throughput, especially at higher implant voltages. Simulations show that

devices on dielectric or SOI substrates are generally immune to gate oxide charging dam

age during PIII.

Experiments confirm the effect of bias frequency on charging damage, that n-

doped channel devices suffer less damage than their p-channel doped counterparts. The

single pulse antenna effect has also been experimentallyverified.
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12.6 Future Work

The work inthis thesis may be extended intwo main directions. First, many ofthe

PHI implant profile predictions based on the energy distribution need to be experimentally

verified with Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (SIMS) profiles. The broadening effect

of ion sheath collisions, and the relationship between the rise, hold, and fall times on the

final profile need to be corroborated with experimental data. Equally important, the pre

dicted implant ratios for multiple ion plasmas need verification. This is especially impor

tant for commercial applications in which almost every implant of interest will contain

multiple species.

The second thrust concerns the integrationof alternative gate dielectrics. Current

literature predicts Si02 will reach ifs practical scaling limit near 2 nm. Much research

nowseeks to identify alternative higher dielectric constant substitutes for Si02. Thefront

runners are Si3N4, AI2O3, Ta205, and Ti02. Plasma charging damage has to be re-evalu

ated for these different materials. This requires the replacement of two modules in the

Universal Charging Damagemodel, the gate tunneling current module, and the oxide reli

ability module. The newer materials have different I-Vrelationships, but will definitely

have lower leakage currents than thermal Si02. Currently, there is little or no reliability

information, except for Si3N4 which shows promisingtrends.

With thecurrent ICprocessing trends, thenewer dielectrics may be more suscepti

ble to plasma damage. Thehigh leakage currents withultra-thin Si02 oxides, reduce the

stressvoltageduring plasma processing, the fundamental force behind the drop in damage

with oxide scaling. The lower leakagecurrents with the replacement dielectrics will trans

late into higher voltage stressing with a minor decrease in the current stress (since the

oxides are stressed in the constant current regime). The new dielectrics will be similar to a

thicker Si02. In assessing plasma damage with the new materials, the increased voltage

stress must be weighed against the change in oxide reliability. As more information
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becomes available, the Universal Charging Damage Model will provide a framework for

analyzing the new dielectrics.
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Appendix A: Symbol Page

A Area.

AR Antenna Ratio which is the Antenna area divided by the gate area.

BOX Buried oxide layer.

C Generalized capacitance.

C Percentage ofions that undergo a sheath collision before implantation.

^Box Capacitance of the buried oxide found in SGI devices.

CDF Cumulative Distribution Function.

^Fox Capacitance of the field oxide.

CPM Coupled PIII Model.

CPM Contact Potential Measurement.

CV Capacitance Voltage curve.

Capacitance of an antenna.

^depl . Capacitance ofthe silicon depletion region beneath the gate oxide.
Cgff Effective capacitance for acombination ofparallel and series capaci

tances.

C^j- High Frequency capacitance ofa MOS system.

Cit Interface trap capacitance.

Capacitance ofgate oxide.

^plasma Capacitance ofplasma sheath.
Cqg The Quasi-Static capacitance ofa MOS system.

Cqgi Undamaged Quasi-Static capacitance ofa MOS capacitor.

^qs2 Quasi-Static capacitance ofthe stressed MOS capacitor.
Cj Plasmasheathcapacitance.

^sub Capacitance ofsubstrate. This is sigmficant for dielectric substrates.
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^well Instantaneous capacitance ofthe well junction, which ispart ofthe well
model.

DF Duty factor.

DT Direct Tunneling.

DTA Device Transient Analysis.

^Vox Change in thegate oxide voltage from intial equilibrium.
Dif Interface face trap density. The units are cm'̂ ev"^ or cm"^ depending

on the context.

^well Name for diode in well model.

ECR Electron Cyclotron Resonance

EEDF Electron Energy Distribution Function.

^gain The energy of anelectron after tunneling through thegate oxide.
Implant energy ofparticle k.

Eq Gate oxide stress electric field during plasma processing.

Eg^ Electric field in the gate oxide.

F-N Fowler Nordheim.

HF High Frequency.

I Generalized current.

Direct tunneling currentthroughthe gate oxide.

FowlerNordheimtunnelingcurrent through the gate oxide.

^disp Plasma displacement current.
Ig Plasma electron current.

Iggat Plasma electron saturation current.

7/ Plasma ion current.

Iq Gate oxide stresselectricfield duringplasmaprocessing.

Isc Shortcircuitstresscurrentto the gateoxideduring plasmaprocessing.

Igg Secondary electron current.

7^/, Current sinked by a shunt resistor in the matching network. This cur
rent drains power from the pulser, reducing the maximum amount of
implant power.

hotal Total current during a pulse
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J+ Total positive current density. This is the sum ofthe secondary elec
tron and plasma ion densities.

^disp Plasma displacement current density.
Jg Plasma electron current density.

Ji Plasma ion current density.

Jn Plasma neutral flux density.

Jq Gate oxide current density inanundamaged oxide.

Jg Gate oxide current density for the sample under test.

Jse Secondary electron current density.

K Secondary electron yield constant relating implant voltage and yield.

Ki Materials constant fordirect tunneling current calculations.

K2 Materials constant for Fowler-Nordheim tunneling current calculations.

LCR Leakage Current ratio for SILC measurements.

M Ion Mass.

Mgff Effective ion mass for a multiple species plasma

Mj^ Ion Mass of ion species k.

N^h Channel doping concentration.

Doping concentration of the substrate.

P2ID PlasmaProcess Induced Damage.

PECVD PlasmaEnhanced Chemical VaporDeposition.

PICMIC Plasma Implantation Monte Carlo Analysis of Collisions module.

PHI Plasma ImmersionIon Implantation.

Percentage of ions that implant with less then during the pulse.

Potential ofthe Silicon/Oxide interface.

Q>p Barrier forhole tunneling.

QS Quasi-Static.

Qhd Electron chargeto breakdown of a gateoxide.

Qdep Total charge deposited perpulse.
Qp Hole charge to breakdown ofa gate oxide.

Qwell Charge in the welljunctiondepletion region.
RIE Reactive Ion Etching.
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RTS

^sh

SILC

SIMOX

SOI

SPM

STA

T

TDDB

'̂ dmax

TFT

Te

^BD

^depl

^deplo

V,

max

V.
oc

ox

V,pulse

sense

V.shift

Random Telegraph Signal.

Shunt Resistance Value in the pulse supply matching network.

Stress Induced Leakage Current.

Separation by IMplantation of OXygen.

Silicon on Insulator.

Surface Potential Measurement.

Sheath Transient Analysis.

Temperature.

Time Dependent Dielectric Breakdown.

The oxide thickness that sufferes the most plasma charging damage.

Thin Film Transisistor.

Electron temperature in electron volts.

Voltage at which the gate oxide breaks down.

Instantaneous vdtage dropped across thesilicon depletion layer.

The thermal equilibrium voltage maintained bythe silicon depletion
layer.

Plasma floating potential.

Platband of the MOS system.

Voltage applied to the gate in a CV sweep.

Energy of implanted ions.

Maximum voltage dropped across the sheath.

Instantaneous applied voltage, gate oxide stress voltage during plasma
processing.

Open circuit voltage stress to the gate oxide during plasma processing.

Gate oxide voltage.

Plasma potential.

Themaximum magnitude ofthevoltage pulse. This corresponds to the
valueof the pulse during the holdtimeof the pulse.

Instantaneous sheath voltage.

Substrate surface potential.

Votlage at which the SILC is measured.

Voltage shift ofthe Plasma Impedance.
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^sub Voltage dropped across dielectric substrate.

Vyvell Voltage dropped across the well junction.

a Langmuir probe radius.

a Hot hole productionefficiencyfrom tunneling electrons.

Percentage of ion k to total ion density,

b Pre-factor constant in exponential fit.

d Langmuir probe length.

6 Implant energy spread. Defined as thedifferences between the implant
energy at the onset of the hold time and the end of the hold time.

80 Permittivity of free space.

85 Permittivity of silicon.

fp Pulse frequency.

^ Voltage in sheath as a function of distance from the wafer,

y Secondary electron yield per impinging ion.

i Number of ions implanted.

Flux density of ion speices k

k Boltzmann's constant.

kg Electron shadowing factor.

k^ Ion shadowing factor.

X Electron mean free path in the oxide conduction band.

\ Ion mean free path.

X£,£ Electron debye length.

m Electron mass.

m Number of ion species in the plasma.

nip Effective electron mass in silicon dioxide.

n Number ofneutrals implanted.

n^iff Number of ions thatdiffuse across the sheath boundary.

rig Plasma electron density.

^expand Number of ions that areuncovered bythe expanding sheath.
rif Number of ionsthat implant during the fall time. This is the sumof

^smax'
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Number of ions thatdiffuse across thesubstrate during the fall time.

Density of ion species k.

W/ Plasma Ion Density, or intrinsic carrierdensity in Silicon.

^matrix Number of ions in the matrix sheath.

yIq Total bulk plasma ion density.

n^l Maximumspatial plasma ion density.

n^2 Miminum spatial plasma ion density.

Number ofions inthe sheath when the sheath thickness is5^^.

Silicon to Silicon Dioxide barrier. Usually assumed to be 3.2eV.

q Unsigned charge ofan electron or ion.

s Sheath width.

Sc Steady state Child Law sheath thickness.

Matrix sheath thickness.

^max sheaththickness duringthe pulse.

tjjd Time to breakdown ofa gate oxide.

tf. Ion transit time across a steady state Child Law sheath.

tc2 Ion transit time across a steady state Child Law sheath assuming nofur
ther acceleration.

tf Fall time of pulse.

tQ„ Hold time ofpulse.

tox Thickness of gate oxide.

tf. Rise time ofpulse.

tyy Pulse width.

Bohm velocity.

Bohm velocity of ion species k.

Effective Bohm velocity for a multiple species plasma.

V Ion velocity.

Vg Electron velocity.

Distributed sheath velocity. This is used instead ofBohm velocity for
Electron CyclotronResonanceplasmas.

X Distance from substrate.
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Tj Coupling Efficiency. Defined as the percentage ofthe applied bias that
couples to sheathas compared to the substrate.
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Appendix Bl Library Examples with De-
Coupled Plasma Model

B.l Introduction

As stated in Chapter 3, there are two methods of solving the plasma/wafer struc

ture system under an applied bias, either fully coupled or de-coupled. The fully coupled

method solvesall currents and voltages simultaneously, whilethe de-coupled modesolves

the differential equation for the plasma solution independent of the currents and voltages

on the wafer. De-coupling the plasma and the wafer structures increases the calculation

speed, since there are fewer simultaneous equations to solve self-consistently. The only

assumption necessary with de-coupled method is that the surface voltage of the substrate

is nearly equal to the applied bias. Stated another way, the substrate mustbe conducting,

and therefore the de-coupled mode is not sufficient for dielectric substrates such as thin

filmtransistors and silicon-on-insulator technologies. Since the plasma electron currentis

sensitive to fractions of a volt differences in the surface voltage of the wafer, it must

always be solved simultaneously with the wafer structures.

Besides the immediate decrease in computational complexity, the de-coupled

method allows for the storage of plasma solutions to be recycled many times with differ

ent waferstructures, further reducing CPUtime. Thisprocess of storing plasmasolutions

is diagramed in Figure B-1.
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Figure B-1 De-Coupled Modular PHI Model

In the de-coupled approach, the sheath thickness and the plasma currents, except Vg,
are solved independently of the wafer structures, allowing a magnitude increase in
computational speed.



B.2 Library Examples

In order to illustrate the benefit of the library ofsolutions, I will step through an

example for determining the effect ofwells on gate oxide charging. The first step is to

solve the plasma and sheath for each situation. The Sheath Transient Analyzer is fed the

plasma characteristics and an applied bias. For this example W/ =5*10^°/cm^, Vf= -5.5 V,
= 13.23 V, 7; =4 eV, and the gas is argon. The applied bias isa -2 kV, 100 kHz pulse

train. The plasma sheath solver output is the sheath thickness, plasma ion current, plasma

displacement current, and secondary electron current as a function oftime (Figure B-1).

This solution is stored for later retrieval.

After the sheath portion has been calculated, the current and voltages onthe wafer

need to be computed. The inputs for the Device Transient Analyzer are the name of the

file with the saved sheath solution, and the wafer structure models. For this simple exam

ple, the model will be a substrate with a gate oxide. The Device Transient Analyzer solves

the current and voltages for the gate oxide, substrate, and the plasma electron current. The

plasma electron current must be solved in union with the wafer structures, since it is

extremely sensitive to small changes in the surface voltage, such as the voltage drop

across a gate oxide. Figure B-2 plots for this system. For a full explanation of the

time response of seeChapter 4. To compute theeffect of a well structure on the

Device Transient Analyzer is given the name of the file with the stored sheath solution

(the same filename as before), and the new wafer structure model including the P-well.

With the results of the Device Transient Analyzer, the effect of the P-Well on gate oxide

charging isshown inFigure B-2. As can be seen, the P-Well results ina larger change in

voltage across the oxide than without a well. This effect isdescribed indetail inChapter

4.

In order to solve the effect of the well structure, the Sheath Transient Analyzer is

only executed once. It is not necessary to solve the Sheath Transient Analyzer every

time, which speeds up the total computational time. The effect of other device structures
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Figure B-1 Sheath Transient Analyzer Output
The Sheath Transient Analyzer output for atypical plasma condition («,•= 5«10'®/cm^,

Vf- -5.5 \^Vp = 13.23 V, Tg = 4 eV) anda -2 kV, 100 kHz applied bias. The sheath
solutionshowssheathexpansion to about5 mm beforethe pulse ends. The ion current
has a sharp initial peak, followed by a decay, reaching zero while the sheath is
collapsing. This output is saved in a file for future use by the Device Transient
Analyzer.
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Figure B-2 Device Transient Analyzer Output

Some of the output information from the Device Transient Analyzer. This figure
compares the change in gate oxide voltage during pulsing. The Sheath Transient
Analyzer library solution and the device models are the input for the Device Transient
Analyzer. The sheath is solvedonly once, and then referenced by the Device Transient
Analyzer twice. This translates to a savings in computation.

could be investigated simply by inputting the new device structure models and the saved

sheath solution into the Device Transient Analyzer.

It is possible, to create a libraryofsolutionsfor differentapplied biases and plasma

conditions solving the SheathTransient Analyzer for eachcondition and savingthe output

in a file. Once the libraryis created,investigating the effectof differentplasma conditions

with different wafer structures is as easy as remembering the name of the saved sheath

solution and inputting it into the Device Transient Analyzer.
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B.3 Conclusions

De-coupling the computation of the sheath solution and the device transients saves

considerable CPU time. The solution itself is simpler to calculate, since fewer equations

are solved simultaneously, reducing the complexity of the problem. Secondly, by refer

ring to the library of sheath solutions, the sheath only needs to be solved once, and then

input into the Device Transient Analyzer. The combination of these two benefits reduces

computationtime, allowing investigation of more complexsituationsand the inclusion of

more wafer structures, leading to a more complete picture of gate oxide charging.
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Appendix Cl Simulation Source Code

C.l Source Code for WaferTemperature During Implanatation
Main Program

%This program simulates the temperature rise during processing

% Need to calculate thermal mass for holder and wafer.
radius = 2.54*2;; %4 cm wafer
areaw = pi*radius^2; %Wafer area in cm2
volw = 450e-4 * areaw; %Wafer vol. Thickness*area
massw = 2.32 * volw; %Si density 2.32g/cm3
cpw = .168; %cal/g/K, thermal constant
tmw = cpw*massw*4.185; %Thermal mass Si change to Joule.
width = 1; %lcm thick holder
areah = areaw + 2*pi*radius*width; %Holder area
volh = width * areaw; %Holder vol. Thickness*area
massh = 2.7* volh; %A1 density 2.7g/cm3
cph = .215; %thermalconstant Al, cal/g/K
t^ = cph*massh*4.185; %thermal mass ofholder in Joules
tottm = tmh + tmw; %thermal mass waf. and hold.

%Now calculate effective emissivity
%For siliconuse data and interpolate
temp = [10280 340400 450 500550 600 700 800]+273;
emsi= [.10 .12 .15 .22 .34 .52 .61 .68 .72 .72];

% Emmisivity of A1 ranges from .06 to .2
eh = .2;

%Simulation of temperature rise
powerin = 20;
sigma = 5.68e-8*le-4;

timestep = 2;
endtime = 900;
T(l) =302;
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%Implant Power (Watts)
% W/cm2 K4, radiation constant

% step in between calculations (s)
%Total Implant timer
%Inital temp in C



dT(l) -0; %initial temperature deriviative;

time = [0:timestep:endtime];

for t = 2:length(time)

%Calculate effective emissivity

ev^^ = interpl(temp,emsi,T(t-l)); %interpolate for Silicon
etot= eh*areah + ew*areaw; %Total system emmisivity

dT(t)= simriseeq(powerin,tottm,etot,sigma,T(t-l));
T(t) = T(t-1) + timestep*dT(t);

end;

T2 = T-273; %convert to Celsius
plot(time,T2,'b')

Subroutine simriseeq

%This is the thermal balance equationused by simrise
%Thisgives the rate of changeof temperature;

function m = simriseeq(powerin,tottm,etot,sigma,T)

TO = 300;
m= (powerin - etot*sigma*(T)^4 + etot*sigma*TOM)/tottm;

end

C.2 Source Code for Monte Carlo Collision Analysis
%This program sends in x particles.
%Accelerates them and then calculates nuetral flux and ion flux.

%This program assumes no neutral/neutral collsions
%Lambda is a function of ion energy.

p = .5e-3; % p in mtorr
VO =10000; % ImplantVoltage
s = lOe-2; % Sheath thickness
ngl = l/(3.3el9 * p* 1000); % neutral density(Argon)

%Need to caluculate size of neutral array. Estimate usinga fixed lambda.
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lambda = .05/(p*1000);

dist = 100;
particles = 10000;
nb - 50; % size in Volts for graphing

%Set the voltage distribution in the sheath
%Use either collisionless or fully collisionsal.
%0r calculate formoderatelly collisional

X = [0:s/dist:s];
o/oV = V0*(x/s).^(4/3); %collisionless child law
V = V0*(x/s).'̂ 2; %fully collisional child law

volt =ones(l,particles)*0; %Energy in (Volts) for ions
neutralv =zeros(l,particles* l.l*s/lambda); %Energy in (Volts ofneutrals)
neutralm = 0; %number of neutrals
zeropart = zeros(l,particles);

% Simulation part

for step=2:dist+l;

%1) Increase energies of ions
%2) Calculate probability ofcolliding for each particle
%3) Move collided particles to neutral array
%4) Zero out energy of ions that collided

% step 1: increase energy of ions

volt = volt + (V(step) - V(step-1));

% step2: collision probability

%1) cross-section equals
% =-8.7742e-22*0og(V).^2) - 4.0613e-20*log(V) +5.8779e-l 8;
% This isa quadratic fit ofcross section from Phelps, 1991.
%2) calculate mean free path (m^) = l/ng*sigma;
%3) calculate probabilityofcollisions

Sigma = -8.7742e-22*(log(volt).^2) -4.0613e-20*log(volt) +5.8779e-19;
mfp =ngl./sigma; %ngl is 1/ng
probcollide = 1- exp(-s./(dist*mQ)));
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prob = rand(1,particles);
collides = find( prob < probcollide);

%Step 3: move collided ions to neutral matrix

neutralv = [neutralv(l meutralni) volt(collides)];
neutralni = neutralni + length(collides);

%Step 4: zero out energy of ions that collided

temp = (max([(prob - probcollide); zeropart]) & 1);
volt = temp.*[volt];

end

%Simulation Complete, now calculate cumulative energy distribution function

%Seperate particle energy into bins

%Ions

voltbin = ceil(volt./(VO/nb));
for x=l :nb

energyion(x) = length(find(voltbin == x));
end;

energyion = energyion./(particles*VO/nb);

%Neutrals

voltbinn = ceil(neutralv./(VO/nb));
for x=l:nb

energyneutral(x) = length(fmd(voltbinn == x));
end;

energyneutral = energyneutral./(neutralni*VO/nb);

Vstep = [V0/nb:V0/nb:1000];

% Cdf is simply the volt array sorted,
% The y's are the y axis for the graphs
%Maxpart is number of ions that survive w/o collisions

ioncdf = sort(volt);
maxpart = mm(fmd(ioncdf= max(ioncdf)));
ioncdf= ioncdf(1:maxpart);
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iony = [1 :maxpart]/particles;%generates values from 0 to 1 for cdf

neutralcdf = sort(neutralv);
neutraly= [l:neutralni]/neutralni;

totalcdf= sort([ioncdf neutralcdf]);
totaly = [l:maxpart+neutralni]/^articles+neutralni);

%plot cdfs

plot(ioncdf,iony,'b',neutralcdf,neutraly,'r',totalcdf,totaly,'g');
title('B: ioncdf, R: neutralcdf. G:totalcdf)

%Final Statistics

%Aless is percent that don't collide
%Amore is percent that collide
%Amore2 is what Amore would equal if lambda was constant

Aless = iony(maxpart)
Amore = (particles-maxpart)/particles
Amore2 = exp(-s/lambda) %theoretical Amore2
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Appendix D: Secondary Electron
Emission in a Collisional

Plasma

The effect of ion-neutral sheath collisions is the topic of Chapter 7. The experi

mental measurement of ion-neutral sheath collisions is based on the fact that ion-neutral

sheath collisions increase the total substrate current. Collisions create fast neutrals that

implant into the wafer. The fast neutrals themselves do not contribute to the current them

selves, but theydo ejectsecondary electrons. Splitting the implant voltage among a num

ber of neutrals and a single ion yields more secondary electrons, then implanting a single

particle (ion) with the entire implant energy. This is shown below.

Since only ion-sheath collisions are considered, energy flux conservation insists

that for a single ion crossing the sheath

« +1

= ^pulse (D-D
^ = 1

where «, and 3rethe number of generated fast neutrals and implant energy of eachpar

ticle, respectively.

The total number of secondary electrons ejected in the collisional case is propor-
/

tional to
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« + 1

S J^k
k = I

Squaring and expanding yields

n+\ n+\ ( w + 1

and

S A
yk= 1 k=\ k=l

Z 7^/
V l=k+l

n+1 «+1

Z^i+2X
^=1 il=l

^ « + 1

Z
l = k+l

n + 1

> Z^A
k = \

Combining, Equation D-3, and Equation D-4 yields

rn+\ \

Z JE,

2 « + 1

\k=\ ^

Combining Equation D-land Equation D-5 and taking the square root yields

n+\

z^.
k = \

S J^k^ ' ^implant
k = \

(D-2)

(D-3)

(D-4)

(D-5)

(D-6)

Equation D-6 states that the secondary electrons ejected by the implantation of an

ion undergoing ion-neutral charge exchange collisions is greater than that ejected by an

ion undergoing no collisions.

Equation D-6may be summed overall the ions entering thesheath
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n + i

T 7^ •^implant
k = I

where n and i are the total number of generated fast neutrals, and the total number of

implanting ions, respectively.

The crux of the above derivation, is the fact that secondary electron production is

proportional to the square root of the particle energy. Equation D-7 may be generalized to

a power law relationship

n + i

(D-8)

k = I

where y is the power law relationship between particle energy and secondary electron pro

duction. Equation D-8 is true as long as y < 1.
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